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FATHER OF ALL DESTRUCTION: THE ROLE OF THE WHITE FATHER IN 
CONTEMPORARY POST-APOCALYPTIC CINEMA 
 
Since September 11, 2001 a substantial number of English-language, post-
apocalyptic films have been released.  This renewed interest in the genre has prompted 
scholars to examine the circumstances within western society that make post-apocalyptic 
films appealing to audiences.  The popularity of these films derives from a narrative 
structure that reinforces conservative notions of good and bad and moral absolutism. The 
post-9/11, post-apocalyptic film typically features a white male hero who, in one way or 
another, reestablishes the pre-apocalyptic social order through proclamations of 
mandatory and prohibitive laws that must be adhered to by the survivors.  The hero of 
post-apocalyptic film does not present any alternative to the pre-apocalyptic, white 
masculinist society, but instead appears motivated, if not ordained by narrative, to 
enforce the pre-apocalyptic rules and mores in a way that disregards the events and 
circumstances of the apocalypse itself.   This dissertation uses psychoanalytic theory, 
starting with Sigmund Freud and continuing to theorists such as Slavoj Zizek, to 
investigate the motivations for survivors in post-apocalyptic films to form communities 
that return to early patriarchy, where prohibitive laws reinforce patriarchal authority 
through the mandates of the white male father figure. 
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Chapter One 
Post-apocalyptic Cinema and the Victim Hero 
AN INTRODUCTION 
The post-apocalyptic film typically features a male hero who, in one way or 
another, reestablishes the pre-apocalyptic social order through the proclamation of 
mandatory and prohibitive laws that must be adhered to by the survivors (followers).  The 
hero of post-apocalyptic film does not present any alternative to the pre-apocalyptic 
masculinist society, but instead appears motivated, if not ordained by narrative, to 
enforce the pre-apocalyptic rules and mores in a way that disregards the events and 
circumstances of the apocalypse itself.  Subjects who were disenfranchised by the pre-
apocalyptic order remain confined to the same subjugation in the post-apocalyptic world.  
Racial, ethnic, and sexual minorities are given no more protection from this "new" world 
order than they were granted in the old world order.  The survivors’ actions suggest the 
old world failed because it did not hue close enough to the rules established by the earlier 
paternalistic society. 
The post-apocalyptic film Reign of Fire (2002) depicts a small band of survivors 
holed-up in a Northumberland, England castle almost 20 years after dragons are 
unleashed upon the planet by an unsuspecting London Underground construction crew.  
Ten years after the first dragon’s appearance, world powers launch nuclear devices to kill 
the dragons. The nuclear attacks fail to destroy the dragons, but instead make conditions 
more hospitable for them because they feed off the ash.  Humanity and dragon enter a 
stalemate around the year 2020 as both exhaust food resources.  The Northumberland 
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group struggles daily, hoping to survive long enough for their crops to yield and for the 
dragons to die off—or hibernate.1 
Quinn, the Northumberland group leader, is focused so thoroughly on the survival 
of the group, he has no time for intimate partnerships.  His closest relationships are with 
his adopted son Jared and his best friend Creedy.  Quinn’s position as leader is one of 
benevolent authoritarian.  The survivors have no say in major decisions, as evidenced 
when a few members want to harvest the crops early to save their starving children.  
Quinn prevents them from doing so by confiscating the truck keys.  Yet, Quinn’s 
benevolence is demonstrated when he rescues these same people from a dragon attack 
after they commandeer a vehicle and harvest the crops prematurely, disobeying his earlier 
orders. 
Yet, Quinn does not need to mete out punishment to this insubordinate group 
because the invisible hand of patriarchy does so for him.  The dragon attack leaves 
several members of the rebellious group dead—including one member’s teenaged son.  
They are left with the nagging belief that had they followed the father’s (Quinn’s) 
commandment, their loved ones would still be alive. 
Sometimes the father figure does have to mete out punishment to insurrectionists.   
An excellent illustration of this can be seen in Blade Runner (1982).  Blade Runner Rick 
Deckard “retires”—a euphemism for kills—replicant androids, who are banned from 
Earth, when they violate this ban.  A new replicant prototype named Rachael, built by the 
Tyrell Corporation’s founder Dr. Tyrell to elude typical replicant detection mechanisms, 
                                                 
1 Quinn’s voice-over narration implies the dragons went into hibernation near the end of the Mesozoic Era, 
when it is believed dinosaurs died off.  Reign of Fire suggests dragons rather than an errant asteroid 
destroyed the dinosaurs. 
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asks Deckard if he “ever retired a human by mistake?”  Deckard confidently replies, no.  
Deckard’s unwavering belief in paternalistic moral clarity—which promulgates the 
notions good triumphs over evil, replicants are evil, therefore they must be destroyed, and 
Blade Runners would only destroy evil (replicants)—seemingly prohibits him from 
questioning the law’s oppressive mandate against replicants. He does not question the 
ethics of hunting and brutally gunning down a fleeing female replicant, who earlier 
fought desperately for her life, and he does not question the possibility that his own brutal 
psychopathy could evidence he himself is a replicant. 
With such post-apocalyptic films of the past and present in mind, this dissertation 
argues post-9/11 (the years 2002 to 2015), post-apocalyptic films highlight survivors’ 
attempt to return to early patriarchy, or more specifically the primitive (primal) father as 
defined by psychoanalytic theory starting with Freud and continuing to contemporary 
writers such as Slavoj Zizek. The father figure in post-apocalyptic films functions as a 
proxy for the primitive father.  But where Freud’s primitive father hoards the women for 
his sexual pleasure, the primitive father as depicted in the father figure of post-
apocalyptic films does not necessarily have sex with all the surviving women.  This does 
not necessarily mean he is celibate like Quinn in Reign of Fire because, as the buddy 
films of the 1980s have demonstrated, the female love interest is necessary to mitigate the 
homosocial bonding between the father figure and the other men in the group.  Rather, 
the father figure in the post-apocalyptic film, like the primitive father, has control over 
the woman and decides which male members can couple with them.    
While sexual mastery is desirable, the father figure’s main appeal in the post-
apocalyptic film is his perceived strong leadership. He is not feckless.  There is no moral 
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ambiguity for him to confront and ponder because the conditions of the post-apocalyptic 
world make fecklessness and indecisiveness deadly.  
In the post-holocaust world, the father figure’s decisions are portrayed in a way 
that suggest they are in the best interest of the group, though they might not necessarily 
be.  Sometimes his decisions directly imperil the group.  But his bad decisions, unlike the 
mistakes of the place-holding leaders (the black male and the female), are the impetus for 
him ultimately rescuing the group. Conversely, even if a member, or the group as a 
whole, rebels against his commandments and she or he subsequently encounters danger, 
the father figure benevolently rescues his metaphorical wayward lamb.  What individual 
members of the group give up in return for the father figure’s protection is autonomy and 
enjoyment. 
Post-apocalyptic films would seem to be a response to what Jacques Lacan calls 
the anal father of enjoyment.  The anal father succeeded the primal father.  Where the 
allegorical primitive father prohibited his tribal members from enjoying—i.e., enjoying 
the primitive father’s women—the allegorical anal father commands his subject to enjoy.  
Yet, this commandment to enjoy is not liberating. In fact, it is overwhelming for the 
subjects of the anal father.   
The anal father of enjoyment has usurped the primitive father of prohibition.  He 
presides over western, more specifically U.S., society.  Manifestations of the anal father 
can be seen in former U.S. Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.  While present in 
the real world, such anal father-like leaders as Clinton and Bush would result in the 
demise of a surviving group in the post-apocalyptic world.  These anal father-like 
leaders’ focus on enjoyment and their commandment to their subjects to enjoy (i.e., it is 
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the subject’s patriotic duty to shop) conflict with the notions of scarcity and deprivation 
in a post-apocalyptic world.   
Where the anal father commands the subject to enjoy, but cannot guarantee the 
safety of his subjects, the primitive father guarantees their safety, but the subjects must 
forgo pleasure.  In other words, anal father-like figures Clinton and Bush could not keep 
the U.S. safe from terrorists, but the strong leadership of a primitive father-like leader, for 
example a Vladimir Putin-type leader, with his prohibitions and moral clarity, would 
have prevented the 9/11 attacks. 
This dissertation suggests the high volume of post-apocalyptic films distributed 
between 2002 and 2014 are a response to the anal father of enjoyment. It further asserts 
post-9/11, post-apocalyptic films are popular because the subject desires a return to the 
prohibition of the primitive father.  The commandment to enjoy is so oppressive for the 
subject that she feels she is not enjoying in the manner or at the level the anal father 
commands her to enjoy.  The post-9/11, post-apocalyptic film offers a retreat from this 
anal father’s commandment and a glimpse into a world of prohibition and scarcity ruled 
by the primitive father, where the pressures to enjoy are nonexistent and notions of good 
and evil are unambiguous. 
The desire for a return to the primitive father is not a recent phenomenon. In the 
1990s men’s movements such as the Promise Keepers became quite popular.  The 
impetus for these movements centered on the presumed feminization of masculinity 
following the tumultuous 1960s and 70s.  For these men’s groups, the male, more 
specifically the white male, ceded too much of his identify (i.e., power) to women, racial 
minorities, and gays after multiculturalism foisted inclusivity upon him.  In other words, 
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the male was both victimized and faulted for his demasculinization. The men’s 
movements sought to reclaim that masculinity. 
Behind this reclamation was a desire to return to simpler times.  Fred Pfeil 
contends the men’s movements were an anti-modernist desire to go back to the 
wilderness and a conservative notion of “preindustrial patriarchy” (224).  This same 
desire for the pre-modern, pre-industrial can certainly be seen in the post-9/11, post-
apocalyptic film.  Both pre-industrial and post-apocalyptic societies place a premium on a 
masculinity that demonstrates strength and assertiveness.  
David Savran calls this strength and assertiveness “the right stuff” (162).  The 
right stuff, taken from the title of a 1983 movie by the same name is that something extra 
in masculinity.  It is an inarticulable something extra.  Most importantly, Savran suggests, 
the right stuff “is so awesome it stymies discourse” or criticism (162).  This very premise 
of a father figure with “the right stuff” is appealing to moviegoers and explains why post-
apocalyptic films are presently quite popular.   
1. Postapocalypse—The Beginning of the End 
Before delving into the ideology behind the desirability of the primitive father, it 
is important to understand the origins of the post-apocalyptic narrative. The apocalyptic 
fantasy is prominent in Christian belief. Christians are taught the world is ephemeral and 
its human inhabitants flawed.  A better place awaits the righteous. The recent Left Behind 
series by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins offers fictional interpretations of the 
evangelical, dispensationalist view of the apocalypse.2  In these books people endure the 
                                                 
2 The books have also been made into direct-to-video movie releases and a recent major Hollywood 
production starring Nicolas Cage that boasts a 15-million-dollar budget (“Left Behind”). 
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“trials and tribulations” of a world in shambles after Christians are raptured to heaven and 
the Antichrist ascends to world power.   
Though deriving from Christian end-times myth, post-World War II Hollywood 
depictions of the apocalypse take a secular view of the end of the world.  Rather than 
righteous characters getting raptured to heaven while unbelievers suffer the aftermath, 
Hollywood’s incarnations present images of destruction that indiscriminately destroy the 
Earth’s inhabitants.  Many critics suggest post-World-War-II apocalyptic films are a 
consequence of anxiety fueled by the advent of the atomic bomb and subsequent Cold 
War.  These films usually functioned, to some extent, as cautionary tales about what 
could happen if nations continued the proliferation of atomic-age weapons of mass 
destruction.  In the 1960s atomic anxiety was coupled with domestic unrest over U.S. 
involvement in Southeast Asia and racial and sexual civil rights movements in the U.S as 
well.   
If the fear of total annihilation had somewhat dissipated in the 1960s, a new type 
of anxiety emerged.  This new anxiety offered the possibility of survivors after the 
apocalypse.  Films like Panic in Year Zero! (1962), The Last Man on Earth (1964), and 
Planet of the Apes (1968) offered depictions of after-a-cataclysmic event.  These post-
apocalyptic films typically had three common components: first, survivors of the 
cataclysmic event formed small family units; second, within the family unit a male was 
placed at the head of the family; and third, an outside force sought to usurp the authority 
of the head of that family unit. 
In Reign of Fire, the outside force that threatens the Northumberland group is not 
necessarily the dragons because the group had developed a plan of action for dealing with 
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them, which they instilled in the children each night through recitation of a group prayer.  
The outside force that posed the greatest threat to the group was marauders.  An 
American military battalion called the Kentucky Irregulars invades the castle and its 
leader Van Zan conscripts Quinn’s best men to locate and kill the sole male dragon.  
Quinn warns Van Zan that if his battalion goes to London to kill the bull male, they will 
fail and lead the male back to the castle—which is what happens.  The bull male destroys 
the castle and most of its inhabitants, including Quinn’s best friend Creedy. 
One of the questions this dissertation will endeavor to answer is why these post-
apocalyptic depictions almost always center on the family unit, and more specifically, 
why the father figure must play such a pivotal role in these films?  This dissertation also 
challenges the notion that in a post-apocalyptic narrative, heteronormative conventions 
must remain in place even though the social order that dictated the survivors’ actions 
could essentially be replaced with a new world order.  In other words, if the apparatus 
that affirms patriarchy (which engenders global capitalism) no longer exists, should not 
sexism, racism, and all the other “isms” be dead as well?   
There are other narrative options available, but filmmakers consistently resist 
opportunities to challenge conservative notions of the western family, notions that 
promote Eurocentric, heteronormative, preindustrial patriarchy.  It would appear 
filmmakers’ response to current cultural anxieties regarding race and gender is a return to 
the fantasy of patriarchal absolutism. One question presented by the inception of the post-
apocalyptic film genre is: what has happened to the cultural anxiety relating to race and 
gender?  Is the absence of anxiety relating to race and gender in contemporary post-
apocalyptic cinema due to the fact that we are now living in a post-racial, post-
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chauvinistic world, or is the absence of race and gender due to the fact that race and 
gender difference is a source of even greater anxiety in the end of the world? 
2. Apocalyptic Versus Post-Apocalyptic Films 
Before discussing post-apocalyptic films, a distinction must be made between 
apocalyptic films and post-apocalyptic. Charles P. Mitchell suggests “in order to be 
classified as an apocalyptic film, the event threatening the extinction of humanity has to 
be presented within the story.  If this catastrophe occurs prior to the events depicted on 
the screen, the film is post-apocalyptic” (xi). Films such as Armageddon (1998) and 
Independence Day (1996) depict events capable of destroying the world, but the world is 
ultimately saved when humanity bands together to destroy the threat to Earth's survival.  
In films such as War of the Worlds (1953 and 2005), Night of the Living Dead (1968), 
and Deep Impact (1998), visions of the Earth’s destruction are part of the plot, and 
though attempts may be made to save society from doom, devastation is unavoidable.  In 
films like Escape from New York (1981), Delicatessen (1991), and Mutant Chronicles 
(2008), destruction functions as a part of the mise en scene rather than the plot.  Often 
times the cause of the world’s end is never addressed, but that is not important because 
the main focus of the film is on how the survivors or descendants of the survivors cope 
with the new world. 
While post-apocalyptic films are greatly influenced by Christian eschatology, 
Jerome Shapiro explains the apocalyptic narrative has its origins in “Hasidic Jewish 
mystical storytelling traditions" (26). In these stories the Rabbi is transported to heaven 
where he receives a vision warning of the danger his community faces. This revelation—
the true meaning of apocalypse is revelation or a lifting of the veil—is communicated to 
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the community by the Rabbi. Shapiro adds: “little emphasis is placed on actually 
describing the hereafter, or the rewards received in the hereafter; rather the emphasis is 
placed on just living in the here and now” (26).  This revelation can be seen most 
prominently in apocalyptic films where there seems to be an implicit desire among the 
filmmakers to warn society of what could happen in an atomic age.  Apocalyptic films of 
the 1950s, for example Godzilla (1954), presented scenarios of what could happen from 
radiation poisoning.  These films served as allegories for real-world conditions during the 
Soviet Union and United States arms race.   
Where Shapiro suggests apocalyptic film seeks to warn society of an impending 
doom, Eric S. Rabkin speculates these films could be an attempt to, “break free from a 
mental cage, to supplant one point of view—say the strictures of Father or of God-the-
Father—with another point of view—say the totalizing domination of the world by the 
self” (Rabkin, Greenberg, and Olander x).  These films do, in fact, present an alternative 
for the spectator to the perceived path of the world superpowers.  Filmic representations 
of a possible end that is thwarted by cooperation and patriotism is one way of challenging 
the status quo without encountering charges of subversion or treason.   
Expanding on Eric S. Rabkin’s argument, one could suggest apocalyptic films of 
the 1990s seemed to be a collective sigh of relief that superpowers had not gone over the 
edge and destroyed the world.  These films seem to invite the spectator to delight in their 
destructive excess.  The films’ budgets are spent almost entirely on the special effects 
that display the annihilation of national monuments and characterizations of realistic-
looking aliens. The focus is not on man’s threat to the world, but man’s mastery, through 
cutting-edge computer-generated images (CGI), of the world.  Though there has been a 
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move away from a possible nuclear holocaust at the hands of the world’s superpowers, 
some of the first studies done on post-apocalyptic cinema addressed the nuclear 
destruction chronicled in films like Planet of the Apes (1968). 
Mick Broderick, who focuses solely on nuclear holocaust narratives separated 
filmic depictions of the apocalypse/postapocalypse into four categories: 
1. Preparation for nuclear war and its survival 
2. Encounters with post-nuclear extraterrestrials 
3. Experiencing nuclear war and its immediate effects 
4. Surviving long after nuclear war (364-5) 
 
This dissertation will concentrate on the latter two categories, specifically the immediate 
effects and surviving long after a catastrophe—but will not necessarily be limited to a 
nuclear event.  In in the third type of depiction, the characters encounter the “short-term 
consequences” of the apocalypse.  With the fourth category, Broderick further 
distinguishes between three narrative tropes: 
Renewal films, which posit the war as promoting socio-cultural rebirth 
usually in the form of the heterosexual couple, the family, or the small 
community…Catharsis films, which graphically depict the destructive 
impact of nuclear war and the problematic of survival…Terminal films, 
which portray the end of the human species by showing long-term survival 
as impossible. (Broderick 368) 
 
As the title implies, the fourth illustration, surviving long after nuclear war, depicts 
characters who have acclimated to the conditions brought about by the apocalypse.   
Even though Broderick focuses on the nuclear apocalypse, his formulation of 
discursive modes is helpful for all post-apocalyptic films.  Post-9/11, post-apocalyptic 
films tend to be of the renewal or terminal trope.  Films such as 28 Days Later (2002) 
and Reign of Fire depict societies struggling to rebuild after a cataclysmic event.  In the 
case of 28 Days it is a viral infection.  The Road (2009) and WALL-E (2008), terminal 
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films, depict a desolate Earth, and in the case of WALL-E, an Earth that has been filled 
with trash and vacant of all life forms, except a lowly cockroach, for 700 years.  Some 
films like Dawn of the Dead (2004) have all three tropes.  The catharsis is the infection 
outbreak that turns people into zombies and decimates the city of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  
The renewal occurs when survivors seek refuge in a shopping mall; one of the survivors 
is pregnant, a common symbol of renewal.  The narrative turns terminal when the 
survivors leave the mall and discover everywhere they go is overrun by zombies. 
Carl B. Yoke dubs the contemporary post-apocalyptic narrative the “remade 
world story.” Yoke’s notion of the remade-world story is similar to Broderick’s renewal 
trope discussed above in that the remade world story typically ends with a double 
promise that “there will be a new world, in the sense that man has survived and may even 
thrive, and that whatever civilization or culture finally emerges will somehow, eventually, 
be ‘better’ than that which preceded it” (4).  Yoke also suggests that although remade 
stories appear to be pessimistic because the world has been destroyed, in fact, they are 
optimistic.  Optimism arises in the remade-world stories from the depiction of not only 
the loss in society, but the promise of its replacement by something better that, in the new 
world, will be ordained by a preindustrial, patriarchal authority, a society influenced by 
the metaphorical primitive father. 
Patriarchal authority, which has its origins in the incest taboo is generally 
understood to mean the societal rules and mores that prohibit certain types of conduct and 
regulate the relations among individuals within the society.  Patriarchal authority is said 
to be “paternal” in the sense that society is understood to be cohered by analogy with a 
family unit under the male authority of the father.  Patriarchal authority is enforced by the 
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symbolic father.  For Lacan the symbolic father is not an actual person, though people 
assume the role, but a function that enforces the Name of the Father.  Lacan observes, “it 
is the name of the father that we must recognize the basis of the symbolic function which 
since the dawn of historical time, has identified his person with the figure of the law” 
(Erits 66).  Patriarchal authority, then, imposes prohibition upon the subject, and the 
subject, in exchange for giving up what Freud terms drives, becomes a part of the society. 
In the context of post-apocalyptic or remade-world stories, patriarchal authority is 
presented to the audience at two different stages in the narrative.  There is always the pre-
apocalyptic patriarchal authority in which the system of rules and mores are depicted as 
incomplete or ineffective (failure to curb climate change, failure to address domestic 
social unrest, failure to meet threats of international enemies, and so on).  The remade-
world narratives end by implying a second type of patriarchal authority will not be 
incomplete or ineffective, in large part because it is implied the new social order has 
learned its lessons from the prior social order. 
The optimism of the remake-world story might also be described as phantasmatic. 
The fantasy lies not so much in the promise of a better patriarchy of the future but rather 
in the imaginary destruction of today’s patriarchal authority, which is influenced by the 
metaphorical anal father of enjoyment.  The fantasy is that if the prevailing patriarchal 
authority can only be exposed for its inefficacies, then a better world would emerge. 
The problem for most writers with this fantasy of getting rid of the prevailing 
patriarchal authority is that it functions like the preverbal magic bullet.  Instead of 
requiring an examination of the reasons why the prevailing patriarchal authority has 
failed to create a perfect society (such as the causes of climate change that lie in capitalist 
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consumption or the perseverance of bigoted racial, ethnic, and chauvinistic prejudices 
that contribute to domestic social unrest), the remade-world story provides a quick fix 
that proposes a complete overhaul of the current system.  The quick fix or magic bullet 
approach functions to render a closer examination of the root cause of social and 
ecological issues unnecessary and even academic.  The fantasy is that these problems 
may be fixed by society simply starting over. 
It can then be said that the apocalyptic loss of society presented by remade-world 
stories is not intended to be horrifying but rather intended to instill a sense of hope at 
what could happen if there was only a complete overhaul of the prevailing patriarchal 
authority.  Nowhere in the narrative of post-apocalyptic films or remade stories is it ever 
addressed that the new patriarchal authority might also contain its own inadequacies, 
injustices, and corruption.  Relevant to this dissertation, no narrative seems to even 
question whether it should be a matriarchy that replaces patriarchal authority in order to 
achieve a better society after the apocalypse.  While the characters of the last film 
discussed in chapter two, Mad Max: Fury Road (2015), seek to establish a somewhat 
matriarchal society, there is no doubt a “new” patriarchal authority will prevail in this 
society. 
The point is not to advocate matriarchy over a patriarchy, but rather to illustrate 
that the fantasy of loss inherent in these narratives is created by a new patriarchal 
authority that differs from the prior patriarchal authority in only marginal ways. It is 
always a new patriarchal authority that is implied to take over after the apocalypse 
different from the prior order only by having made slight improvements in the areas 
where the prior order came up short.  One might even understand these changes or 
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differences to be political in the strict sense of the word but not structural.  The fact that 
some sort of patriarchal authority is necessary to cohere a society is never questioned. 
This is why Zizek so frequently comments that it is “easy to imagine the end of 
the world—an asteroid destroying all of life, and so on—but we cannot imagine the end 
of capitalism” (carlygs).  Post-apocalyptic and remade-world stories show that patriarchal 
authority is in one sense an absolute that remains constant both before and after the 
apocalypse. The belief that patriarchal authority is necessary to cohere society cannot be 
destroyed even when the society that it purportedly coheres is itself destroyed. 
Returning to criticism of the post-apocalyptic trope, Peter Nicholls designates 
these stories “after the holocaust” films, but like remade world and renewal narratives, 
there is an optimistic view that mankind will prevail and society will be better than 
before.  Nicholls posits “in a world of bureaucracies and restrictions, where the average 
man feels that there is little room for individual assertion, the idea of destroying and then 
building again offers an exciting psychic freedom” (The Science 292). Nicholls continues 
by suggesting these films are seductive for spectators because they depict characters who 
control their own destinies and present scenarios where questions of right and wrong are 
unambiguous, for example in Blade Runner, when Decker asserts he has never 
inadvertently retired a human.   
After-the-holocaust films depict worlds that are free from moral ambiguity.  There 
is no moral ambiguity because good and bad are presented as absolutes.  The absolutist 
nature of good and bad, right and wrong, black and white, and so on avoids (or, rather, 
circumvents) the complication that would otherwise arise with a subject needing to work 
through what is good or bad (or right or wrong) along a spectrum of moral relativity.   
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There is no moral relativity in after-the-holocaust films because every decision 
confronted by the subject is in the nature of a “do or die” decision.  The decision is the 
“right” decision if the characters survive the challenge, and the “wrong” decision if the 
characters do not survive.  
Such depictions of absolute good versus absolute bad operate to preclude the 
existence of any morally relativistic middle ground.  Morality does not exist along a 
spectrum where there are any number of acts that bear shades of both right and wrong.  
The logic of such narratives instead allows only for the moral act or the immoral act.   
Agents of patriarchal authority, such as Deckard in Blade Runner, demonstrate 
that with every act being either an act of absolute good or absolute bad, a false “moral 
clarity” arises where “good” is presented as unquestioningly and infinitely good.  Good is 
always good no matter its context (i.e., both (1) not being contingent upon history and (2) 
without regard to any hegemonic, bigoted, or unjust consequences that later result).  In 
both ways, the depiction of absolute good never admits any of the lesser evils that one 
would expect to find in a social order such as inequity, corruption, bigotry, abuse of 
power, and so on.   
The moral clarity afforded by depictions of absolute good furthers at least two 
ideological functions.  First, the depiction of absolute good precludes a critique of 
patriarchy.  If patriarchy is “good” in the sense that it would cohere, rather than destroy, a 
social unit, then the “good” of such patriarchy contains nothing to be critiqued.  Any 
critique of absolute good is automatically “off the table,” so to speak.   
The second way that the moral clarity of absolute good functions ideologically is 
to deny even the existence of a space from where good might be critiqued.  Since good 
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and evil are absolute opposites, with no morally relativistic space between the two, 
anything that is not good is by process of elimination evil.  Even an attempt to critique 
absolute good is act of absolute evil.3   
3. Annihilation Sells  
Prior to 9/11, only a few post-apocalyptic films were released each year, with 
1995 and 1997 representing a slight surge in post-disaster films (see Table 1.1).  After 
9/11, the release of post-apocalyptic films increased progressively.  As the years after 
9/11 proceed, one notices a significant surge in the distribution of post-apocalyptic films.  
From 2010 to 2015 72 English-language, post-apocalyptic films were released; whereas, 
the 1990s only saw 15 English-language films released in the entire decade. 
Collective anxiety can be seen as a root cause for the rise in post-apocalyptic 
films since 9/11.  Collective anxiety is the fear patriarchal authority has failed to protect 
society from outsiders.  Prior to 9/11 the United States, Australia, and even the United 
Kingdom following peace talks with the IRA, were typically inoculated from foreign 
terrorist attacks because of their geographic isolation.4  For Americans after 9/11, Britons 
after 7/7, and Australians after the 2002 Bali bombings, the illusory wall between terror 
in the Middle East and safety in Western nations was shattered. 
Zizek describes this illusory wall as a “consumerist paradise” similar to the world 
created for Truman Burbank in The Truman Show (1998) (Welcome 12).  Like Truman, 
                                                 
3 An example of framing the critique of absolute good as an act of absolute evil is President George W. 
Bush’s oft-repeated line “you're either with us or against us in the fight against terror.”  Any criticism of the 
Bush Administration’s “War on Terror” was met with charges of Anti-American or Anti-Troops 
sentiments. 
4 The second largest producer of English-language post-apocalyptic films, behind the United States, is 
Australia. 
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Americans (and later Britons and Australians) seemingly lived in a fantasy world created 
for their enjoyment, ignorant of the “real” world beyond the painted wall.  Subjects in 
that real world experienced the consequences of U.S. foreign policies that favored 
tyranny over democracy and destabilized governments over solvent ones.  The World 
Trade Center Twin Towers represented a destruction of that wall, and like Truman, if 
only briefly, the American public experienced the real world in all its horror.5  For the 
American subject, the response was not to step through to the real world, as Truman does, 
but to create new fantasies that explained the real world on the other side of the wall.  As 
this dissertation will argue, those fantasies manifest in post-apocalyptic films where 
patriarchal authority is not weak and where the father protects the family.   
It is perhaps no coincidence the largest spike in post-apocalyptic films (2012-
2014) coincides with the second inauguration of Barack Hussein Obama, the first 
African-American President of the United States.  The collective anxiety experienced by 
Americans would seem to suggest a lack of confidence in the black father’s ability to 
protect the U.S. from the enemy outside (whether that enemy be “foreign,” such as 
Muslims, or domestic, such as Central-American immigrants).  Birtherism, the contention 
by some that President Obama was born in Kenya and therefore not a U.S. citizen, was an 
explicit expression of the belief the nation’s first black father figure was an outsider and 
could not uphold patriarchal authority.  A black, Kenyan Muslim president could not 
possibly have “the right stuff” to protect the nation from outsiders when he was an 
                                                 
5 Zizek suggests the WTC explosions were not an intrusion into the Real for the American subject. Yet, 
although the explosions did not result in much reassessment of the negative influences of U.S. foreign 
policy, they did briefly expose the reality formed by those policies.  See Zizek, Welcome to the Desert of 
the Real, 16. 
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outsider himself.  As will be discussed in chapter three, the post-apocalyptic filmic 
response to a threat to patriarchal authority by a black male is ideological lynching. 
But coupled with anxiety over the black father figure’s lack of leadership, the 
subject experiences alienation.  Marx describes alienation as the wage laborer’s alienation 
from the goods he produces as his sells his labor to produce those goods.  The product is 
not a part of him but rather a part of the capitalists he sells his labor to.  Alternatively, the 
consumer, like the wage laborer, also experiences alienation from the product.  The cause 
of the consumer’s alienation from the product is in part due to her isolation from the real 
world and her connection to the virtual world. No longer is it necessary to interact with 
people directly. Smartphones and tablets have enabled people to create virtual worlds 
“on-the-go,” what will be called “islands” in chapter four, where the subject only 
interacts with likeminded, racially and economically similar people.  These islands create 
buffers from the real world.  When the subject is exposed to the real world, for example 
when there is a terrorist attack, she believes she no longer fits in this real world; she is not 
like those around her.  Her alienation leads to a retreat to her protective island. 
4. Post-Apocalyptic Fantasy 
Where Carl B. Yoke and Peter Nicholls contend remade-world (or post-
apocalyptic) films are optimistic, John Walliss and James Aston suggest post-apocalyptic 
films released after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 were pessimistic.  Walliss 
and Aston believe there is a movement toward the Christian eschatological teachings of 
punishing the wicked and rewarding the virtuous: 
A recurring theme found in the post-911 cycle is that like some form of 
Old Testament punishment, the apocalyptic scenario that humanity faces is 
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both deserved and, indeed, something that we would be better off not 
surviving. (Walliss and Aston 57) 
 
Conversely, one could argue that while there is an increase in post-apocalyptic films in 
the years following 9/11, there is no significant shift in the tone or narrative structure of 
these films.  The rise in the number of remade world films can be attributed not only to 
the desire to make meaning of the terrorist attacks, but a desire to envision a new world 
were the enemy is visible, or rather on the outside, and notions of right and wrong are 
absolute.  Additionally, the popularity of these post 9/11 post-apocalyptic films can be 
attributed to the subject’s desire to break free from the mandate to consume and enjoy 
relentlessly in a global capitalist world.   
The film Monsters (2010) chronicles an American couple’s attempt to return to 
the U.S. before aliens overrun Mexico.  The backdrop of a destroyed, yet empyrean, 
Mexico entices the couple to remain there rather than return to the everyday pressures of 
a global capitalistic United States.  Samantha tells Kaulder in the last line of the film, “I 
don't want to go home.”  This line epitomizes the appeal of post-apocalyptic films: a 
desire to exchange the existing life that cannot be understood or enjoyed for one that is 
much simpler.6 
Many critics through the years have tried to interpret the meaning of the post-
apocalyptic fantasy, with most arguing it is an attempt to make meaning of real world 
anxieties.  Jean Baudrillard took a different approach by instead pointing to examples of 
the apocalypse in the real world.  He argued in the late 1980s that we need not imagine 
what the postapocalypse look like because we were presently living in it. 
                                                 
6 That this vision of simplicity in an Edenic world takes place in Mexico should not be missed. The mise en 
scene creates an otherness to Mexico that is both virginal and frightening.  
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The pole of reckoning, dénouement, and Apocalypse (in the good and the 
bad sense of the word), which we had been able to postpone until the 
infiniteness of the Day of Judgment, this pole has come infinitely closer, 
and one could join Canetti in saying that we have already passed it 
unawares and now find ourselves in the situation of having overextended 
our own finalities, of having short-circuited our own perspectives, and of 
already being in the hereafter, that is, without horizon and without hope... 
Look at the two great events: [the advent of] nuclear power and 
revolution. It is utterly pointless to hope for the one or fear the other since 
both have already occurred. (Kamper 34) 
 
Baudrillard’s conclusion suggests a clean break from the dominant social order cannot be 
brought about by a cataclysmic event.  After the atomic bombings of Japan, Allied Forces 
occupied both Germany and Japan.  The Marshall Plan in Europe and the U.S. Initial 
Post-Surrender Policy for Japan rebuilt nations that would promote western, global 
capitalist values.  Rather than the world descending into chaos, the “winners” set up 
societies that prospered economically.   
Baudrillard’s annihilative hypothesis builds upon his theory of a consumer society 
whereby human beings are subordinated to the relationships between their objects.  He 
posits our relationship to the object has changed.  No longer does the object perform a 
function for us, but the object has become a part of, intertwined with, us.  He says, “we 
live by their [the objects’] rhythm, according to their incessant cycles” (Kamper 29).  We 
cannot acquire one object without recognizing that it is part of a “collection of objects in 
their total meaning” (Kamper 31).  Baudrillard later concedes, “like a chain that connects 
not ordinary objects but signifieds, each object can signify the other in a more complex 
super-object, and lead the consumer to a series of more complex choices" (Kamper 31). 
In other words, this closeness to the object and the consumer’s recognition that the object 
signifies a complex chain of objects leads the consumer to acquire more things that may 
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not necessarily be needed but are desired because of the things’ relationship to other 
things.  
The nuclear arms race serves as an example of this consumer theory.  The Soviet 
Union possessed over 10,000 strategic nuclear warheads at the end of the Cold War 
(“The Nuclear Weapon”). The United States built 70,000 warheads since the invention of 
nuclear weapons (“The Nuclear Weapon”).  Well into the arms race, both superpowers 
held enough nuclear warheads to destroy the planet many times over, but they continued 
to not only build more nuclear weapons, but make them more powerful, some eight times 
more powerful than the bomb dropped on Hiroshima.  The final outcome of this 
closeness to the object, the bomb, led to the U.S. and the Soviet Union propping up 
dictators who oppressed their own people, fighting proxy wars through third-world 
nations, and causing the death, disappearances, and imprisonment of thousands of 
innocent people.   
Therefore, when Baudrillard argues that we are living in a post-apocalyptic world, 
he is saying that we have already seen our end with the stockpiling of such destructive 
nuclear arsenals, and we are such slaves to the consumption of things that we do not need 
and cannot see that we have already reached our zenith.  Anything that follows now, 
whether it is nuclear attacks or global warming, is only an event that occurs after the 
apocalypse. 
One could argue the most suitable contemporary embodiment of the 
postapocalypse in the real word can be seen in post-Operation Iraqi Freedom Iraq.  
Before the U.S.-led invasion, under the fascist regime of Saddam Hussein, literacy rates 
were as high as 87%, basic healthcare was free for all citizens, and religious and sectarian 
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violence was suppressed (Al-Sallami; Khalek).7  The apocalypse, facilitated by decades 
of economic sanctions and the Gulf War of 1990, reached its crowning moment when 
coalition forces invaded Iraq in 2003 and occupied the nation for the next seven years. 
The impetus for the invasion was targeting Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction 
program.  In post-apocalyptic Iraq, brought on by global capitalism, emerged a return to a 
more sexist, monotheistic world that privileged a male god and structured society around 
the monetary value of women and children. This new world devalued women and 
children by adding monetary value to them. 
Peter Fitting counters Baudrillard’s assertion that consumers are so enmeshed 
with their objects that they cannot recognize they have already symbolically facilitated 
their own destruction.  Fitting suggests the spectator of post-apocalyptic films recoils, if 
only temporarily, from consumerism and is conflicted between “a society of abundance 
in which so much is wasted and squandered” and the presence of economic 
impoverishment in certain sectors of society (“Count Me” 46).   
Baudrillard would assert the spectator is unaware of society’s reckless 
overconsumption, and the precepts of global capitalism suggest that to combat poverty, 
more consumption is necessary.  However, Fitting believes the spectator copes with this 
flaw in the global capitalist system by displacement from an “identification of the 
systemic causes of inequality and exploitation…a recognition that alienation and 
suffering are the result of corporate decisions based on profit calculations” and to “the 
objects which incarnate that wasteful life style” (“Count Me” 46).   For Fitting, post-
apocalyptic films seek to have a reckoning with abundance and overindulgence by 
                                                 
7 These numbers represent pre-sanctions Iraq. The literacy rate dropped substantially after 2000. 
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envisioning a society where there are none of the structures in place for global capitalism 
and consumption to thrive.  The spectator is not required to address the inequities derived 
by global capitalism.  The mere fact that she acknowledges those inequities through film 
spectatorship is enough. 
While Fitting suggests the spectator is aware of the flaws in a capitalistic system, 
but displaces that anxiety on to the post-apocalyptic film, Mick Broderick notes that post-
apocalyptic films do not envision a social order distinctly different from the pre-
apocalyptic society. 
While some films have explored (albeit fleetingly) post-holocaust life as a 
site for ideological contestation, the cinematic renderings of long-term 
post-nuclear survival appear highly reactionary, and seemingly advocate 
reinforcing the symbolic order of the status quo via the maintenance of 
conservative social regimes of patriarchal law (and lore). In so doing, they 
articulate a desire for (if not celebrate) the fantasy of nuclear Armageddon 
as the anticipated war which will annihilate the oppressive burdens of 
(post)modern life and usher in the nostalgically yearned-for less complex 
existence of agrarian toil and social harmony through ascetic spiritual 
endeavors. (Broderick 362) 
 
Broderick’s argument comes closest to addressing why post-apocalyptic films reaffirm 
the family and masculinity, as well as the role of the father.  These films allegorize a 
sense of loss in society, usually a loss of patriarchal authority, and ultimately a loss in 
symbolic masculinity.  This dissertation argues the absolutist nature of masculinity in the 
post-apocalyptic film is an untenable construction because at every turn the subject is 
reminded of masculinity’s shortcomings.  Rather than projecting confidence and moral 
clarity, the absolutist nature of masculinity exposes flaws in patriarchal authority.  These 
films are generally fantasies that enable a temporary masking of that inadequacy.  In 
additions, they rarely seek to question the utility of continually ascribing to the ideology 
behind masculinity.   
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Freud’s oedipal complex highlight the flaws of patriarchal authority.  At the heart 
of the oedipal complex are two characters, the mother and male child, who unconsciously 
expose the father’s (i.e., the symbol of patriarchal authority) impotency.  The male child 
challenges the father’s authority, while the mother’s position as object of desire serves as 
the impetus for the male child’s aggression toward the father.  Though stronger, the father 
is incapable of suppressing the male child’s desire for the mother. 
5. Oedipal Complex in Relation to the Postapocalypse  
In The Interpretation of Dreams Freud asserts the legend of Oedipus originated 
from “some primeaval dream-material which had as its content the distressing 
disturbance of a child’s relation to his parents owing to the first stirrings of sexuality” 
(The Interpretation 297).  In his work Totem and Taboo Freud goes in greater detail 
about the origins of the oedipal complex as he suggests the taboo was established in 
primitive cultures to designate that which is off limits.  Beings or things were off limits 
because they were sacred, dangerous, or unclean (Totem 31).  Freud says the basis of 
taboo is “a forbidden action for which there exists a strong inclination in the 
unconscious” (Totem 56).  In other words, the initial incarnation of taboo was perhaps to 
prevent tribal members from consuming harmful foods, but as time passed, taboo became 
associated with other prohibitions such as incest.  The origins of taboo are unclear, but 
any member who violates a taboo is unclean and must be removed from the tribe; 
otherwise, the other tribal members become unclean as well. 
The one entity who is exempt from the taboo prohibition is the king 
(tribal/primitive father).  Freud writes, “[r]ulers [kings] are granted great privileges which 
are practically cancelled by taboo prohibitions in regard to other privileges.  They are 
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privileged persons, they can do or enjoy what is withheld from the rest through taboo” 
(Totem 85).  The taboo was established so that subordinate tribal members could not 
enjoy the same women the king enjoyed—hence, the king’s exemption from the taboo.  
Freud suggests this prohibition is still present in the oedipal complex.  Where the 
primitive king was allowed to enjoy women that subordinate tribesmen could not, the 
modern father also enjoys the female (mother) that is off limits to the male child.  
Under the oedipal complex the child experiences a fear of castration for desiring 
his mother.  Because the father is stronger than the child, the child believes the father will 
take from him the thing they both possess, which the mother does not—the penis.  
Similarly, the male members of the tribe experience a fear a retribution from the king for 
any attempts at sexual congress with the king’s women. 
If Oedipus’ blinding represented the anxiety over castration, then through the 
castration complex, the totem is a substitution for the father.  Freud posits:  
If the totem animal is the father, then the two main commandments of 
totemism, the two taboo rules which constitute its nucleus—not to kill the 
totem animal and not to use a woman belonging to the same totem for 
sexual purposes—agree in content with the two crimes of Oedipus, who 
slew his father and took his mother to wife, and also with the child’s two 
primal wishes [to kill his father and have his mother to himself]. (Totem 
230) 
 
Later in Totem and Taboo Freud speculates one day the expelled sons of the primitive 
father joined together and killed the father and accomplished their identification with him 
by consuming the father’s flesh.  The sons would commemorate this event in a 
celebratory feast.  Associated with their new found freedom to enjoy their father’s 
women, the sons experienced guilt.  The father became more powerful dead than alive.  
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The sons tried to undo their patricide by declaring that the killing of the father substitute, 
the totem, was not allowed and renouncing the women they "liberated" (Totem 247-50). 
 Prohibition by the primitive father is significant for this study because it reveals 
the importance of the father in patriarchal authority.  The father in a family unit ensures 
patriarchy will be upheld and sustained.  Because the sons are male, it would seem they 
occupy the masculine position, and uphold patriarchy, once they replace the father.  Yet, 
their insurrection attenuates the system for which patriarchal authority operates.  In other 
words, by overthrowing the father, they expose the weakness of patriarchal authority.   
The post-apocalyptic film represents a regressive return to the primitive father and 
taboo prohibition.  By hoarding the women survivors, determining who will procreate 
and who will not, the post-apocalyptic father figure’s prohibitive commandments 
preserve the old world order.  The father figure of the post-apocalyptic film may hoard 
the women as Jim does in 28 Days Later, but he also chooses the most desirable woman 
for his mate.  If there is transgression from the group, if any of the other men try to enjoy 
the women without the father figure’s approval, they either die or are killed. 
6. Recuperating Lost Masculinity 
What one sees in post-apocalyptic films is not a fetishization of the male body, 
but a desire to restore order and protect patriarchal authority by returning the 
responsibility of the paternal function to the male protagonist.  This is done by 
establishing a family unit, with a dominant male figure.  At every turn, though, the 
survivors are reminded that the father figure cannot sustain this function.  This lack, or 
castration, is mitigated by placing the family unit in peril, enabling the male protagonist 
to rescue the family. The male seeks to shield this lack through the fascist gesture. He 
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makes a decision about how to respond to the threat and no members of the family are 
allowed dissent.  For Quinn in Reign of Fire, this means deciding when to harvest the 
crops and whether or not the group should join the Americans in hunting the bull dragon. 
Associated with the sense of loss in masculinity is the necessity for victimhood. 
As mentioned earlier, some males experience a sense of victimization for ceding 
“control,” for allowing themselves to be symbolically contrasted through changing social 
norms and demographics.  Victimization is also necessary for recuperating masculinity.  
David Savron believes this recuperation is a “relentless flirtation with pain, injury, and 
death” that “goes beyond heroism and bravery to a kind of self-torture” (163).  Where the 
post-apocalyptic father figure’s actions to place the family unit in harm may be viewed as 
sadistic, his intentional infliction of self-pain is masochistic. 
Claire Sisco King elaborates on this notion of masochism and victimhood and 
how it manifests in Hollywood cinema.  She asserts that violence and sacrifice are 
important for the male hero, who she calls the victim-hero, to recuperate masculinity, and 
they are also why he most frequently resorts to violence in action films. 
Sacrificial films typically deploy sacrifice as a strategy for managing the 
male victim-hero's position of privilege and authority within [emphasis not 
mine] the narrative and in relation to the larger cultural context from 
which the film emerges…In all of these films, the sacrificial victim-hero 
weathers crises both public and personal; having lost dispositions of 
institutional authority and/or suffered private losses, he begins his 
narrative arc in a place of peril and uncertainty. (King 4) 
 
King observes sacrificial films use narratives of a wounded nation that must be restored 
through male suffering.   These films “work to transform an allegedly traumatized 
(social) body into one that is post-traumatic, restaging traumatic loss so that catastrophe 
may be refigured as redemption, renewal, and rebirth" (King 6).  This can be seen most 
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prominently in the 1980s action-adventure films that mirrored anxiety felt by a nation 
changing culturally and racially.  The election of Ronald Reagan and subsequent 
implementation of his policies known as Reaganomics was an attempt to forestall the 
inevitable acquisition of minority rights; the acknowledgement of groups pushed to the 
shadows such as gays, lesbians and transgendered individuals; and the empowerment of 
women.   
Masculinity and whiteness are closely linked when discussing the paternal 
function; therefore, the white male’s anxiety over an imagined loss of masculinity is 
particularly noteworthy.  The white male in action adventure films, and post-apocalyptic 
films as an action-adventure subgenre, must metaphorically “blacken” himself in order to 
become the victim-hero. In other words, the white male appropriates minority status so 
that his recuperation is fully appreciated by the spectator.  David Savron says such 
narratives reveal “the outrageous truth that for a white male subject living in a 
pervasively racist and misogynist culture, a black positionality can function analogously 
to a feminine one insofar as both represent positions of abjection” (33).  Therefore, 
blackening affords the white male the opportunity to be coded as a marginal other 
without actually sacrificing his position in the social order.  By appropriating the 
suffering bodies of women and minorities, the white male bears the scars necessary to 
legitimize his fascistic rule over the family and his brutal actions to protect the family.   
As well as addressing the sense of loss in white masculinity, this dissertation will 
examine black masculinity and how it figures in recent post-apocalyptic films.  
Analyzing black masculinity has been problematic because while the black male is 
indoctrinated and subject to the same patriarchal authority as his white counterpart, the 
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black male’s race excludes him from benefiting from the dominant, white male paternal 
order.  Robin Wiegman elaborates on this phenomenon: 
[I]n his relation of sameness to the masculine and in his threatening 
difference to the primacy of white racial supremacy, the African-American 
male is stranded between the competing — and at times overdetermining 
— logics of race and gender. Denied full admittance to the patriarchal 
province of the masculine through the social scripting of blackness as 
innate depravity, and occupying a position of enhanced status through 
masculine privilege in relation to black women, the African-American 
male challenges our understanding of cultural identity and 
(dis)empowerment based on singular notions of inclusion and 
exclusion…. (Cohan 174) 
 
Wiegman does not address how the black male’s privilege manifests in his relationship 
with the white female.  As a male in the post-Civil Rights era, the black male has access 
to the white female.  Nonetheless, considering miscegenation still remains a source of 
anxiety for both black and white subjects, this omission is problematic.  For example, for 
the white male, anxieties of black males “tainting” the white bloodline have been present 
since slavery.  Also present in anxieties over miscegenation—usually caused by a sense 
of inadequacy—is the seldom discussed anger some black women experience when 
confronted with black male/white female relationships.   
These anxieties of miscegenation are certainly present in post-holocaust films.  
Filmmakers have tepidly sought to broach the subject of miscegenation in a manner that 
would not offend American moviegoers by casting racially ambiguous, potential female 
love interests for the black male characters.  The actresses are not discernibly black, but 
they are not recognizably Caucasian either.  Examples of this can be seen in Melissa 
Ponzio (Italian) as Karen in The Walking Dead (2013), Mila Kunis (Ukrainian) as Solara 
in The Book of Eli (2010), Alice Braga (Brazilian) as Anna in I Am Legend (2007), and 
Inna Korobkina (Russian) as Luda in Dawn of the Dead (2004). In addition, the black 
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male leads typically are sexually indifferent to their female leads.  The survival of the 
human race is paramount, and the black male must sacrifice his body to that end.  Love 
has no place in his quest. 
Weigman accurately identifies the black male’s tenuous position of both 
inclusivity and exclusivity in white patriarchy, but she stops short of identifying the root 
cause of this position.  Franz Fanon is one of the first critics to identify the racist 
underpinnings that preclude the black male from the full benefits of the paternal order. 
We can now stake out a marker. For the majority of white men the Negro 
represents the sexual instinct (in its raw state). The Negro is the 
incarnation of a genital potency beyond all moralities and prohibitions. 
The women among the whites, by a genuine process of induction, 
invariably view the Negro as the keeper of the impalpable gate that opens 
into the realm of orgies, of bacchanals, of delirious sexual sensations. 
(Fanon 177).8 
 
Fanon’s assertion of how the white female views the black male may be problematic and 
one-dimensional, but nevertheless perceptive in identifying the racial biases associated 
with black masculinity and the assertion that black males have access to unbridled sexual 
enjoyment, or what Lacan describes as jouissance.   
Lacan suggests that in the oedipal complex jouissance is what the subject is 
perceived to have given up in order for her to enter the symbolic order.  He states, 
“without transgression there is no access to jouissance” (The Ethics 177).  In other words, 
to access jouissance, the subject must transgress that perceived prohibition.  
Fanon contends the association of blackness with sexual pleasure—that the black 
man is somehow enjoying sex in a way that the white man cannot—leads to responses of 
                                                 
8 Instincts will be covered later in more detail during the discussion of Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle. 
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envy and hostility from the white subject.  As “the keeper of the impalpable gate that 
opens into the realm of orgies, of bacchanals, of delirious sexual sensations,” the black 
male is perceived as not sacrificing anything for entry into society.  In other words, he is 
believed to not adhere to the mores and rules placed by patriarchal authority.  The black 
man’s imagined transgression against the prohibition, i.e., that he refuses to give up 
sexual pleasure, gives him access to a sexual enjoyment that others do not.  Therefore, 
because it is presumed the black male cannot or will not sacrifice enjoyment for the 
community, he is precluded from the full privileges of patriarchy. 
Hollywood cinema has long capitalized on the imagined enjoyment, or jouissance 
of black masculinity.  Donald Bogle identified the Hollywood archetype of the “black 
buck” as a violent, oversexed savage who desires white women.  As time passed, the 
white female became less of the forbidden fruit, but the black buck archetype was still 
pervasive.  Beginning in the 1990s the black buck took a more extremist turn.  Matthew 
Henry attributes this turn to gansta rap. 
A particular type of black masculinity—one defined mainly by an urban 
aesthetic, a nihilistic attitude, and an aggressive posturing—has made its 
way into the cultural mainstream in the last two decades. Although there 
are numerous contributing factors, this image of black masculinity has 
developed largely as a result of the commodification of hip-hop culture 
and the ubiquity of rap music and the “videomercials” that sell it. More 
specifically, it is the result of the popularity of the urban “gangsta” and his 
embodiment in the “gangsta” rap of artists such as Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, 
Snoop Doggy Dogg, and Tupak Shakur. (Henry 114) 
 
Henry’s argument suggests there is a sense of mastery, in the realm of prohibitive 
behavior, with the contemporary black buck.  He is brutal, an outlaw, and sexually 
superior.9  While some critics laud the empowering nature of gangsta rap, what is rarely 
                                                 
9 The brutality prevalent in gansta rap culture is often directed towards other blacks, particularly black 
women, as opposed to white society.  For more insight into misogyny against black women see Dee 
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acknowledged is the mythos associated with gansta rap reinforces the old racial 
stereotype of the black buck. 
The post-apocalyptic film has encountered a dilemma with the black buck 
persona.  When the film narrative calls for the creation of family units and the 
repopulation of the earth, there is no place for transgression.  If jouissance can only be 
accessed through transgression, the traditional characterization of the black male as the 
black buck is problematic.  He must be refigured into a role that is not the paternal 
function, but a revamped victim hero.  Where the white male victim hero gains access to 
the surviving women by subjecting his body to abuse for the greater good of the family 
unit, the black male must martyr himself not only for the family unit, but for all 
humanity.  Subsequently, martyrdom precludes him from assuming the role of father.  
This characterization of the black male as sacrificial victim—a form of ideological 
lynching—may at times permit him to be both buck and hero, while still closely hewing 
to the perception of the tough “gansta.”  
Besides being tasked with the responsibility of repopulating the world, the female 
in the post-apocalyptic film functions as the thing that undergirds the ideology behind the 
phallus.  The woman, by the mere fact that she lacks a penis, establishes its value.  She is 
placed in a position of not having, and therefore is not given access to those things vital 
for survival in the dominant male order.  Laura Mulvey discusses this in her seminal 
essay "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema." 
The paradox of phallocentrism in all its manifestations is that it depends 
on the image of the castrated woman to give order and meaning to its 
world. An idea of woman stands as lynch pin to the system: it is her lack 
                                                 
Barnes’ account of her brutal attack by NWA member Dr. Dre. (“This Is Bigger” and “Here's What's 
Missing”). 
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that produces the phallus as a symbolic presence, it is her desire to make 
good the lack that the phallus signifies. (Mulvey 6). 
 
Here Mulvey refers to Freud’s castration complex, where the child realizes the mother 
does not have a penis and anxiety arises in the child from a fear of castration.  The child 
assumes the mother used to possess a penis, but was castrated, and he too can be 
castrated.  Dylan Evan says that for the girl, the castration complex is the “point of entry 
to the Oedipal Complex” (21).  For the boy it is the converse because the castration 
complex is the point of exit to the oedipal complex.  Mulvey argues the anxiety 
manifested from the castration complex denotes the woman “as icon” as she becomes 
something that is looked at or gazed upon.  Mulvey continues: 
The male unconscious has two avenues of escape from this castration 
anxiety: preoccupation with the re-enactment of the original trauma 
(investigating the woman, demystifying her mystery), counterbalanced by 
the devaluation, punishment or saving of the guilty object (an avenue 
typified by the concerns of the film noir); or else complete disavowal of 
castration by the substitution of a fetish object or turning the represented 
figure itself into a fetish so that it becomes reassuring rather than 
dangerous (hence over-valuation, the cult of the female star). (13-4) 
 
In other words, to mitigate the anxiety experienced from woman’s lack, the male explores 
and analyzes her difference, often times, in the process fetishizing her; such responses 
from man precludes woman from possessing agency or subjectivity.  
While contemporary cinema has changed somewhat in its depictions of women as 
passive victims who must be rescued by the active male protagonist, there still lingers a 
slavish adherence to gender roles.  The female protagonist can be strong, for example 
Ellen Ripley in Aliens, but she must still operate in the designated gendered position for 
women (i.e., she must be heterosexual; she must look feminine; and she must be 
maternal).  If the character does not adhere to these positions, she is more often than not 
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killed.  In his discussion of apocalyptic films Joel W. Martin says, “women who are 
fertile and heterosexually bonded survive. Death comes to highly competent professional 
women and those who are post-menopausal.”  The lesbian is nonexistent in these films.  
The gay male has been represented in films such as Mad Max 2: The Road Warrior 
(1981) and more recently in the 2004 remake of Dawn of the Dead, but he is usually 
characterized as deviant or eccentric.10 
To fully appreciate Mulvey’s theory of the gaze, one must go back to Lacan and 
his theories of female sexuality.  He argues that woman is not whole, so man can only 
enjoy her in pieces, which precipitates his enjoyment of his own organ rather than the 
experience with a woman.   
Analytic experience attests precisely to the fact that everything revolves 
around phallic jouissance, in that woman is defined by a position that I 
have indicated as “not whole” with respect to phallic jouissance…I will go 
a little further.  Phallic jouissance is the obstacle owing to which man does 
not come [cannot enjoy “the woman’s body”], I would say, to enjoy 
woman’s body, precisely because what he enjoys is the jouissance of the 
organ. (Lacan, On Feminine 7) 
 
In other words, the woman’s lack (of a penis) and her perceived access to a jouissance 
the male does not comprehend, bars the male from enjoying the woman completely.  
Lacan goes on to say: “[t]he fact remains that if she is excluded by the nature of things, it 
is precisely in the following respect: being not-whole, she has a supplementary 
jouissance compared to what the phallic functions designates by way of jouissance” (On 
Feminine 73).   
                                                 
10 ZMD: Zombies of Mass Destruction (2009), a low-budget zombie film, offers a more contemporary 
depiction of the gay couple, but the film’s dependence on gay stereotypes is problematic. This film is not 
included in this dissertation as a text for analysis because it is an apocalyptic film, or a film that documents 
the catastrophic events as they unfold as opposed to beginning the narrative after the catastrophe.  
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Some feminists are critical of Lacan overvaluation of the phallus and his 
application of it as an assessment for woman’s subjectivity.  When he indicates that 
woman is “not-whole” or contends that woman cannot be scrutinized because “’woman’ 
is a signifier…that cannot signify anything,” he seems to be arguing woman cannot be 
analyzed because she has no relation to man (On Feminine 7).  
In Seminar XXII: RSI Lacan remarks “woman is a symptom of man.”  Zizek says 
this statement may seem to be one of the most notoriously “antifeminist” theses of 
Lacan’s, but instead it illustrates woman’s independence from the phallic signifier. 
[Lacan] means that man himself exists only through woman qua his 
symptom [emphasis not mine]: all his ontological consistency hangs on, is 
suspended from his symptom, is “externalized” in his symptom.  In other 
words, man literally ex-sists: his entire being lies “out there,” in woman.  
Woman on the other hand, does not exist, she insists, which is why she 
does not come to be through man only—there is something in her that 
escapes the relation to man, the reference to the phallic signifier…. (Zizek, 
Enjoy 156) 
 
Some would argue Zizek’s analysis is an attempt at placating Lacan’s critics.  For 
example, the first question that comes to mind is why must there be gender designations? 
Does not arguing that man “exists only through woman” turn the symbolic positions of 
woman and man into actual gendered beings?  If Lacan suggests that woman is a 
symbolic position, then could cis gendered men also fulfill this position? In other words, 
when gender is fluid, woman cannot actually be a symptom of man. 
 Or perhaps a more radical reading of Lacan’s thesis that “woman does not exist” 
carries with it an even more sexist overtone: that woman is not a position within the 
symbolic because woman can only be understood in contrast with the phallic-centered 
man. Without the phallus, the woman is perceived by the subject to be constituted by 
nothing.  The gap or the lack or the absence has contrasted with the presence of the 
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phallus. Under this reading, the inferiority of the woman to the man is emphasized 
through the woman’s inability to contribute to the symbolic. In other words, being 
constituted of nothing, woman brings nothing to the symbolic except a contrast with the 
pervasive presence of the primal symbol of the social order, which is the phallus. 
 Under either interpretation, the point that should not be missed is the system of 
symbolic relations manifests around the presence of the male signifier phallus.  It is 
within this system that the category of woman is defined as a lack or nothing or a gap as 
contrasted with the presence of the phallus.  The phallic-centered symbolic that Lacan 
and Zizek write about contains a built-in bias that is itself being critiqued by Lacan’s 
thesis that woman does not exist. The critique is the category of woman is 
unsymbolizable within the parameters of the phallic-center order.  To say that woman is 
nothing indicates that the category of woman has the potential to evade the ideology of 
patriarchy that the symbolic man cannot ever evade. 
7. The Shackles of Ideology 
Before discussing the layout of this dissertation, one final theory guiding this 
study needs to be addressed.  Ideology is the motivating factor compelling the characters 
to behave the way they do.  In order to investigate the ideology behind the character’s 
actions, the concept must first be defined.  Raymond Williams identifies three common 
definitions of ideology:  
(i) [A] system of beliefs characteristic of a particular class or group;  
(ii) a system of illusory beliefs — false ideas or false consciousness — 
which can be contrasted with true or scientific knowledge;  
(iii) the general process of the production of meanings and ideas. (55) 
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These illusory beliefs are the reason ideology is so complicated.  Terry Eagleton explains 
the problems of ideology further: 
What most theories of ideologies assert is that for oppressed and exploited 
peoples to emancipate themselves, a knowledge of how the social system 
works, and how they stand within it, is essential to their project… The 
theory of ideology claims further that it is in the interests of the system in 
question to forestall such accurate knowledge of its workings, and that 
fetishism, mystification, naturalization and the rest are among the devices 
by which it achieves defense. (17) 
 
Eagleton suggests the only way for subjects to free themselves of oppressive regimes is to 
reject these devices.  To liberate oneself from fetishism requires the subject place labor 
and the worker over the importance of the commodity.  Yet, liberating oneself from 
ideology is difficult because of familial, cultural, and governmental associations.  The 
desire to conform makes it virtually impossible for the subject to break from ideological 
formations. 
Stuart Hall adds to Williams’ model, by suggesting that ideologies are “the mental 
frameworks — the languages, the concepts, categories, imagery of thought, and the 
systems of representation — which different classes and social groups deploy in order to 
make sense of, define, figure out and render intelligible the way society works" (Morley 
26).  This dissertation uses Hall’s model and Williams’ first two definitions, which will 
be beneficial in deliberating how ideology affects the way post-apocalyptic movies are 
made and are perceived in twenty-first century cultural conditions.   
Hall and Eagleton’s theories of ideology are greatly influenced by Louis 
Althusser’s concept of the Ideological State Apparatuses (ISA). ISAs are schools, 
families, churches, political organizations, trade unions, culture, etc. ISAs function 
principally through ideology.  In other words, ideology works as a facilitator between the 
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subject and the ISAs.  These ISAs recruit individuals and grant them subjectivity through 
hailing, or what Althusser calls interpellation.  Interpellation can be imagined in the 
following way: 
[A]long the lines of the most commonplace every day police (or other) 
hailing: "hey, you there!"…the hailed individual will turn around. By this 
mere one hundred and eighty degree conversion, he becomes a subject. 
Why? Because he has recognized that the hail was "really" addressed to 
him, and that "it was really him who was hailed" (and not someone else).  
(Althusser 118) 
 
By the individual recognizing that he is the one being hailed, he acknowledges his 
subjectivity, his existence/position within society.  Yet, he is also subjugated by the 
system that gives him subjectivity.  This makes it difficult for him to break free from the 
constraints of the ideologies governing that society because his subjectivity does not exist 
outside the system.   
Filmmakers, as subjects within a society, are also interpellated into a system 
governed by ideology.  Jean-Luc Comolli and Paul Narboni argue that rather than 
producing reality, filmmakers reproduce our world as it is filtered through ideology.   
This merging of ideology and film is reflected in the first instance by the 
fact that audience demand and economic response have also been reduced 
to one and the same thing…The ideology is talking to itself; it has all the 
answers ready before it asks the questions. Certainly there is such a thing 
as public demand, but “what the public wants” means “what the dominant 
ideology wants”.  The notion of a public and its tastes was created by the 
ideology to justify and perpetuate itself. And this public can only express 
itself via the thought-patterns of the ideology. The whole thing is a closed 
circuit, endlessly repeating the same illusion. (Comolli and Narboni 30) 
 
For Comolli and Narboni the task of the filmmaker should be to expose the ideology 
behind our so-called reality in cinema and thereby disrupt the relationship between 
cinema and its “ideological function” (30-1).  By their very nature as moneymaking 
commodities, Hollywood films cannot challenge the dominant ideology.  Moviegoers do 
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not want their belief systems challenged.  Much work has been done on audience 
reception, but this dissertation will concentrate less on film reception and more on the 
psychology and ideology behind the spectator’s understanding of a particular genre of 
film.  Where reception theory observes the audiences’ response to a film, this dissertation 
will employ psychoanalytic, Marxist, and critical race theories to scrutinize the way 
narrative structure constructs meaning for spectators of post-apocalyptic films. 
Todd McGowan addresses a possible way of challenging the dominant ideology 
in film without alienating the spectator.  He believes through its “fantasmatic dimension,” 
cinema can interrupt an ideological function by “exposing the obscene jouissance at the 
heart of ideology” (The Real ch. 1).  He suggests the depiction of the excessive 
jouissance of the antagonistic figures can cause the audience to recoil from that 
enjoyment.  Put differently, by exposing the audience to the obscene nature of jouissance, 
the excesses of enjoyment, the audience member recognizes and challenges the ideology 
in film.  “Ideology” McGowan adds “depends on an excessive enjoyment that it must 
constitutively disavow and hide, but the cinema of fantasy enacts a process of unmasking 
it” (The Real ch. 1).   
McGowan contends that every film is fantasy in that it distorts societal reality, 
and for the subject, fantasy creates a pathway out of dissatisfaction (The Real ch. 1).  
Rather than eliciting desire through dissatisfaction, McGowan believes some films—a 
cinema of fantasy—become upsetting for the spectator.  These films are upsetting for the 
spectator because they depict too much satisfaction—too much enjoyment. (The Real ch. 
1). 
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Once that excessive enjoyment is revealed to the spectator, he or she questions the 
circumstances that made it possible for the antagonist to enjoy so excessively.  In other 
words, the depiction of a corrupt government that oppresses its people can cause the 
spectator to question the fairness of a system that enabled that corruption. An illustration 
of the idea—of excesses in enjoyment enabling corruption—can be seen in the post-9/11 
narrative.  Some U.S. politicians, both Republican and Democrat, used the familiar 
refrain, “9/11 changed everything.” This expression depends on the notion that there was 
nothing before 9/11, that the world was pristine and untouched, and the cataclysmic event 
of 9/11 changed all that.   
One could argue the U.S.’s (and the west’s) foreign policy throughout the years 
brought to bear the events of 9/11. Yet, the expression “9/11 changed everything” 
functions as an excuse and erases anything that happened before. This break in narrative 
time, where the first-time actors are the “bad guys” (in the case of 9/11, the Islamic 
fundamentalist terrorists) enables corrupt leaders to obscure what many critics believe 
was the corrupt leaders’ actual actions—i.e., limiting civil liberties.11  Only after the 
exposure of these officials’ excesses—the misleading of the American public (and the 
world) about weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, the revelation of the NSA spying 
program—did the public begin to question the validity of the statement “9/11 changed 
everything.”  
 
 
                                                 
11 How heroes and villains are identified by time of violence, or when violence occurs, in narrative will be 
discussed in greater detail in chapter three. 
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8. The Perils of Masculinity 
The second chapter of this dissertation asks the question: why isn’t the father 
dead?  Put another way, why do most filmic depictions of the postapocalypse feature a 
family unit ruled by a father figure?  The post-apocalyptic film almost always depicts the 
restoration of the family by the instatement of a paternal figure.  The term family does 
not necessarily mean a biological one by virtue of the fact that after a cataclysmic event, 
biological families are often fractured and destroyed.  The “family” in a post-apocalyptic 
world is a group of people who band together for survival and are led by a male figure.   
One would think there should be some filmmakers who develop narratives where 
the sole survivor of the apocalypse is female, or the leader of the surviving clan is a 
woman or gay male.12  Even filmmaker George A. Romero, who is lauded as a visionary 
in post-apocalyptic cinema, has failed to challenge paternalistic narratives in post-
holocaust films.  The reason such depictions cannot be confronted as problematic is the 
result of ideology, an ideology so ingrained in the spectator and the filmmaker that it 
precludes them from acknowledging the plausibility of a female leader or a gay male 
leader.  As will be demonstrated in chapter two, in most depictions of the female 
assuming the role of leader, all order is broken down and that order is only restored when 
the male resumes (or assumes) his responsibility as the father figure.   
Only recently has an English-language film, Mad Max: Fury Road, featured a 
deviation from the convention where a father leads the survivors.  Imperator Furiosa 
                                                 
12 In the past, there have been several depictions of the lone-surviving male—The Last Man on 
Earth (1964), The Omega Man (1971), and I Am Legend (2007)—but there have been few films 
featuring a lone-surviving female.  A German-language film entitled The Wall (2012) showcases a 
female as the lone survivor of an apocalypse.  Since this study focuses on English-language films, 
The Wall will not be discussed.  
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presumably ascends to the position of leadership at the end of film when Max leaves the 
group.  This is not the first time, however, a Mad Max film depicted a female leader (Mad 
Max: Beyond the Thunderdome (1985)). Yet in that depiction, Aunty Entity (Tina Turner) 
is a brutal, manipulative (i.e., failed) leader.  Since Furiosa becomes the leader at the end 
of Mad Max: Fury Road, the spectator can only presume she will be a successful leader. 
For my second chapter Freud’s two texts Beyond the Pleasure Principle and 
Civilization and it Discontents serve to explain why the father is not dead and cannot die 
in post-apocalyptic cinema.  Freud observes civilization is built upon the renunciation of 
instincts (Civilization 44).  Instincts are unconscious drives, or psychic energy that “seek 
an external object to reduce tension” (Heller 147).  Freud identifies two main instincts: 
sexual instincts and death instincts.  He posits the “aim of all life,” from the most 
rudimentary cell to a human being, “is death” (Beyond 44).  He goes on to explain that 
the goal of the death instinct is to return to an inanimate state or a state before life; 
whereas, the goal of the sexual instinct is to prolong life. There is a vacillating between 
the sexual instincts and death instincts.   
What Freud suggests in his assertion civilization was built on instinctual 
renunciation is that man is forced to give up these instincts to become part of society.  If 
instincts are motivated by an individual’s sex or death instincts, also called drives, 
civilization cannot advance.  A society cannot not propagate and evolve, though, when 
the subject focuses solely on his or her instincts.  Therefore, the individual’s desires and 
drives are sacrificed for the collective.  In The Future of an Illusion, Freud suggests 
“civilization must defend against the individual, and its regulations, institutions and 
commands are directed to that task” (3).  
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Kaja Silverman contests Freud’s notion that the aim of the death instinct is to 
return to an inanimate state.  She suggests the following: 
I am also challenging Freud's assumption that the death drive leads to the 
evacuation of tension…the ego is governed not by the so-called "pleasure 
principle," but rather by the "constancy principle." The ego, in other 
words, seeks to maintain a constant level, not a zero degree of 
excitation...The death drive threatens both to violate that limit, and to raise 
energy level above an optimal level, thereby converting bound energy into 
unbound energy. (61) 
 
The death drive leads a subject to the compulsion to repeat traumatic events or a return to 
a state of inactivity.  Silverman believes the compulsion to repeat the trauma, for example 
a child reenacting the departure of his mother, does not bring about a release of energy, 
thereby returning the subject to a quiet state, but rather keeps the subject in a state of 
excitation.  The constancy principle suggests the subject desires to remain in a constant 
state of excitation rather than going through cycles of excitation and quiescence and 
repeating itself all over again. 
Lacan identifies the renunciation of instincts as a renunciation of enjoyment as 
well.  “If we continue to follow Freud in a text such as Civilization and its Discontents,” 
he writes, “we cannot avoid the formula that jouissance is evil.  Freud leads us by the 
hand to this point; it is suffering because it involves suffering for my neighbor” (Lacan 
On Feminine 184).  Later Lacan adds: 
Perhaps the meaning of love of one’s neighbor that could give me that true 
direction is to be found here.  To that end, however, one would have to 
know how to confront the fact that my neighbor’s jouissance, his harmful 
malignant jouissance, is that which poses a problem for my love. (On 
Feminine 187) 
 
Lacan’s assertion that the other bars the subject from enjoyment is helpful in 
understanding the reasons why the male protagonist in post-apocalyptic films must 
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punish transgressors of the father’s prohibition.  The male protagonist demands the 
family sacrifices its drives for the survival of civilization.  His neighbor’s enjoyment and 
the perception that his neighbor is enjoying when others cannot becomes unbearable for 
the male protagonist.  The “neighbor” who defies the father’s prohibition against 
enjoyment is punished, if not by the male protagonist, the by guiding hand of patriarchal 
authority.   
In post-apocalyptic films this aggression toward thy neighbor is manifested not 
only in the most basic survival impulses, such as protecting limited resources from 
outsiders, but also in the acquisition and accumulation of the most desirable surviving 
women.  Women function as both sexual objects for men to traffic and as vessels for 
creating the new civilization.  The male protagonist, i.e., the father figure, plays a central 
role in ensuring humanity continues, and part of that responsibility requires policing the 
drives and instincts of the family unit and outsiders, or the father’s neighbors.  Can 
civilization survive without the father?  Can the spectator envision a world without the 
paternal function?  These are all questions this dissertation will attempt to address. 
What happens when the woman in the group assumes the role of leader and how 
that affects the paternal function will also be investigated.  In one of the films discussed, 
Blindness (2008), the woman assumes the role of heroic protagonist because the men, one 
of whom is the woman’s husband, are incapable of leading the family.  Tension arises 
when outside entities are made aware that the symbolic father figure is absent.  The men 
in the group suffer from the trauma of blindness, which exposes their lack and prevents 
them from taking on the traditionally masculine role of protecting the family units.  
Reminiscent of Freud’s Sand-man story in The Uncanny, which will be discussed shortly, 
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blindness represents castration. In Blindness it is implicit that once the men are restored, 
the woman (the Doctor’s wife) must return to her subservient position under the 
patriarchal order.   
This event closely mirrors the sacrifices women were asked to make in the midst 
of World War II.  During this time American manufacturing companies needed workers 
to meet the production demands of a world at war.  Women were used to fill the vacant 
positions left by men fighting in Europe and the Pacific.  By the end of the war, however, 
these women were forced to go back to their domestic responsibilities in the home so that 
returning G.I.s could fill the positions once staffed by women.  Similarly, the women who 
assume the role of leader in post-apocalyptic films must return to their roles as matriarch 
of the clan.  If they do not, they are viewed as castrating harpies who are a threat to the 
stability of the group.   
In this study of post-apocalyptic cinema, not only will women assuming 
leadership roles be addressed, the use of women as chattel will be examined as well.  
Gayle Rubin’s seminal essay “The Traffic in Women: Notes on the 'Political Economy' of 
Sex” investigates how women serve as chattel, trafficked and exchanged, to cohere 
societies, dating as far back as primitive man.  She goes on to conclude that women are a 
“conduit” for male relationships, meaning the women are used to engender relationships 
between men.  Rubin continues by saying: 
The exchange of women does not necessarily imply that women are 
objectified, in the modern sense…But it does imply a distinction between 
gift and giver. If women are the gifts, then it is men who are the exchange 
partners. And it is the partners, not the presents, upon whom reciprocal 
exchange confers its quasi-mystical power of social linkage. The relations 
of such a system are such that women are in no position to realize the 
benefits of their own circulation…. (174) 
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Rubin believes the only way to prevail over the trafficking in women is to change the 
system so that men to do not have “overriding rights in women” and the concept of 
gender is done away with (199). 
Trafficking in women can be seen most prominently in post-apocalyptic films 
when the male characters fight over the surviving women.  In Blindness the strongest 
clan, a group of blind men housed together because they have no spouses, partners, or 
children, order the weaker clans, also all blind, to “give up” their women for a night in 
exchange for food.  The men in the weaker clans feebly protest, but in the end, they know 
they must acquiesce to surrendering their women.  The film manages to paint the weaker 
clan’s men as victim heroes as a result of their inability to protect their women from the 
night of brutal sexual assaults the women must endure.  As victim heroes, the weaker 
men are sympathetic, while the women seem unreasonable for reminding the men of their 
ineptitude and powerlessness. 
Women are not only trafficked for sexual exploitation, however.  Females are also 
trafficked to facilitate homosocial bonding and group harmony.  The television series The 
Walking Dead (2010--) illustrates how the woman can pose a threat to the furtherance of 
homosocial bonding when the father figure Rick and his best friend Shane fight for 
possession of Rick’s wife Lori. 
9. Mimicking Nigga 
Post-apocalyptic films expose the problems in narrativizing minorities.  As 
previously discussed, sexual minorities and women are relegated to periphery positions, 
usually as members of the family who function as catalysts for the father figure’s actions.  
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Black male characters, unlike woman or sexual minorities, act as facilitators for white, 
male father figures. 
Duane Jones’ Ben was the first black male lead in a post-apocalyptic film, Night 
of the Living Dead (1968).  Yet, subsequent films of this genre have failed to cast African 
American men as leads.  Since 2001 there has been a movement toward casting bankable 
black action stars such as Will Smith and Denzel Washington in post-holocaust films.  
The third chapter will use the films I Am Legend (2007), The Colony (2013), Dawn of the 
Dead (2004), and the first two Hunger Games (2012 and 2013) to inquire into the 
question of why the black male can never assume the role of the father figure in post-
apocalyptic films.  Because the black male is allowed access into some aspects of the 
dominant patriarchal order, he can become the victim hero.  Unlike his white counterpart, 
however, the black male is not granted permanent governance over the family unit and 
access to its women. 
Freud’s The Uncanny is useful in understanding the representation of the black 
male in post-apocalyptic film.  Freud says the uncanny is that which is familiar and 
“homely” but was intended to remain secret or hidden and has come to light.  For Freud, 
black masculinity would be something familiar to the white subject by virtue of the black 
male’s close proximity to white male masculinity.  However, black masculinity is also 
unfamiliar and frightening.  The issue of black masculinity becomes something the white 
subject is uncomfortable discussing.  The perceived sexual dominance of the black male 
engenders anxieties of inadequacy and castration.  As discussed earlier, Frantz Fanon 
attributes these anxieties to imaginary beliefs about black males’ sexual proclivities.   
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The uncanny derives from the concept of a double.  The double always forces the 
subject to revisit that which has been repressed and elicits anxiety.  Freud concludes the 
double was originally an insurance against extinction of the self, which Freud says can 
been seen in the “primordial narcissism of children and primitive man” (The Uncanny 
143).  The double is not a real being, but a shadow of that being.  The double also typifies 
the threat of castration.  Freud illustrates the anxiety over castration by recounting the 
Sand-man story, where a child, Nathaniel, experiences a trauma that affects him 
throughout his adulthood and elicits an irrational fear of being blinded.  Freud suggests 
the eyes are a metaphor for the penis, and blindness symbolizes castration.  (The Uncanny 
143).   
Since the black male would seem to function as a double for his white 
counterpart, and the double is frightening for the white male subject because the black 
male reminds the white male subject of the castration threat, the black male double must 
be repressed, i.e., neutralized. With this in mind, it becomes plausible that post-
apocalyptic depictions of the black male often neutralize him through racist stereotypes.   
In early films this double was manifested in what Donald Bogle called Coons, 
Toms, and Bucks.  All three characterizations were simple and easy for the spectator to 
interpret.  The Tom and Coons were desexualized, powerless, and loyal, effectively 
posing no threat to white male patriarchal order.  The Bucks, the most frightening, were 
quickly suppressed and often characterized as the villain in Hollywood films.  The most 
memorable film depicting all three incarnations was Birth of a Nation (1915).  
Homi Bhabha employs Freud’s concept of the double in his discussion on 
mimicry.  Bhabha says cultural colonialism “is a strategy of disavowal…a discrimination 
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between the mother culture and its bastards, the self and its doubles” (“Signs” 153).  
Bhabha describes the mother culture and self as that of the British colonizers, while 
bastards and doubles denote the colonized Indian subjects.  Disavowal enables the British 
oppressor to mitigate the anxiety brought about by the manifestation of the double in the 
Indian subject.   
Like Freud, Bhabha views the double as an imitation or copy of the original. This 
imitation of the original, the mother culture, is accomplished through mimicry.  In other 
words, the Indian subject tries to emulate his British oppressor.  Bhabha describes 
mimicry as “the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference 
that is almost the same, but not quite” (The Location 126).  The mimicking subject would 
seem to unwittingly elicit even greater anxiety from his British oppressor as his position 
of the double reminds the oppressor of the flaws in the symbolic order.   
While mimicry calls for the racial or ethnic minority to disavow his culture for 
that of his oppressor, Bhabha does not consider a subject’s mimicry a sign of 
acquiescence. Instead, he understands it as a moment of “spectacular resistance” (“Signs” 
162).  For Bhabha this resistance occurs when the racial or ethnic minority, through 
affectation, exposes the illusory nature of the symbolic order under which the oppressor 
is ruled.  All concepts of race and culture are constructs that are sustained by the 
symbolic.  The subject accepts the laws and regulations of the symbolic to gain entry as a 
subject within a society.  For Bhabha moments of exposing the symbolic as flawed 
enable disruption of the system of oppression. 
The appropriation of the word nigger by African Americans offers an example of 
Bhabha’s notion of resistance.  Primarily used by black urban males, the racial slur 
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“nigger” has been modified for verbal interaction between African Americans.  The slur’s 
transformation from “nigger” to “nigga” still bears the aggressive, negative racial coding 
employed by white supremacists.  For example, when the word nigga is uttered, it is 
rarely used in a reverential manner.  The speaker is deriding, in a passive-aggressive 
manner, the recipient.  In this context, the greeting, “my nigga!” can very well mean 
“hey, asshole!” 
Mimicry in this instance comes from the subject employing a racial slur used by 
white supremacists and slightly changing it.  The slur is not quite the same, but rather an 
imitation of the original.  By dropping the “e” and “r” and replacing them with “a,” the 
word nigga becomes a rhetorical device for “signifying,” a subtle form of aggressivity 
toward the recipient.   
The word nigga is also a form of resistance because its appropriation is, as 
Andrew T. Jacobs suggests, a “rejection of the dehumanization implied by 'nigger'.” That 
the term is used linguistically by the black subject to diminish a black recipient’s 
subjectivity does not affect its utility as a form of resistance.  Yet, resistance through 
mimicry is untenable for the black subject. 
Where there is mimicry, there is always that something that does not fit, what 
Bhabha calls slippage.  For the Indian under British colonial rule, race was the sole 
element lacking from their mimicry.13  Likewise, the black male also encounters such 
slippage.  As will be discussed in chapter three, this slippage is manifested when a black 
subject who feels he has completely and convincingly mimicked the affectations of the 
white male is reminded of his true status within a “post” racial American society. 
                                                 
13 Bhabha’s notion of slippage will be discussed in more detail in chapter three. 
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Franz Fanon offers only two options for the black male to tackle this oppression.  
The first option requires the black male accept and embrace the notion that he is not a 
man.  In other words, he should abandon any desire for acknowledgement of his 
subjectivity by the white male.  Fanon says “the zone of nonbeing [is] an extraordinarily 
sterile and arid region, an utterly naked declivity where an authentic upheaval can be 
born” (8).  In this zone of nonbeing, Fanon believes the black male can liberate himself 
from the oppressor.  In doing so, the black male regains his humanity and acknowledges 
the humanity of others.  This does not mean the black male accepts and embraces his 
blackness, but quite the opposite. Fanon contends “the negro is not.  Any more than the 
white man” (231). 
Bhabha does not “to agree entirely with Fanon that the psychic choice is to ‘turn 
white or disappear,’” (“Signs” 162).  Yet, Bhabha does acknowledge that Fanon’s 
analysis offers the oppressed and the oppressor a “deeper reflection of their 
interpositions, as well as the hope of a difficult, even dangerous, freedom” 
(“Remembering” 123).  Bhabha says there is a “more ambivalent third choice” to Fanon’s 
propositions.  That third choice is “camouflage, mimicry, black skins/white masks” 
(“Signs” 162).  For Bhabha, when the black subject places the white mask over his face, 
when he mimics the white male, it forces the white subject to question the symbolic order 
under which he and the black subject are inscribed. 
Bhabha’s theory of mimicry is influenced by Lacan, who says, “the effect of 
mimicry is camouflage, in the strictly technically sense. It is not a question of 
harmonizing with the background but, against a mottled background, of becoming 
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mottle….” (The Four 99). In other words, the camouflaging subject disrupts the social 
order for which he seeks to become a part of. 
White cultural anxiety is an ideology ingrained within all Americans, whether the 
subject be white, black, brown, or multiracial.  The ideology behind race proposes that 
whiteness, like masculinity, is presence and blackness and brownness are absence.  This 
explains why enlisting black filmmakers to write, direct, or produce post-apocalyptic 
films does not necessarily ensure the production of films free of racial stereotypes.  For 
example, the post-apocalyptic film The Book of Eli, directed by the Hughes Brothers, 
twin African-American filmmakers, who also directed such films as Dead Presidents 
(1995) and Menace II Society (1993), depicts the protagonist (Denzel Washington) as an 
asexual, blind man who possess the mastery of gun marksmanship.  His religious 
pilgrimage overshadows any sexual desires.   
Harkening back to the Sand-man story, Washington’s blindness serves as a form 
of castration. Yet, he still boasts the same swagger and toughness, or what Matthew 
Henry calls “aggressive posturing” that earned Washington an Academy Award for his 
performance in Training Day (2001), directed by Antoine Fuqua, another African 
American filmmaker. In both Training Day and The Book of Eli, Washington embodies a 
black buck masculinity that is both domineering and deadly.  Nevertheless, as a blind 
man, in The Book of Eli, Washington’s symbolic castration through blindness mitigates 
his swagger and toughness so as to render it unthreatening.   
Fuqua and the Hughes Brothers would appear to endeavor to challenge the status 
quo of black bucks.  Yet, they too are overinvested in the ideology that propagates the 
image of black masculinity. This leads to the black male in the post-apocalyptic film 
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sacrificing himself—through death—for a society he never was and never will be 
considered a part of.  Washington’s Eli dies once he has completed his mission of 
delivering and transcribing the last remaining bible from braille. 
10. Enjoying the Anal Father’s Enjoyment 
The final chapter investigates the anal father’s mandate to enjoy and the subject’s 
response to that commandment. The anal father is a metaphor crafted by Lacanian 
scholars that defines the social force governing the subject as a hypothetical agency that 
demands each subject enjoy herself, as opposed to the hypothetical agency articulated by 
Freud of the prohibitive, or primitive, father that commands subjects sacrifice enjoyment 
as the price for inclusion in a social order. The subject’s experience of the anal as 
opposed to the prohibitive father is understood as an internalization of the societal 
mandate that the subject best participates in society and becomes a part of the social order 
through enjoyment rather than sacrifice. The anal father of enjoyment is shorthand for 
late-Lacanian writers’ description of the subject’s relationship to her social order. 
This chapter tests the difference between the prohibitive father that commands 
sacrifice of enjoyment and the anal father that commands the subject to enjoy herself. 
The subject of the prohibitive father should be understood as sacrificing gratification for 
his desires in place of a symbolic system of laws and representation that ensures the 
subject’s safe and continued existence.  The subject trades enjoyment for inclusion in and 
recognition by society.   
For Freud, by analogy, what was being sacrificed was access to the forbidden 
object.  In the Freudian primal scene, the forbidden object was sexual consummation with 
the mother. The symbolic father prohibits the child from accessing the object of 
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enjoyment that the child identifies as the mother. By agreeing to forsake sexual 
consummation with the mother, the subject is permitted to remain within the community 
cohered around the father’s probative law. 
By contrast, the subject of the anal father gains inscription into the social order by 
enjoying that which would have been prohibited by the prohibitive father. Lacan expands 
Freud’s notion of pleasure to the concept of enjoyment or jouissance. Jouissance, for 
Lacan, encompasses not only the Freudian pleasure but also a completely absorbing, 
traumatic, and horrific enjoyment of an object.  Jouissance is understood to be an 
experience that is beyond representation through words and symbols. The experience is 
so absolute and indescribable that it comprises not only complete excitement and 
titillation but also horror and trauma. The traumatic component of jouissance, which 
exceeds the Freudian notion of pleasure, is itself the hallmark of the impossible bind that 
the anal father places the subject in: the bar of enjoyment is raised so high that to obey 
the mandate to enjoy becomes impossible and is thus equivalent to an obverse prohibition 
of the object of enjoyment that was explored by Freud. 
Zizek observes an evolution in the subject’s relationship to the paternal father. He 
notes that where the subject previously experienced the mandate of the father to sacrifice 
enjoyment, the subject today often experiences the mandate as a commandment for the 
subject to enjoy himself. Zizek describes this concept, called the anal father, further: 
What emerges under the guise of phantom-like ‘living dead’…is, 
however, the reverse of the Name of the Father, namely the ‘anal father’ 
who definitely does enjoy: the obscene little man who is the clearest 
embodiment of the phenomenon of the uncanny.  He is the subject’s 
double who accompanies him like a shadow and gives body to a certain 
surplus…this surplus represents what the subject must renounce, sacrifice 
even, the part in himself that the subject must murder in order to start to 
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live as a ‘normal’ member of the community.  The crucial point here 
therefore is that the ‘anal father’ is Father-Enjoyment…. (Enjoy 125) 
 
For Zizek, the difference as measured between prohibition and enjoyment is that excess 
that exists just beyond the grasp of the subject, whether the subject is subjugated to the 
prohibitive father or the anal father of enjoyment. The excess for Zizek is that area of the 
imaginary that is seemingly available and within reach for the subject but for various 
reasons can never be attained. 
Black masculinity, within the context of the white social order, illustrates the 
excess described by Zizek.  Blackness itself functions as a surplus or excess to white 
masculinity that can only be described through imaginary terms. The excess represented 
by blackness, that swagger and toughness depicted by such actors as Denzel Washington 
and Samuel L. Jackson, represents an extent of masculinity in excess of white, symbolic 
patriarchy that less of a real figuration and more a construct of racial bias and imaginary 
figurations (i.e., racist stereotypes) of the other.  The excess of blackness is the projection 
of surplus of masculinity that goes beyond what can be symbolized or described by 
language.  This beyond symbolization exemplifies what Zizek means in his discussion of 
jouissance when he refers to jouissance as enjoyment of an object in excess of merely 
being pleased or pleasured by the object.  Blackness figures as both a desirable and 
horrific object within the social order that inheres both pleasurable and traumatic 
flourishes.  
Todd McGowan describes the excess or enjoyment represented by the Lacanian 
notion of jouissance by way of a narrative that sets forth the impossibility of the subject 
ever complying with the mandate of the anal father to enjoy: “[the anal father] 
obsessively attends to every detail of our lives, prying into every private enclave where 
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we might hide enjoyment.  His anality consists in his controlling everything” (End 45-6).  
McGowan believes the anal father has taken over from the symbolic father, the primitive 
father killed by his sons.   
McGowan points to contemporary examples of the anal father such as George 
H.W. Bush, who informed the American public it was their patriotic duty to go out and 
shop.  Sixteen days after 9/11 President George W. Bush similarly implored citizens to 
"do your business around the country. Fly and enjoy America's great destination spots. 
Get down to Disney World in Florida. Take your families and enjoy life, the way we 
want it to be enjoyed" (De Groote).  The command to consume (enjoy), because it is 
one’s patriotic duty, gives the subject license to participate in something that is enjoyable 
but ultimately leads to the subject feeling he cannot live up to the anal father’s 
expectations.  Anxiety for the subject comes not from the prohibition of enjoyment but 
rather from the sense that the subject is not fulfilling the anal father’s decree to enjoy 
adequately enough. 
In the post-apocalyptic film one of two incarnations of the subject’s response to 
the anal father can be present: acceptance of the mandate or renunciation. The animated 
film WALL-E (2008) demonstrates the first incarnation, where the subject enjoys the 
excesses of consumption to such a degree they are no longer ambulatory.  The second 
response is a disavowal of the anal father’s mandate by which the subject rejects the 
commandment and returns to the mandate of the prohibitive father.  An example of this 
repudiation can be seen in the film Sunshine (2007), a film about the destruction of the 
Sun. The subject, a rogue spaceship captain, is so overly invested in the prevailing 
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patriarchal order that he condemns humanity to destruction so that he may have a closer 
relationship with God.  
 This chapter will address how mastery and fantasy manifest in everyday life to 
mitigate the dueling mandates of the prohibitive father and the anal father as experienced 
by the subject, including, but not limited to, social media platforms such as Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram.  Fantasy also enables the subject to possess a sense of 
entitlement. This sense of entitlement can lead to aggressivity.  Examples of aggressivity 
will be discussed as well in chapter four. 
 This dissertation seeks to analyze the subject’s investment in the status-quo by 
scrutinizing what happens when the subject has a true opportunity to make a break from 
the status quo but is unable to make such a break because of the subject’s subjugation to 
the social order pre-exiting the apocalypse.  It focuses specifically on the thing that 
purports to hold our society together, patriarchal authority, whether governed by Freudian 
pleasure or Lacanian jouissance, while either logic continues the same class, gender, or 
racial biases that preceded the apocalypse.  The ability of class, gender, and racial biases 
to persevere even through the apocalyptic end of the world indicates an excess that hides 
within the patriarchal order itself.  The purpose of this dissertation is to show that this 
excess is ideological per se, which serves as an eclipse on the subject’s ability to imagine 
any authority other than the patriarchal authority that the subject is presently beholden to.  
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Table 1.1 Chronological list of feature-length, English-language post-apocalyptic films 
 
Number Film Director Year 
1  Mad Max: Fury Road   George Miller 2015 
2  Plague Nick Kozakis & 
Kosta Ouzas 
2015 
3  After the World Ended Tony Sebastian 
Ukpo 
2015 
4  The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - 
Part 2 
Francis Lawrence 2015 
5  Insurgent  2015 
6  Z for Zachariah Craig Zobel 2015 
7  Interstellar Christopher Nolan 2014 
8  The Rover David Michôd 2014 
9  Monsters: Dark Continent Tom Green 2014 
10  Young Ones Jake Paltrow 2014 
11  The Maze Runner Wes Ball 2014 
12  Dawn of the Planet of the Apes Matt Reeves 2014 
13  To Survive Stephen Folker 2014 
14  Beyond Joseph Baker & 
Tom Large 
2014 
15  The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - 
Part 1 
Francis Lawrence 2014 
16  Divergent Neil Burger 2014 
17  2047: Sights of Death Alessandro Capone 2014 
18  Autómata Gabe Ibáñez 2014 
19  Edge of Tomorrow Doug Liman 2014 
20  How I Live Now Kevin Macdonald 2013 
21  The Host Andrew Niccol 2013 
22  Dust of War Andrew 
Kightlinger 
2013 
23  These Final Hours Zak Hilditch 2013 
24  Bounty Killer Henry Saine 2013 
25  After Earth M. Night Shyamalan 2013 
26  Battle of the Damned Christopher Hatton 2013 
27  Curio Shop Eric S. Anderson 2013 
28  Elysium Neill Blomkamp 2013 
29  Ender’s Game Gavin Hood 2013 
30  Oblivion Joseph Kosinski 2013 
31  Pacific Rim Guillermo del Toro 2013 
32  Re-Entry: Grey Zone Ray Jay 2013 
33  Scorched Earth Brad Turner 2013 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
34  Snowpiercer Joon-ho Bong 2013 
35  The Colony Jeff Renfroe 2013 
36  The Hunger Games: Catching Fire Francis Lawrence 2013 
37  The Zero Theorem Terry Gilliam 2013 
38  Warm Bodies Jonathan Levine 2013 
39  Goodbye World Denis Hennelly 2013 
40  World War Z Marc Forster 2013 
41  Aftershock Nicolas Lopez 2012 
42  Another World Eitan Reuven 2012 
43  Beasts of the Southern Wild Benh Zeitlin 2012 
44  Cloud Atlas Tom Tykwer & The Wachowskis 2012 
45  Dredd Pete Travis 2012 
46  Dust of War Andrew Kightlinger 2012 
47  Dead Weight Adam Bartlett & John Pata 2012 
48  Existence Juliet Bergh 2012 
49  New Order Marco Rosson 2012 
50  Re-Kill Valeri Milev 2012 
51  Remnants Tim Szczesniak & André Freitas 2012 
52  Resident Evil: Retribution Paul W.S. Anderson 2012 
53  The Hunger Games Gary Ross 2012 
54  The Rising Sebastian Mattukat 2012 
55  Trash and Progress Abraham Dieckman 2012 
56  Exaella Andrew Oudot 2011 
57  The Darkest Hour Chris Gorak 2011 
58  Contagion Steven Soderbergh 2011 
59  The Day Douglas Aarniokoski 2011 
60  Priest Scott Stewart 2011 
61  Hell Tim Fehlbaum 2011 
62  Quarantine 2: Terminal John G. Pogue 2011 
63  The Divide Xavier Gens 2011 
64  Stake Land Jim Mickle 2010 
65  The Book of Eli The Hughes Brothers 2010 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
66  Monsters Gareth Edwards 2010 
67  Resident Evil: Afterlife Paul W. S. Anderson 2010 
68  Vanishing on 7th Street Brad Anderson 2010 
69  9 Shane Acker 2009 
70  2084 George Blumetti & Maurice Kelly 2009 
71  Daybreakers The Spierig Brothers 2009 
72  Cargo Ivan Engler & Ralph Etter 2009 
73  Carriers David Pastor & Àlex Pastor 2009 
74  Bio-Dead Stephen J. Hadden 2009 
75  Terminator Salvation McG 2009 
76  The Horde Yannick Dahan & Benjamin Rocher 2009 
77  The Age of Stupid Franny Armstrong 2009 
78  The Road John Hillcoat 2009 
79  The Sky Has Fallen Doug Roos 2009 
80  Zombieland Ruben Fleischer 2009 
81  Blindness Fernando Meirelles 2008 
82  City of Ember Gil Kenan 2008 
83  Doomsday Neil Marshall 2008 
84  From Inside John Bergin 2008 
85  Mutant Chronicles Simon Hunter 2008 
86  Quarantine John Erick Dowdle 2008 
87  20 Years After Jim Torres 2008 
88  WALL-E Andrew Stanton 2008 
89  28 Weeks Later Juan Carlos Fresnadillo 2007 
90  I Am Legend Francis Lawrence 2007 
91  Sunshine Danny Boyle 2007 
92  Resident Evil: Extinction  Paul W. S. Anderson 2007 
93  The Mist Frank Darabont 2007 
94  Tooth and Nail Mark Young 2007 
95  Children of Men Alfonso Cuarón 2006 
96  Freedom State Cullen Hoback 2006 
97  Idiocracy Mike Judge 2006 
98  Right at Your Door Chris Gorak 2006 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
99  Land of the Dead George A. Romero 2005 
100 Resident Evil: Apocalypse Alexander Witt 2004 
101 Dawn of the Dead Zack Snyder 2004 
102 Shaun of the Dead Edgar Wright 2004 
103 The Matrix Reloaded The Wachowskis 2003 
104 The Matrix Revolutions The Wachowskis 2003 
105 28 Days Later Danny Boyle 2002 
106 Resident Evil Paul W.S. Anderson 2002 
107 Reign of Fire Rob Bowman 2002 
108 A.I. Artificial Intelligence Steven Spielberg 2001 
109 Planet of the Apes Tim Burton 2001 
110 Gangland Art Camacho 2001 
111 The Matrix The Wachowskis 1999 
112 Dark City Alex Proyas 1998 
113 Bleak Future Brian S. O’Malley 1997 
114 Starship Troopers Paul Verhoeven 1997 
115 The Fifth Element Luc Besson 1997 
116 The Postman Kevin Costner 1997 
117 Escape from L.A. John Carpenter 1996 
118 Screamers Christian Duguay 1995 
119 Strange Days Kathryn Bigelow 1995 
120 Judge Dredd Danny Cannon 1995 
121 Twelve Monkeys Terry Gilliam 1995 
122 Waterworld Kevin Reynolds 1995 
123 Mindwarp Steve Barnett 1992 
124 Prison Planet Armand Gazarian 1992 
125 Hardware Richard Stanley 1990 
126 The Handmaid’s Tale Volker Schlondorff 1990 
127 Total Recall Paul Verhoeven 1990 
128 Spirits of the Air, Gremlins of the 
Clouds Alex Proyas 1989 
129 Robot Jox Stuart Gordon 1989 
130 Rising Storm Francis Schaeffer 1989 
131 The Blood of Heroes David Peoples 1989 
132 Cyborg Albert Pyun 1989 
133 Hell Comes to Frogtown Donald G. Jackson & R.J. Kizer 1988 
134 The Lawless Land Jon Hess 1988 
135 Cherry 2000 Steve De Jarnatt 1987 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
136 Steel Dawn Lance Hool 1987 
137 Dead End Drive-In Brian Trenchard-Smith 1986 
138 Solarbabies Alan Johnson 1986 
139 Radioactive Dreams Albert Pyun 1986 
140 Brazil Terry Gilliam 1985 
141 Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome George Miller & George Ogilvie 1985 
142 The Quiet Earth Geoffrey Murphy 1985 
143 Night of the Comet Thom Eberhardt 1984 
144 City Limits Aaron Lipstadt 1984 
145 Testament Lynne Littman 1983 
146 Stryker Cirio H. Santiago 1983 
147 The Day After Nicholas Meyer 1983 
148 Blade Runner Ridley Scott 1982 
149 Turkey Shoot Brian Trenchard-Smith 1982 
150 The Aftermath Steve Barkett 1982 
151 Escape from New York John Carpenter 1981 
152 Mad Max 2: The Road Warrior George Miller 1981 
153 Memoirs of a Survivor David Gladwell 1981 
154 Mad Max George Miller 1979 
155 Quintet Robert Altman 1979 
156 Stalker Andrey Tarkovskiy 1979 
157 Dawn of the Dead George A. Romero 1978 
158 Jubilee Derek Jarman 1978 
159 Damnation Alley Jack Smight 1977 
160 Eraserhead David Lynch 1977 
161 Wizards Ralph Bakshi 1977 
162 Logan’s Run Michael Anderson 1976 
163 A Boy and His Dog L.Q. Jones 1975 
164 Black Moon Louis Malle 1975 
165 Zardoz John Boorman 1974 
166 Soylent Green Richard Fleischer 1973 
167 Battle for the Planet of the Apes J. Lee Thompson 1973 
168 The Omega Man Boris Sagal 1971 
169 THX 1138 George Lucas 1971 
170 No Blade of Grass Cornel Wilde 1970 
171 The Bed Sitting Room Richard Lester 1969 
172 2001: A Space Odyssey Stanley Kubrick 1968 
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Table 1.1 (continued) 
173 Planet of the Apes Franklin J. Schaffner 1968 
174 The Deserter and the Nomads Juraj Jakubisko 1968 
175 The War Game Peter Watkins 1965 
176 The Last Man on Earth Ubaldo B. Ragona 1964 
177 Panic in Year Zero! Ray Milland 1962 
178 The Day the Earth Caught Fire Val Guest 1961 
179 On the Beach Stanley Kramer 1959 
180 The World, the Flesh and the Devil Ranald MacDougall 1959 
181 Things to Come William Cameron Menzies 1936 
182 Metropolis Fritz Lang 1927 
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Chapter Two 
Why Can’t the Father Die? 
Chapter two questions why filmic depictions of the postapocalypse must always 
have a family unit presided over by a father figure.  In most incarnations of the post-
apocalyptic world, the remaining survivors band together, and a male figure leads the 
band of survivors.14  This male leader assumes the role of father figure, which in the 
context of the post-apocalyptic world, primarily entails promulgating the symbolic 
father’s import in a remade society.  In other words, the father figure must overcome both 
internal and external obstacles, not for the furtherance of the family unit, but for the 
furtherance of masculinity. 
Dylan Evans describes the symbolic father as “not a real being but a position, a 
function, and hence is synonymous with the term ‘paternal function” (62). He adds, “this 
function is none other than that of imposing the Law and regulating desire in the Oedipus 
complex, of intervening in the imaginary dual relationship between mother and child to 
introduce a necessary ‘symbolic distance’ between them” (62). The symbolic father 
controls the actions of subjects within a society—not by an invisible hand on high, 
watching over the masses, but by instilling within the subject the need and desire to 
conform to the social norms and ideology of that society.  In the post-apocalyptic 
narrative this regulation is most prominent when the male leader enforces the law 
                                                 
14 For the purposes of studying patriarchy in the western world, my focus will be English-language 
productions of the postapocalypse.  The film Snowpiercer is included in this discussion because it is a 
multinational production, which includes production companies based in South Korea, Czech Republic, 
France, and the United States and features U.S. and British actors as the lead characters. There are many 
notable non-western post-apocalyptic films such as Japan’s Akira (1988) and Casshern (2004) worth 
comment when addressing patriarchy, but they will not be discussed here. 
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prohibiting unsanctioned relationships within the group, reminiscent of Freud’s Totem 
and Taboo.  The surviving members assume the role of children in this new family unit, 
and as such, are prohibited from mating with the mother—usually represented as the love 
interest of the male leader.   
The question arises, though, why are these units formed in the first place?  The 
destruction of the world ostensibly creates the opportunity for a break from the past.  If 
post-apocalyptic films are what critics such as Broderick and Yoke call depictions of 
rebirthed or regenerated societies, then it would seem there is an opportunity to create a 
narrative of resistance where the female or black male lead the family.  
In contemporary post-apocalyptic films women more often than not serve two 
functions: the object of desire that must be protected from outside threats; and the womb 
that enables the rebirth of a destroyed world.  While these two functions are prominent in 
post-apocalyptic films post 9/11, occasionally, these films (and television shows) depict 
women assuming leadership roles, and if not that of leader, then that of decision maker.  
Later in the chapter films and television shows such as Blindness (2008) and The Walking 
Dead (2010-), which feature women who assume leadership roles and fail, will be 
interrogated for their problematic depictions of women leaders. Finally, two examples of 
revolutionary narratives that subvert the white, male hero trope will be discussed: 
Snowpiercer (2013) and Mad Max: Fury Road (2015). 
1. Returning to the Past 
The ideology behind patriarchy explains why subjects feel compelled to return to 
a past where the male figure presides over the family.  The typical narrative revolves 
around him fighting not only to protect his family, but to protect his masculinity and his 
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symbolic position as the paternal father.  The post-apocalyptic narrative could just as 
easily feature a female hero who presides over the family unit, but when the occasion 
arises for the heroine to take on the role of leader, she is depicted as an inept leader who 
must be deposed.  Later in this chapter the films The Road (2009), World War Z (2013), 
and 28 Days Later (2002) will be discussed for their various approaches to protecting the 
symbolic father from annihilation. 
The subject’s investment in returning to an early form of patriarchy, where the 
father figure leads the group and dictates prohibitions to protect the symbolic father, can 
be observed in the origins of private property.  In The Origin of the Family Private 
Property and the State, Friedrich Engels attributes the ascendency of patriarchy to man’s 
desire for wealth.  Before patriarchy, female lineage and inheritance was just as important 
as her male counterpart’s.  Engels indicates the following:  
In the measure of the increasing wealth man's position in the family 
became superior to that of woman, and the desire arose to use this fortified 
position for the purpose of overthrowing the traditional law of inheritance 
in favor of his children. (69) 
 
This led to the decline of maternal law.  Maternal law stemmed from the notion that 
lineage could only be traced through the mother’s family line with certainty because “in 
the beginning people lived in unrestricted sexual intercourse” (Bachofen qtd. in Engels 
7).15  This indicates sexual restrictions placed on women did not come about until later in 
history.  Engels locates this shift near the end of maternal law and the rise of class 
society.  
Friedrich Engels explanation of patriarchy is persuasive when examining post-
apocalyptic cinema.  For example, the female’s sole function in most of these films is that 
                                                 
15 Here Engels is quoting Johann Jakob Bachofen. For more information, see Bachofen. 
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of the mother, the one who gives birth to the surviving males’ progeny. While Engels 
suggests paternity is only important in relation to private property, and ostensibly in a 
post-apocalyptic world there is no more private property, remnants of capitalism exist in 
the destroyed world.  When discussing The Road, Mark Fisher asserts, “[the] end of the 
world has terminated capitalism, but it does not clear a space for any sort of alternative to 
it” (73). This terminated system leaves survivors struggling to restore, replicate, and 
fetishize the destroyed capitalist world, as evidenced by Man and Boy finding a Coke 
soda in The Road, or by the class system established in Snowpiercer, or by the 
commodification of Kee’s unborn child in Children of Men.   
Yet, Engel’s investment in monogamy is in itself also masculinist. He emphasizes 
when the means of production moves into collective property, monogamy will become a 
reality because the family will no longer be the “economic unit of society” (91).  The 
concept of monogamy calls for policing the woman’s body and sexuality so that she may 
remain bound to the man. Therefore, a collective property society presents women with 
the same oppression as a capitalist society.  
In contrast to Engels, Gerda Lerner argues the origins of patriarchy emerged from 
the division of labor.  Lerner contends women were not able to participate in hunting and 
warring because they were “physically encumbered by children carried in the womb, on 
the hip, or on the back” (41).  She is careful, however, not to attribute male dominance to 
women’s perceived physical inferiority.  Rather, she puts forward the theory “that male 
dominance is a historic phenomenon in that it arose out of a biologically determined 
given situation and became a culturally created and enforced structure over time” (41-2).  
Lerner’s argument risks essentializing maternity, however.  In other words, her argument 
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assumes women have an innate desire to be maternal.  Some would argue women are not 
biologically predisposed to be maternal.  For example, evolutionary biologist David 
Barash suggests the desire to have children for humans is socially driven rather than 
biologically driven (Friedman). In short, Lerner’s theory does not allow for such things as 
women who choose to forgo motherhood, or mothers who commit infanticide. 
While Lerner’s argument centers on the perceived biological tendency of women, 
Barbara Smuts approaches the theory of patriarchy’s inception through biological 
differences between the sexes in a different manner.  Smuts suggests there is an 
evolutionary basis for the oppression of women by men. Smuts investigates this 
evolutionary theory by comparing and contrasting human behavior to that of its closest 
relative: the primate.  She deduces patriarchy stems from males’ “reproductive strategies” 
(2). 
[T]he ultimate goal of male control over females is reproduction: men 
coerce, constrain, and dominate women in order to maintain control over 
female sexuality and the offspring women produce…although human 
systems of gender inequality differ from those of animals in numerous 
important ways, the ultimate sanction underlying male control over 
females is often the same in humans as it is in nonhuman animals: the use 
of physical force, or violence, to inflict costs on females who resist male 
control. So the ultimate goal is control over female reproduction, and the 
ultimate sanction to achieve this goal is violence. (Smuts 22) 
 
Smuts argues patriarchy originates from the male’s desire to control the woman’s body, 
thereby ensuring his legacy, i.e., that he is in fact raising his children.  As will be 
discussed later, the post-apocalyptic father figure seeks immortality as progenitor of the 
remade world.  His control over the group, and in particular the women’s bodies’, ensures 
his immortality. 
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Interestingly, the post-apocalyptic film Dawn of the Planet of the Apes (2014) 
illustrates Smuts’s theory of reproductive strategies when the chimpanzee Koba seizes 
control of the female apes after deposing Caesar, the leader and liberator of the apes. The 
female apes are relegated to occupations of domesticity. To further establish their 
secondary importance, the female apes have no speaking parts, while the males not only 
use sign language, but vocalize words.  On the other hand, their human female 
counterparts, for example Ellie, have high-ranking positions within human society, such 
as doctors and technicians. It is implied, even with the film’s title, that the apes are in the 
nascent stages of what we would call a civil society, and perhaps in subsequent sequels, 
the female apes will take on roles outside the household. 
Extending Smuts’ argument that patriarchy is a means of ensuring the paternity of 
offspring, Strassmann et al suggest “the sacred texts of five world religions (Buddhism, 
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism) use similar belief systems to set limits on 
sexual behavior,” in particular, the sexual behavior of women (9781).  Though 
informative, Smuts’ argument does not allow for indigenous societies where patriarchy is 
not prevalent.  Many ancient and indigenous cultures advance the Great Mother myth as 
the origins of mankind.  The Great Mother is held in high regard as the creator of life.  
Within societies where the Great Mother myth is present, women’s sexualities are not 
tightly restricted for paternity reasons. In other words, one could argue desire to control 
female sexuality is not biological, as Smuts’ studies in primate behavior suggest. 
Claude Levi-Strauss locates patriarchy in the incest taboo, more specifically in the 
exchange of women.  He writes: 
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The prohibition of incest is less a rule prohibiting marriage with mother, 
sister, or daughter, than a rule obliging the mother, sister, or daughter to be 
given to others. It is the supreme rule of the gift. (481) 
 
Similarly, Gayle Rubin also discusses the use of women as chattel and notes “[k]inship is 
organization, and organization gives power…If it is women who are being transacted, 
then it is the men who give and take them who are linked, the women being a conduit of a 
relationship rather than a partner to it” (174).  This theory of women as chattel 
corroborates Engel’s explanation of the decline of maternal law.  Although Levi-Strauss, 
Rubin, and Engels address different cultures—western and non-western—all three critics 
associate male dominance over women with the exchanges of goods or resources.  
The filmic post-apocalyptic world typically experiences a regressive return to the 
same rules of kinship and trafficking in women practiced years ago.  Rebirth films depict 
women who are fought over and bartered. In addition, these films highlight the 
homosocial bonding inherent in trafficking in women.  For example, the surviving 
women of 28 Days Later are not individuals, but rather objects (i.e., resources) who must 
be guarded and hoarded.  The prospect of possessing women is the adhesive that holds 
together a group of soldiers established within an abandoned castle in Manchester, 
England.  One of the soldiers tries to commit suicide because he cannot bear the idea of a 
world without women.  His commander promises him they will find women.  Possession 
of a woman, not necessarily the woman in herself, is the thing that coheres the group of 
soldiers. 
2. Womb Envy Leads to Misogyny 
Recovery of patriarchy is the motivation for which post-apocalyptic films depict a 
solidified, male-dominated society.  Perhaps it is the cultural shift of the past 30 years, 
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where women and racial minorities are in greater positions of power and LGBTQ rights 
have made it less acceptable to discriminate against sexual minorities, but for many, there 
is a growing sense of masculinity under threat.  Sociologists call this phenomenon 
masculinity threat (Bridges and Pascoe).  For Lacanians, the threat comes from the 
subject’s investment in the phallus, and his recognition that the phallus is not the be-all 
and end-all. In other words, while the phallus grants the male subject privilege, its 
shortcomings constantly remind him of his own lack. 
The next step in interrogating the post-apocalyptic film genre is identifying and 
then investigating the obstacles barring the male from recovering patriarchy. As furthered 
by Lerner, Engels, and Smuts, patriarchy engenders the oppression of women because her 
sexuality often presents a threat to patriarchy. She is perceived to enjoy sex in an 
unknowable way, and therefore her sexuality must be policed. Her perceived sexual 
promiscuity threatens the paternal lineage of the male.  Subsequently, anxiety surrounds 
the woman’s womb and her reproductive power. In other words, she ultimately controls 
paternal lineage, and this is a threat to patriarchy.  One way this anxiety is manifested is 
in womb envy. 
Womb envy causes the male to disparage the value of woman.  Karen Horney 
says about womb envy: 
[W]e observe that men are evidently under a greater necessity to 
depreciate women than conversely. The realization that the dogma of the 
inferiority of women had its origin in an unconscious male tendency could 
only dawn upon us after a doubt had arisen whether in fact this view was 
justified in reality. But if there actually are in men tendencies to depreciate 
women behind this conviction of feminine inferiority, we must infer that 
this unconscious impulse to depreciation is a very powerful one. (Kelman 
61-62) 
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This unconscious denigration of women is associated with the male’s supposed lack.  
Critics such as Horney believe if women can suffer from penis envy, another perceived 
lack, then men can conversely suffer from womb envy. According to Freud, penis envy 
occurs when the female child realizes she does not have a penis and develops a feeling of 
inferiority. Jung suggests the child’s response to this feeling of inadequacy is the Electra 
Complex, where she feels her mother is a threat and stands between the child and her 
father (Heller 94-5). 
Eva Feder Kittay similarly points to the toxic nature of womb envy.  She 
observes, “in discussing the effects of womb envy we must bear in mind that envy is a 
destructive emotion that tends to spoil the very thing it covets and from which it seeks 
gratification” (Trebilcot 105). Kittay locates this destructive emotion in the reduction of 
woman’s value. “In idealizing the maternal aspects of women,” she says, “men reduce the 
full scope of woman’s human capabilities to her reproductive functions; by 
sentimentalizing an ideal mother, men can vent their envious anger on the actual woman 
who fails to meet the measure of the ideal” (Trebilcot 107).  This can be seen in society’s 
valorization of the sacrificing mother and the shaming of actions perceived to be un-
motherly, such as mothers who give up their children or women who choose not to have 
children.  
Perhaps one of the strongest pieces of evidence for this expectation of mothering 
can be seen in the Tennessee law that prosecutes women “for assault for the illegal use of 
a narcotic drug while pregnant, if their child is born addicted…or harmed by the narcotic 
drug” (HB 1295).  A twenty-six-year old Monroe County, Tennessee woman became the 
first person arrested under this law when her newborn daughter tested positive for 
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methamphetamine.  Her arrest and punishment illustrates the ways states assert control 
over not only the woman’s womb, but her entire body, and punishes her for not 
performing her perceived “motherly” duty—that of protecting her unborn child. 
Kato Van Leeuwen suggests acknowledging the womb envy phenomenon will 
lead to the eradication of misogyny and aggression towards women.  “The more men are 
able to acknowledge the positive wish to create life and emphasize their contribution to 
it,” says Van Leeuwen, “the less they need to assert their power through destructive 
inventions” (319).   
In the same vein of Tennessee’s HB 1295, but to its most extreme conclusion, 
Margaret Atwood’s novel The Handmaid's Tale depicts a disturbing example of the state 
controlling a woman’s reproductive functions. The majority of the novel takes place in 
the United States after a massive earthquake destroys California and a terrorist attack 
leaves the federal government crippled. Pollution and sexually transmitted disease leave 
much of the remaining population in the U.S. sterile.  A theocratic government ascends to 
power and takes away the rights of women. Women are relegated to the following roles: 
upper class women, wives who manage their households or daughters awaiting marriage 
to upper class men; lower class women, called Aunts, who train the handmaids; Marthas, 
who are sterile women serving as domestic workers to the wives; Econowives, wives of 
lower class men; and finally, Handmaids, fertile women whose sole function is to 
produce children for the upper class. 
Woman’s function in this novel centers on her value in reproducing a white, 
healthy race. Furthering Engels’ argument that man’s lineage is most important in a 
capitalist society, The Handmaid's Tale demonstrates in this society the woman’s status is 
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of primary importance, and her general health and ability to bear children are of 
secondary importance. But where global capitalism purports to facilitate a sort of 
individualism in procreation, the government in this society casts no such illusions of its 
vested interest in the propagation of the citizens. The government determines who will 
reproduce, when they will reproduce, and under what circumstances they will reproduce.  
The entire household, including servants, handmaid, and wife must participate in a ritual 
before copulation between the husband and handmaid occurs.  The wife lies beneath the 
handmaid as the wife’s husband has sex with (some would argue rapes) the handmaid. 
The wife also simulates childbirth when the handmaid actually gives birth to the 
husband’s child.  The irony here is that paternity, which cannot be confirmed with 
certainly, outweighs maternity. 
Recent attempts by conservatives to regulate abortion in the United States have 
similarities to the handmaid’s societies. The premise behind the latest TRAP laws 
implemented in the U.S. proffer that women are incapable of making decisions about 
their bodies when it comes to reproduction.16  These new restrictive abortion laws make 
it virtually impossible for low-income women to receive abortions in a timely manner 
because the women are subjected to unnecessary and invasive ultrasounds that many 
cannot afford.  TRAP laws force clinics who cannot comply with the new regulations to 
close.  Subsequently, the women must travel long distances to the few remaining clinics 
in their states. 
                                                 
16 TRAP stands for Targeted Regulation of Abortion Providers.  NARAL describes TRAP laws as “a 
campaign to impose unnecessary and burdensome regulations on abortion providers—but not other medical 
professionals—in an obvious attempt to drive doctors out of practice and make abortion care more 
expensive and difficult to obtain” (“Targeted”). 
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It could be argued these attempts at regulating a woman’s body and controlling 
reproduction have roots in womb envy.  In other words, TRAP laws could be a 
manifestation of anxiety from the male’s inability to give birth and ensure his paternity.  
Ultimately, this anxiety leads to aggression, which can be observed not only in restrictive 
abortion laws but “slut-shaming”—blaming the women for their unplanned pregnancies 
by attacking their sexual history—and the violent attacks on abortion providers. 
A post-9/11 filmic depiction of the government taking control of a woman’s body 
and reproductive rights can be seen in Children of Men (2006).  The film begins in year 
2027, after the death of eighteen-year old Baby Diego, the youngest person in the world.  
People around the world mourn his death because it reminds them of humanity’s 
imminent demise.  There have been no births in eighteen years, but people continue 
functioning, even though humanity lurches toward nonexistence.  In England, citizens’ 
response to this mass sterility spans from suicides, facilitated by government-issued kits 
given the innocuous name Quietus, to hostilities toward immigrants.  All United 
Kingdom non-residents, called fugees, are placed in a horrendously overcrowded and 
unsanitary internment camp.  It is in this camp that a woman, Kee, gives birth to a child.  
The movie centers on the fight for Kee’s child.  A pro-immigrant rebel group, the Fishes, 
betray and attack Julian, the woman tasked with transporting Kee to the protection of the 
Human Project, a group, located in the Azores, working toward a cure for infertility. 
After her death, Julian’s ex-husband, Theo, reluctantly assumes the task of delivering 
Kee to the Human Project. Along the way, Theo and Kee must keep her pregnancy and 
birth secret because, if discovered, the government will take the child. 
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For the government, the first child born in 18 years would give hope to the masses 
and distract them from its heavy-handed brutality toward the fugees and the Fishes.  
During a deliberation among the Fishes about what to do with Kee now that Julian is 
dead, a still naïve Theo suggests turning Kee over to the authorities.  One of the rebels 
sarcastically asks Theo: “Then the government will say, ‘oh, we were wrong. Fugees are 
human too’?”   This statement bears importance because as a West African immigrant, 
Kee is a fugee, and Theo unreservedly believes the government will give her the full 
protection and rights of a British citizen.  Kee’s immigrant status presents an obstacle for 
the UK government, however, because she challenges the notions behind their 
xenophobic and Euro-centric policies.  How does the government explain to its citizens a 
non-white, non-Western, non-citizen woman and her newborn daughter will save 
humanity—not a white male?  Fishes member Z states, “we all know the government will 
never acknowledge the first human birth in 18 years [comes from] a fugee.”  To resolve 
the discrepancy of the government’s narrative about fugees, one Fishes member suggests 
the government will “take her [Kee’s] baby and parade a posh, black English lady as the 
mother.”  This dialogue demonstrates the government must betray its national narrative 
[nativism will save humanity] to fit the real-world post-apocalyptic concerns.  In other 
words, the government would prefer a white British woman give birth to the first child in 
18 years, but because of Dylan’s race and nationality, the government conforms the 
national narrative to accommodate the current circumstances of the birth of a black child. 
As a consequence of their reproductive crisis, the government exercises extreme 
control over the woman’s body. Signs throughout the city state “Avoiding Fertility Tests 
is a Crime.” The implication is that whether she wants to or not, if a woman is discovered 
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fertile, she must reproduce.  The onus of the crisis is placed on the woman in other ways 
as well throughout the film.  Although the causes and origins of the world’s infertility is 
never discovered, the weight of the crisis is placed on the woman.  The film stresses 
women started to miscarry and eventually, there were no more live births.17   
The spectator is bombarded with images of fertility among the non-humans—the 
scene with Kee among the calves, the kitten crawling up Theo’s pant leg—to remind him 
of the human female’s inability to do something “so simple” as giving life.  These images 
of fruitful animals seem to place the onus of fertility and child birth on the women.  If the 
demise of humanity rests on the womb rather than say the male seed, the signifier 
phallus’ lack can remain hidden.  With this in mind, it makes sense the entire film centers 
on Kee’s womb and control of the product of her womb.  One could argue Children of 
Men is a mass filmic experiment in womb envy. 
Lucy Fischer discusses the phenomena of womb envy in film in Cinematernity. 
When discussing magic in early silent cinema, she says: 
For when one begins to examine those sleights of hand so characteristic of 
magic tradition, one is struck by how many of them center on the theme of 
creation:  men pulling rabbits out of hats, making flowers grow from 
canes, bringing mechanical automata “to life”.  All of these acts seem like 
symbolic imitations of birth, and their occurrence at the hand of the male 
magician seems to speak an envy of what is, essentially, the female 
procreative function.  Significantly, most of these magical births take 
place with the aid of a highly phallic object—a “mystic” cone or a cane, or 
perhaps an “enchanted candle. (47) 
 
                                                 
17 In the novel Children of Men, for which the film is based on, the cause of the crisis stems from the 
nonviability of human sperm.  P.D. James’ 1993 novel does not elaborate on what caused the collapse in 
male sperm count, but it is implied that a virus could have been the culprit.  That this plot point is not 
included in the film further supports the argument the post 9/11, post-apocalyptic narrative vests survival of 
humanity in the father.  
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By pointing to the filmmakers attempt to replicate female vaginal birth, Fisher locates a 
way men deal with womb envy.  In their attempt at mimicking feminine reproduction, the 
phallus is positioned in a place of importance, as the life giver, that which animates the 
inanimate.  Fischer’s characterization demonstrates the duality of womb envy: on the one 
hand, the womb is that which must be coveted and appropriated; on the other hand, it is 
that which must be diminished in its importance and replaced by the phallus.   
Azizah Al-Hibri suggests man’s attempts to replicate birth is a response to his 
mortality.  She posits man achieves immortality through “artificial means”: technology 
(Trebilcot 87). Freud as well points to this phenomenon when he says “with every tool 
man is perfecting his own organs…or is removing the limits of their functioning” 
(Civilization 37).  Both and Al-Hibri and Freud’s assertions point to the phallus’ lack. If 
the phallus is a sign of lack, of incompleteness, the act of creating life through an 
artificial, mechanical womb is a way of concealing that lack. 
Thus far, it can be surmised the woman’s womb and what it produces is at the 
center of patriarchy, and ultimately for the purposes of this study, at the center of the 
post-apocalyptic film.  The positioning of the womb as something to be controlled is 
problematic because as the woman becomes an object for propagating the human race, it 
is asserted and assumed that all women must be maternal.  Those “non-productive” 
individuals, such as non-maternal and/or infertile women, gays, and lesbians, have little 
value in this new society. 18  Indeed, older post-apocalyptic films such as Mad Max 2: 
The Road Warrior (1981) depict homosexuals as degenerates.  In the film Wez is the 
most brutal and psychotic member of the biker gang terrorizing an encampment of post-
                                                 
18 Though gays and lesbians have children, some people view these families as non-traditional, not a part of 
mainstream society, and therefore cannot further patriarchy. 
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apocalyptic survivors. Wez’s male lover the Golden Youth is killed by Feral Kid. After 
the Golden Youth’s death, Wez must be restrained in chains as he seeks revenge for his 
lover’s death. The biker gang’s leader the Hummungus calms Wez by saying: 
Be still my dog of war. I understand your pain. We've all lost someone we 
love. But we do it my way! 
 
The perceived degeneracy of homosexuality in the biker gang is contrasted by the 
familial group the biker gang terrorizes.  In the end, the familial group becomes a vision 
of hope for mankind, while the biker gang, who is left in ruins along the road, represents 
death. 
Lee Edelman offers an interesting interpretation of this dilemma of “non-
productive” individuals in No Future.  The ideology behind what constitutes a productive 
member of society is steeped in heteronormative concepts of the family. Edelman states 
the following in response to a review of the novel Children of Men: 
[Walter Wangerin in a New York Times review says, if] “there is a baby, 
there is a future, there is redemption.”  If, however, if there is no baby and, 
in consequence, no future, then the blame must fall on the fatal lure of 
sterile, narcissistic enjoyments understood as inherently destructive of 
meaning and therefore as responsible for the undoing of social 
organization, collective reality, and inevitably, life itself. (13) 
 
Edelman points to the seldom articulated, but implicitly understood, argument against 
same-sex marriages:  homosexuals, specifically gay men, are more concerned with sexual 
gratification than the responsibilities of family, and they therefore will lead to the 
destruction of the family.  As one anti-gay activist put it, “they [gay men] refuse to 
submit themselves to wives and children. They flaunt excess. They fail to tame their 
sexual impulses” (qtd. in Stein 609).  Similarly, heterosexual couples who choose not to 
have children are also deemed selfish and self-indulgent.  
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Edelman details a way of usurping the ideology behind patriarchy and what 
attends it—oppression of racial, sexual, and gendered minorities—through queer 
resistance. “So the queer must insist on disturbing,” he says, “on queering, social 
organization as such—on disturbing, therefore, and queering ourselves and our 
investment in such organization” (16-17). By queering, Edelman denotes turning away 
from heteronormative ideas of family and instead embracing those things that are 
associated with “queerness.”  He goes on to say: 
I am suggesting instead that the efficacy of queerness, its real strategic 
value, lies in its resistance to a Symbolic reality that only ever invests us 
as subjects insofar as we invest ourselves in it, clinging to its governing 
fictions, its persistent sublimations, as reality itself. (18) 
 
In other words, rather than focusing on the future and tethering the child to that future, 
society should abandon the fantastical notion of “the future” and instead focus on the 
present.  Edelman points out the contradiction of looking to a “future” that is really the 
same as the past.  Similar to the post-9/11, post-apocalyptic film, the “future” Edelman 
discusses is a return to conservative, paternalistic beliefs.   
Edelman’s proposal has its critics, however.  For example, Susan Fraiman offers: 
The problem with this [suggestion of queering heteronormative ideology] 
is not only that it conflates the female body, maternity, and 
heteronormativity but also that it posits, on the other side, a queerness 
unpolluted by procreative femininity or, as Edelman says defiantly, 
“outside the cycles of reproduction”.…(29) 
 
Later, Fraiman contends: 
[I]nstead, he challenges us to embrace abortion, to eradicate the poignant 
optimism of pregnancy. Within such a stark binary schema, what remains 
unthinkable is queer pregnancy, queerness within the cycles of 
reproduction, queer women with biological children whether from 
hooking, marriage, or artificial insemination—or, for the matter, queer 
men with kids genetically their own. (132) 
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One could assert Edelman’s challenge to heteronormative culture and rejection of 
parenthood is rife with the same misogyny that attends womb envy.  Yet, this criticism 
perhaps misses the thesis of Edelman’s monograph: it is not the child or the pregnant 
woman that oppresses the sexual minority, but the power attached to the symbolic. This 
power structure called the symbolic consists of a patriarchal system that places value only 
on those things that will preserve the system. In other words, sustaining patriarchy 
through childbearing, heterosexuality, and Euro-centrism further propagates fantasy 
within the imaginary register.  
3. A Brief History of Cinematic Fatherhood. 
In order to fully understand the post-apocalyptic interpretation of fatherhood, a 
short synopsis of past representations of fatherhood is necessary.  Upon surveying 
fatherhood in the Hollywood cinema landscape, one thing becomes apparent: fatherhood 
must prevail.  The father must overcome both internal and external obstacles, not for the 
furtherance of the family, but for the furtherance of masculinity.  Fatherhood does not 
operate outside of masculinity. In other words, one’s success at fatherhood is directly 
correlated to one’s masculinity.  If the male fails at fatherhood, his manhood is 
undermined. 
The decades following the Great Depression saw filmic depictions of males 
attempting to recoup masculinity through fatherhood.  Stella Bruzzi suggests 1950s films 
took a Freudian turn as many revolved around a son trying to identify with, or a daughter 
repressing her sexual attraction for, “the smothering, successful patriarch, the brutish 
primitive father” (38).  Elizabeth and Joseph Pleck conclude that after the Depression 
paternal involvement in the rearing of children was limited and instead the father’s main 
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function was that of breadwinner. Yet, with more women entering the workforce during 
WWII and refusing to return home after the war, and the looming memory of seeming 
powerlessness during the Great Depression, many felt their masculinity threatened 
(Bruzzi 1-2).  
Stella Bruzzi contends the 1960s’ and 70s’ depiction of fatherhood saw a 
conservative dad who refused to bend to the Women’s Liberation and Civil Rights’ 
movements. Subsequently, the 1980s ushered in a recuperation of traditional notions of 
masculinity.  In “Restoration of the Father” Robin Wood suggests this return to an 
illusory idea of father also required the restoration of women’s conventional roles in 
society and a rejection of the principles of the Women’s Liberation movement. Rather 
than ignoring the movement completely, which was attempted in the 60s and 70s, plot 
devices called for liberated women to realize they may be as capable as men at most 
tasks, but their place was beside their men (172).  Hence, a film like Mr. Mom (1983) has 
the wife Caroline realize in an anti-climactic ending she does not have to give up her 
career, but she must abandon her ascendency up the corporate ladder and instead focus on 
her husband and children. 
The idea of masculinity and fatherhood in crisis comes full circle in the 1990s and 
2000s with filmic depictions of a father more active in childrearing and a father more 
expressive of his emotions.  At times, these emotions manifest themselves in films where 
the white male responds violently to his perceived loss. The film Falling Down (1993) is 
an example of the male/father who loses his job and family and responds through 
violence. The 1990s and 2000s also show a diversity of fatherhood, from gay fathers to 
African American fathers. 
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4. Father As Reluctant, Victim Hero in the Postapocalypse 
Revisiting the representation of fatherhood throughout recent film history 
elucidates the two characterizations of fatherhood in post-apocalyptic film today: the 
reluctant hero and the victim hero.  Both characterizations were made popular in the 
action-adventure genre of the 1980s.  The reluctant hero is the male protagonist who 
grudgingly asserts fascistic control and saves the imperiled group from the villain or an 
obstacle.  The reluctant hero dates back to movies like Shane (1953), a western about a 
reformed gunfighter.  But where the reluctant hero of the 1950s through 1990s saves the 
day and leaves the group, the reluctant hero of the contemporary post-apocalyptic film 
typically assumes the role of father and stays with the family.  A refreshing departure 
from this trope can be seen in the Mad Max films, where Max rescues the group, or in the 
case of the more recent Mad Max: Fury Road, assists in rescuing the group, and then 
leaves the group to its own devices for survival.  The victim hero is similar to the 
reluctant hero, and often times, the protagonist is both reluctant and victim hero.   
Judith Franco contends recent American films not only further propagate the 
father victim-hero made popular in the 1980s and 90s, but pushes “victimism to the limit 
by casting the middle-aged white male in the morally superior position of the psychically 
and emotionally damaged victim hero whose invisible wounds not only justify his 
transgressive/criminal behavior but also absolve him of all responsibility and guilt" (29). 
Franco also posits recent depictions of fatherhood show “middle-class masculinity as a 
damaging social construction inflicted on the innocent white male” (30). Domesticity, 
rather than functioning as a privilege of fatherhood, now becomes a millstone that the 
hero must both shirk and protect.  This duality brings about a story arc where the hero 
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realizes he must rise to the occasion to save the community.  Pairing Franco’s assessment 
with Sally Robinson’s assertion the victim hero allows the white male to be coded as 
marginal without ever having to sacrifice his role in the social order, filmic depictions of 
the postapocalypse present a white male protagonist who endures multiple assaults upon 
his body. The spectator views these stripes endured by the victim hero as his penance for 
abdicating his role as leader of the family.  Where the mother’s sacrifice is understood as 
an assumed given, the father’s sacrifice, and subsequent suffering, is considered 
monumental. 
Perhaps the best example of this depiction can be seen in the film The Road, 
based on Cormac McCarthy’s 2006 novel by the same name. The character’s names, 
Man, Woman, and Boy are a nod to the Adam and Eve/Garden of Eden biblical story.  
Like most post-apocalyptic films, The Road follows the trope of rebirth, for example Boy 
is born out of the ashes of a global apocalypse, but as the story unravels, it is clear that 
for the rebirth to happen, all remnants of the past world, including the adults from the 
pre-destroyed world, must die.  In the end, Boy is left to “carry the fire”—a constant 
refrain throughout the movie—for all that is good about mankind. 
The story follows Man and Boy’s struggle to survive approximately 10 years after 
an unknown apocalypse. In flashbacks the spectator learns that Woman begs Man to kill 
Boy and commit suicide with her. Woman’s reasoning is that they have suffered too long, 
and things are not going to get better, so why carry on suffering? Some of the perils faced 
by them are starvation, respiratory illnesses from the apocalypse fallout, roving gangs of 
cannibals, and marauders who sexually assault the women and children. Yet, Man refuses 
to give up living; therefore, Woman kills herself.  Man and Boy are left alone.  Her 
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actions are depicted as selfish because as the mother, she is expected to remain with her 
child, even if the father abandons them.  Man keeps “carrying the fire” (i.e., hope) for 
Boy.  Man is dying, though, so he cannot carry the fire long for Boy.  
What makes Man sympathetic to the viewer is his choice to stay with Boy rather 
than give up. Like Mel Gibson’s Martin Riggs in the Lethal Weapon films, Man’s body 
functions as the vessel for which he attains his victim-hero status.  With every mile he 
treks, every bandit he punishes, every cannibal he kills, and every ounce of blood he 
coughs up, Man adds a lash to his body, cementing his victim-hero status. The layers of 
dirt on Man’s pale skin bestow upon him the marginalizing effects of an ethnic other.  
But where the action adventure films of the 1980s and 1990s saw the victim hero 
overcome his oppression from the villain, the victim hero of post-apocalyptic films does 
not always triumph over the villain.  Often times the villain is, as is the case in The Road, 
the environment. 
The succession of events that cause Man’s death ultimately lead to one question: 
was not Woman’s choice more admirable? Or put another way: why isn't Woman’s 
choice more desirable? The simplest answer is Woman’s choice is the choice of giving up 
all hope.  One of the sharpest criticisms of Hollywood Cinema, particularly, Classical 
Hollywood Cinema, is its escapist nature. In Star Gazing Jackie Stacey says escapism “is 
associated with leaving behind one’s own life and participating in another imaginary 
world for a short period of time” (116).  Richard Dyer says this escape offers something 
the spectator’s daily life does not provide (“Entertainment” 222). It does not depict 
reality, but rather offers the spectator a way to avoid it. This escape, or fantasy, affirms 
the ideas of the “American Dream”: if one works hard enough and does the right thing, 
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one can attain any goals. Woman’s choice says all of this is a lie. If Woman’s choice is 
seen as the best choice, then the spectator is faced with the realization, the horror, that the 
ideology undergirding his society is illusory. 
Woman does not believe in the masculinist notion of a hero who will save the 
day. Man does. He is steeped in the symbolically masculinist notion of patriarchy—that a 
hero will carry the fire to salvation.  The father figure is that hero.  When Man dies, a 
surrogate father, with a wife, children, and dog in tow, takes in Boy, presumably until he 
is of age to carry the fire. The film, which has up until that point been bleak and somber, 
ends with hope as the spectator is assured another father will take the mantle of fire-
bearer for Boy.  The narrative in The Road demonstrates that the subject can imagine the 
end of the world, but the subject cannot imagine a world without a father. By ending the 
film with Boy’s adoption by another man, the spectator is assured the father never dies. 
Another example of this notion of father as necessity for the survival of humanity 
can also be seen in World War Z.  Garry Lane gives up a career of humanitarian work 
with the United Nations to be a father and husband to his often-ignored family. He only 
abdicates this role briefly to find a cure for a pandemic sweeping the planet at an 
astronomical rate.  Lane abandons his family in order save it. He is told that if he does not 
work to find a cure for the pandemic zombifying the masses, his family will be removed 
from the aircraft carrier offering asylum from the rampaging hordes of zombies, and the 
family will be placed in a non-secure area where the infection can possibly reach them. 
Like most father figures in post-apocalyptic films, Lane is a reluctant hero; but where 
other reluctant heroes forgo heroism for selfish reasons, Lane resists it for the sake of his 
family.  In other words, Lane gave up his job at the UN primarily to be a better father; 
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therefore, his reluctance to globe trek around the planet, searching for patient zero, is a 
consequence of his desire to be a better father and husband. 
As the narrative progresses, Lane’s relationship to his family is not quite as 
important as his relationship with the boy he saves from the boy’s own infected parents. 
Tomas, recently orphaned, is adopted by not only Garry, but his wife and two daughters. 
Tomas’s admission into the family is complete when Garry tells him to take care of his 
(Garry’s) girls while he searches for a cure to the virus.19  As with most post-apocalyptic 
films released since 9/11, ethnicity is the ever present, but muted “elephant in the room” 
that is never addressed. The spectator is aware that Tomas’s parents are immigrants from 
a Latin American country, but Tomas’ ethnic and cultural difference offer no barrier to 
the Lane family adopting him.20  His assimilation into the family is made seamless by the 
fact that English is his first language, as evidenced by Tomas’ role as interpreter for his 
parents and the Lanes. 
Garry’s return to the family is just as necessary for the family’s survival as his 
actions in locating patient zero are in saving the planet’s human inhabitants from 
complete annihilation. In the film 28 Days Later the hero Jim does not save the planet, 
but his evolution from son to father is noteworthy for addressing the need for a father 
figure in post-apocalyptic narratives.  Jim awakens from a coma to discover London 
abandoned.  He quickly discovers most of the city’s inhabitants are either evacuated or 
infected by a rage virus.  The way Jim handles himself in his initial encounters with the 
                                                 
19 “Girls” in this case includes Gary’s wife Karin; therefore, Tomas is the “man of the house” until Gary 
returns.  
20 The irony is not lost on the spectator when Garry tells Tomas’ parents that movement means survival. 
His parents’ reluctance to heed Garry’s advice seems to reinforce the stereotype that once they 
(immigrants) get here, they don’t want to leave. 
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infected is significant.  Unlike the reluctant hero in World War Z, who would rather 
remain with his family than save the planet, Jim reluctance comes from his inability to 
“grow up” and adjust to his new circumstances. 
Selena, who later becomes Jim’s love interest, assumes the role of Jim’s 
caretaker—or rather mother.21 She reminds him often, however, her assistance is 
temporary and if the occasion arises, she will kill him “in a heartbeat” should he become 
infected. When Jim and Selena meet up with Frank and his daughter Hannah, Jim forms 
an attachment to Frank, the father figure. It is revealed earlier that both of Jim’s parents 
have committed suicide rather than face the hordes of infected Londoners; therefore, 
when Frank calms Jim during a nightmare, it is natural for Jim to accidently call Frank 
dad. 
It is Jim’s loyalty to Frank—and Hannah who becomes his figurative sister—that 
facilitates Jim’s evolution as clan leader. Once Frank is infected and killed, Jim must 
protect Selena and Hannah from the malevolent intentions of a small battalion of soldiers.  
Major Henry West informs Selena and Hannah that they will serve as sex slaves for the 
soldiers and as wombs for the repopulation of England. The thought of such a future 
compels Selena to give Hannah a handful of sleeping pills so that she might overdose. 
Jim releases an infected soldier into the compound, and Jim and the infected 
soldier brutally murder the remaining soldiers.  At times, the spectator cannot distinguish 
Jim from the infected soldier, as they are both covered in blood. The essential point of 
director Danny Boyle’s film posits that rage is such a debilitating condition, it makes the 
uninfected just as dangerous and brutal as the infected. However, unlike the infected, 
                                                 
21 Again Selena’s ethnicity as a Brit of African heritage is present from the color of her skin and her natural 
hair (kinky-coily rather than straightened with a relaxer), but it is never addressed in the film. 
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uninfected rage is centered around an object: woman’s body. Selena and Hannah’s bodies 
are the focus of the uninfected men’s rage; Jim and the soldiers resort to the type of 
brutality that had previously only been displayed by the infected. Jim kills the soldiers 
because he does not want the women to be sex slaves and breeders for the soldiers. It is 
implied that if the soldiers had performed their societal function—offering protection to 
civilians—there would be no conflict, and Jim, Selena, and Hannah would have lived 
happily in the soldier’s compound, under military leadership. The idea of Jim or the 
soldiers having sole ownership over the women is the impetus for violence. 
Twenty-eight Days Later suggests the father cannot die, for once the father dies, 
the whole family’s survival is at risk.  Harkening back to Freud’s Totem and Taboo, the 
father’s reward, and in Jim’s case, the newly appointed father’s reward, for protecting the 
family is full access to the women in the group.  It is implied Jim and Selena will become 
mates, but Jim also has access to the prepubescent Hannah.  When prohibition of sex with 
the father’s women is violated, or the taboo of usurping the father’s power is breached, 
the transgressor must be punished, often times with death.  In 28 Days Later, this is 
apparent with the death of the remaining soldiers of Manchester. 
5. Patriarchy Engenders All the “ISM’s” 
An earlier discussion about womb envy points to the misogyny involved in 
masculinist attempts at woman’s reproductive abilities.  While misogyny may seem 
inherent in patriarchy, it may not be as clear that patriarchy leads to the oppression of 
ethnic and sexual minorities as well.  Edelman addresses the means by which patriarchy 
oppresses sexual minorities, and the next chapter will discuss the oppression, specifically 
by exclusion, of a racial minority—the black male.  This next section addresses whether a 
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symbolic “killing off” of the father in the post-apocalyptic narrative will cause a break in 
the ideology behind patriarchy, and thus lead to an end of the “isms”—i.e., racism, 
sexism, heterosexism, eurocentrism, classism, etc. 
Legal scholar Dorothy Roberts states “racism is patriarchal,” and “patriarchy is 
racist” (3).  She traces the intertwining nature of racism and patriarchy to the white slave 
owner who had authority over the slave and the white female body.  The white male as 
slave owner, husband, and father controlled the family.  The law, likewise, granted him 
control beyond the home.  This notion of paternalism over the black body and the female 
body is present today when predominantly older, while males pass laws that adversely 
affect women and minorities.  An example of this can be seen in the anti-abortion/anti-
choice TRAP laws mentioned earlier.  Similarly, the “tough on crime,” Crime Bill of 
1994 disproportionately affected African American communities through mass 
incarcerations and punitive punishments that extended beyond prison sentences.  
Likewise, notions of masculinity, which stem from patriarchy, determine how 
sexual minorities are treated.  While the 2015 Supreme Court ruling in Obergefell v. 
Hodges determined gays had the right to marry, transgendered individuals are still 
discriminated against. Recent local ballot initiatives granting LGBTQ people protection 
against discrimination have failed by using language specifically directed at vilifying 
transgendered women.22   
                                                 
22 A measure protecting gay and transgendered people from discrimination in employment and housing was 
passed by the Houston City Council, but later stalled after massive opposition from conservatives. Later, 
the measure was put on a ballot initiative and failed.  The main argument opponents of the bill used was 
that men “posing” as women would use women’s restrooms to inflict harm on unsuspecting women.  The 
paternalism is two-fold in this example. The argument is that transgendered women are not “real” women, 
and “real” women need protection. 
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Film does not seem to offer an effective depiction of a post-apocalyptic world free 
from patriarchy.  There have been films about female-only societies, particularly in the 
1950s as anxiety about the nuclear arms race heightened. Films such as Queen of Outer 
Space (1958) and Abbott and Costello Go to Mars (1953) depict what initially appear to 
be utopias for the male visitors, but quickly turn into dystopias when the women’s full 
intentions are revealed. Despite the overt sexism in their depiction of scantily cladded, 
deceptively infantile women, these films also reveal a not so subtle message that men are 
necessary for a society to truly prosper. Houston, Houston, Do You Read? (1976), a 
novella by James Tiptree Jr., approaches this theory differently. The thesis for this story 
proposes society is better off, and can continue to thrive, without men or the patriarchal 
structure associated with masculinity.  
Three astronauts are thrown off course in time and end up back in the Sun’s 
atmosphere three hundred years in the future. They are rescued by a ship of women. To 
the men’s horror, they realize a virus has wiped out all men on Earth. The women are 
clones; although there are two million inhabitants on the planet, there are only 11,000 
different genotypes. The men see their return to Earth as an opportunity for renewal of 
the planet, while the women only view the men as possible genetic contributors to their 
cloning advances. One male astronaut, Lorimar, identifies the women as “happy 
pallbearers of the human race” (204). He and the other men cannot imagine a prosperous 
society that is void of men.  When one of the women challenges the men about the 
necessity for males since they reproduce by cloning, Bud, another male crewmember of 
the wayward ship, responds: “Because, dummy, otherwise nothing counts” (210).  
Lorimar later elaborates on this by saying, “we [men] gave you all this, we made it all. 
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We built your precious civilization and your knowledge and comfort and medicines and 
your dreams” (215). 
Lorimar’s expressed conviction is the abiding principle for why patriarchy is 
pervasive and the ideology behind it makes it virtually impossible to ever envision a post-
apocalyptic society without a father-figure leading the clan.  Jean-Luc Comolli and Paul 
Narboni assert “cinema is one of the languages through which the world communicates 
itself to itself. They constitute its ideology for they reproduce the world as it is 
experienced when filtered through the ideology” (30).  In the case of Western ideology, 
presumably nothing counts without the hand of the father guiding it, and this is evidenced 
in most mainstream cinematic productions. For the guiding hand to work, subjects in a 
society must remain invested in the system that marginalizes difference or dissent.   
6. Woman’s Relationship to the Phallus 
One of the earliest instances of a female protagonist assuming authority when the 
prospective male leader cannot is Aliens (1986).  There exists a shift in action-adventure 
films, beginning with Aliens, where women assume the role of hero. The heroines in 
these films bear such traits as above average abilities, courage, and moral clarity.  Before 
Aliens, women who demonstrated such traits were typically considered antiheros.  The 
anti-heroines acted to right a wrong.  Excellent examples of this can be seen in rape-
revenge films such as Lipstick (1976), I Spit on your Grave (1978), and Ms. 45 (1981).  
The women in these films are brutally raped, survive the rape and undergo a 
transformation, and finally, exact revenge on their rapists.  The women’s retribution is 
just as brutal as their rapists’ violent attack, but the spectator cheers the women on.  This 
catharsis through violence transforms the women into antiheros.   
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The main character in Aliens as well experiences a brutal attack, survives the 
attack and transforms from a passive victim to an agent of vengeance.  Yet, Aliens 
departs from rape-revenge films when the heroine exacts revenge not upon a male, or the 
phallic symbol, but upon the perceived threat to society.  It is worth noting the heroine’s 
nemesis is also female and the audience is treated to such lines as: “Get away from her, 
you bitch!” The tagline for Aliens states, “The bitch is back.” It leaves the spectator to 
decide who is the bitch, Ripley or the Alien queen. Such expressions demonstrate the 
displacement of aggression from the male, which is the trademark of all rape-revenge 
films, to the female. 
The heroine’s revenge cements her role as contemporary action-hero. However, 
unlike her male action-hero counterpart, the first Alien film (1979) followed in the vein of 
the lone-surviving virgin of the slasher horror films. Marketing for the film did not target 
science fiction or action-adventure movie attendees, but rather horror movie buffs.  The 
tagline states: “In space no one can hear you scream.” The 1986 sequel, however, moves 
from the surviving virgin to the female who takes charge to rescue the marines and 
destroy the threat to mankind. 
In Aliens Ellen Ripley acts as a civilian advisor on a military mission tasked to 
find out what happened to a colony of terraformers.  After a series of missteps and bad 
decisions made by the marines’ leader, Lieutenant Gorman, Ripley assumes leadership 
and directs the remaining marines to safety. It is Ripley who must rescue not only an 
orphaned colonist child but the surviving marines. When Ripley becomes the leader, she 
takes on several symbolically masculine attributes.  Yvonne Tasker observes heroines 
like Ripley “operate within an image-world” where “questions of gender identity are 
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played out through…the masculinization of the female body” (139).  Ripley’s statuesque 
body and Private Vasquez’s toned muscles suggest strength in the two bravest characters 
of the film, who both happen to also be women.  Images of Vasquez “taking point,” as 
she leads the marines into combat or Ripley clutching a large gun in one hand and a child 
in the other belie a contradiction the viewer must resolve in her notions of gender roles 
(see fig. 2.1).  Ripley and Vasquez’s attachment to their guns supports the masculinist 
sentiment that the phallus evidences strength.  Conversely, their confidence in using big 
guns is transgressive because it is not “typical” feminine behavior. 
One only need look at contemporary politics to see this duality at work.  Female 
politicians typically must tout their bona fides as strong leaders by demonstrating their 
gun prowess.  Two thousand eight Republican Vice-Presidential candidate Sarah Palin 
soared to popularity for her charm, good looks, and hunting proficiency.  During the 
campaign, news profiles prominently featured Palin firing shotguns, rifles, and handguns, 
or posing with animals she had hunted such as deer and moose.  Such imagery engenders 
desirability because it coupled the male object of desire (the female) with the phallus (the 
gun).   
A more recent illustration of female politicians touting their gun-toting abilities is 
that of Kentucky Democratic U.S. Senate candidate Alison Lundergan Grimes. 
Traditionally, Democrats are portrayed as pro-gun control, soft-on-crime weaklings. To 
mitigate attacks from her opponent, Republican incumbent Senator Mitch McConnell, 
about her stance on guns, in 2014 Grimes moved to the right of McConnell and painted 
him as a flaccid gun supporter.  Grimes taunted McConnell via Twitter with images of 
her firing a shotgun and messages like, “[w]henever he's not busy pandering to DC 
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lobbyists, I welcome Sen. McConnell to come shoot with me at the range any day” 
(“Whenever”). Later, when Senator McConnell brandished an antique rifle, a gift he 
presented to retiring Oklahoma U.S. Senator Tom Coburn on behalf of the National Rifle 
Association, Grimes tweeted the following: “[s]omeone tell @TeamMitch that's not the 
way to hold a gun. KY women do it better. #kysen” (“Someone”). Grimes’ derisive 
comments about McConnell’s lack of gun prowess were meant to feminize him, implying 
that: 1. femininity signaled weakness. And 2. guns boast masculinity (i.e., strength). 
Concepts of masculinity and femininity cannot be challenged in a society 
overinvested in gender construction.  As a promising indication of the public’s 
willingness to accept trangendered individuals, the media is now engaging in open 
discussions about gender and identity.  These discussions, however, lead to problematic 
conceptions of femininity and masculinity.  In an attempt at mainstream acceptance, 
some in the transgender community tend to reinforce sexist constructions of gender.  
Former CNN host Piers Morgan’s interview with trans-advocate Janet Mock 
demonstrates the pitfalls encountered when discussing gender.  Morgan presented gender 
transitioning as a salacious act rather than a journey that many undergo to fully feel 
comfortable in their own skin. Ms. Mock and many in the transgender community took 
issue with Morgan indicating she was born a boy (Abcarian).   
A transgendered individual would seem to be the perfect spokesperson to identify 
gender as a construct and a position of bias, but instead, some in the trans community re-
essentialize gender.  By taking issue with a gender identity assigned at birth, is not one 
falling into the same pitfall of excluding? When Olympic decathlon gold medalist and 
reality television star Caitlyn Jenner says “my brain is much more female than it is male” 
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or that the hardest part about being a woman is “figuring out what to wear,” is she not 
saying the female brain is somehow different than the male brain or that womanhood can 
be reduced to a piece of clothing?  And can that designation of brain function by gender 
lead to exclusion?  Perhaps a better response to Morgan’s assertion that Ms. Mock was 
born a boy is to challenge the notion of boy and girl.  Once it is acknowledged gender is 
merely a construct, something that is fluid, the penis’ relationship to the phallus can be 
revealed.  The phallus stands as signifier for a piece of flesh, the penis, which is 
vulnerable and imperfect.  When the penis is “un-maned” (i.e., when as Richard Dyer 
argues the penis is recognized as wrongfully equated to masculinity23), then patriarchy 
can be subverted.     
7. Women As Castrators and Failed Leaders 
When women deviate from their two functions—the object that must be protected 
from outside threats and the womb that will seed the renewed world—they occasionally 
take on temporary leadership responsibilities.  The leadership position is ephemeral 
because the woman fails to represent the ideological mandate that patriarchy affords the 
man.  The masculinist/chauvinist argument is:  If we let a woman take over, she’s not that 
effective, and she makes us look bad.  In other words, it is assumed women are not 
effective leaders and their failed leadership risks castrating the male.  That castration 
anxiety can be seen in the television series The Walking Dead (2010–).  The female 
supporting characters often serve as foes to the lead male characters by constantly 
reminding the men of their lack.  Rick Grimes, a sheriff’s deputy before the zombie 
                                                 
23 For more information on Dyer’s argument about the reductiveness of equating the phallus to the penis, 
see Dyer, “Male Sexuality and Media.” 
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infection, has a hard time accepting the end of the world. In the first two seasons, he still 
performs his presumed duty as the only semblance of law in a dysfunctional society.  
When Rick fails to enforce the law, his wife, Lori, and the other members of his loosely 
formed group remind him of his failure as the protector of paternal authority. 
The first two seasons focus on Rick’s inability to protect his family not only from 
the zombie invasion but an internal threat in the form of Shane Walsh, Rick’s best friend 
and partner in the sheriff’s department.  At the beginning of the zombie apocalypse, 
Shane and Lori, believing Rick is dead, begin a sexual relationship. Once Rick returns to 
his family, awakening from a coma, Shane realizes he cannot replace Rick as Lori’s lover 
and he cannot replace Rick as Carl’s father.  Yet, Shane at times appears a more desirable 
leader than Rick because his actions, often fascistic and brutal, are clear cut. He does not 
vacillate or experience conflict from making decisions that may seem heartless. In other 
words, Shane is the typical 1980s action-adventure hero.  In one particular scene, Shane 
and Otis, a member of Hershel’s group, are surrounded by a zombie horde and down to 
their last bullets.  Shane shoots Otis in the leg, leaving him crippled and unable to run 
from the zombies.  By offering Otis as a distraction to the zombies, Shane is able to 
escape and bring Hershel the drugs needed to save Rick’s son, Carl.   
Harkening back to Freud’s Totem and Taboo, Shane represents the son who wants 
to kill the father (Rick) so he may enjoy the father’s women.  But where two men—one 
the dominant and the other the subservient—vying for possession of a woman may 
appear logical and typical in the narrative form, the woman’s (Lori’s) characterization is 
problematic.  Lori is seen as “shrewish, manipulative, passive-aggressive, and generally 
unpleasant…a caricature, a woman who whispers, Lady Macbeth-like, in her husband's 
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ear to try to get things to go where she wants” (TK). In fact, Lori’s character was so 
loathed by fans of the show that online bloggers wondered if The Walking Dead had a 
gender problem.24 
If Lori functions as the castigating chattel that men must fight over, Carol 
functions as a failed leader. In season four the group is faced with an epidemic of swine 
flu.  Carol hastily kills three members of the group to stave off the spread of the virus. 
When Rick discovers her deeds, he expels her from the group. That Rick is allowed to 
kill for his family, while Carol is not, is not lost on the spectator.  Rick’s brutal actions 
are mitigated by the patriarchal structure that establishes a necessity of fatherhood and 
masculinity.  Woman can never be a replacement for him.  Instead, her role is that of the 
maternal.  With this in mind, Carol’s role must be that of nurturer and not murderer.  
Therefore, if the woman must lead because the man, or rather the symbolic father is not 
available, she functions more as a placeholder for the father’s return, much like women 
were placeholders for men fighting abroad during World War II.   
Shane’s (the man’s) actions make the characters in the narrative question what 
kind of social order they have in this post-apocalyptic world.  Carol’s (the woman’s) 
actions do not seem to force the characters to ask this same question.  This means the 
male’s act is the Law acting.  In other words, no one questions the male’s actions, except 
in private, for example when Hershel questions Rick in private about his absence in 
leading the group.  The female’s actions go too far. Her act is not the Law acting.  The 
social order says she must be punished, for example when Rick sends Carol away.  This 
                                                 
24 For additional discussion on this subject see Joanna Robinson “Does The Walking Dead Still Have a 
Woman Problem?” 
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action makes Rick the benevolent dictator who determines for the group what is moral 
and what is not, what is fine and what is “a bridge too far.”   
The benevolent dictator is present in most post-apocalyptic films: Frank in 28 
Days Later, Man in The Road, Doctor in Blindness, and Max in Max 2: The Road 
Warrior.  The reaction to the woman who presides over the group is male hysteria. In the 
case of Blindness Doctor’s response to his wife leading and protecting the group in Ward 
1 is adultery. Two scenes in particular stand out in the film.  The first is near the 
beginning of the film when First Blind Man gets into a fight with Thief.  First Blind Man 
is angry that Thief stole First Blind Man’s car when he first went blind. Thief believes 
First Blind Man infected him with the “white blindness” disorder.  Doctor's Wife—who 
is the only individual with sight in the prison—tells Doctor the two men are fighting, but 
Doctor cannot see them to break the men apart. Doctor’s Wife has to lead him to the men 
so that he can break them apart. The second scene that stands out in the film is near the 
end when Doctor finally lashes out against his wife. 
Doctor to wife: “You’re dressing me. You’re bathing me—you’re wiping 
my ass. It’s hard enough to think of you as my wife, instead of my mother 
or a nurse.” 
Doctor’s Wife replies: “Well—you’ll just have to get used to it because—I 
don’t have a choice.” 
Doctor: [Sarcastically] “I guess I’ll have to get used to it.” [Demanding 
she not tell anyone she can see] “Don’t say anything—” [Wife walks away 
as he’s talking. He realizes she is gone while he’s ordering her to remain 
silent about her status as a sighted person]. “Dammit!” 
 
These two scenes illustrate the precarious position Doctor’s Wife holds. She is the only 
sighted person in the facility, and she feels a responsibility to help not only her husband 
but the others in need.  The husband feigns concern for his wife’s safety, but what he is 
truly concerned about, either consciously or unconsciously, is that his position as group 
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leader is jeopardized as long as his wife has sight. The husband’s hysteria for his 
impotence in controlling not only his wife but the deteriorating conditions in the prison 
leads him into the arms of a blind woman. 
 Doctor’s Wife is a failed leader because her actions inadvertently lead to the 
destruction of the prison, and its inhabitants are forced to fend for themselves in the 
outside world.  The point is not necessarily that she freed the inhabitants from the prison 
in as much as it is that her actions forced the inhabitants to flee the prison.  The 
inhabitants, who are the first victims of the “white blindness” disorder, are placed in the 
prison by the government to isolate them from the rest of the “healthy” population.  The 
prisoners’ only link to the outside world consists of the soldiers who guard them.  The 
soldiers, afraid of infection from the prisoners, will not let the prisoners get close and 
subsequently shoot a blind man who mistakenly ventures too close to the prison walls 
where the guards are stationed.  The guards are also sadistic toward the inhabitants, 
taunting Doctor’s Wife, who they think is blind, by leading her in the wrong direction to 
collect a shovel to bury the dead man.   
The all-male inhabitants of Ward 3 seize upon the lack of law enforcement within 
the facility and take control of all the food rationings left by the guards.  At first, Ward 3 
demands the other wards pay them in valuables, such as jewelry, for the food. When there 
are no more valuables left, they demand prisoners in the other wards send their women 
for sex in exchange for food.  After the first night of rape and brutality from Ward 3, 
Doctor’s Wife kills the leader, King of Ward 3.  When she does this, it sets in motion a 
war between the wards.  The men in Ward 1, Doctor Wife’s ward, decide they must find 
the culprit who killed King of Ward 3 and turn him over to Ward 3 (the men falsely 
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assume the killer is male). While this debate ensues, Receptionist, prisoner of Ward 1, 
sets fire to Ward 3. The fire spreads throughout the prison and the prisoners must 
evacuate the facility. This is when Doctor’s Wife realizes the guards have left their posts 
and are no longer guarding the prison.  She leads the surviving prisoners of Ward 1 out of 
the prison.  Yet, Doctor’s Wife represents a failed leader because she cannot hold Ward 1 
together. Her actions, rather than liberating the prison of the dictator King of Ward 3, 
bring about more turmoil, which is met with additional turmoil in the form of a fire and 
the survivors having to fend for themselves in the outside world, a place more 
inhospitable than the prison. 
Fatherhood and leadership of a surviving post-apocalyptic group is guided by the 
ideology of capitalism.  Capitalism functions by exploiting and creating scarcity.  In the 
post-apocalyptic world, there is a scarcity of good leadership.  The father/leader exists as 
a rare quality—a commodity.  This is the true scarcity—not necessarily food or clean 
water, but leadership.  Everything operates and is subject to the Law of the Father. The 
male leader, as the agent of paternal authority, is the commodity.  Therefore, the woman, 
who presumably is too incompetent to lead, can only serve as a placeholder until the male 
leader, the valuable commodity takes over.   
This is reminiscent of the bloated CEO salaries at today’s multinational 
corporations.  As will be discussed in more detail in chapter four, CEOs earn as much as 
350 times more than their average employees (Ferdman).  It is not that the CEO’s 
responsibilities are more taxing than those of his subordinates.  It is that his position 
carries with it a sense of male mastery.  It does not matter that the CEO is female—which 
it is perhaps not surprising that only 4.4 percent of S&P 500 companies have women as 
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CEOs—but rather that the position she holds is one of male mastery.25  This is similarly 
demonstrated in the post-apocalyptic film Mad Max: Fury Road, where the perception of 
Furiosa’s male mastery makes it acceptable for her to be the leader of the tribal unit.  In 
this chapter, the point is not only that women are castrators, but that male castration is so 
ubiquitous as to create a scarcity of male mastery.  Therefore, Furiosa’s appropriation of 
male mastery mitigates the anxiety of male castration. 
8. Crashing Western Hegemony in a Post-Apocalyptic Narrative 
It is important to note the post-apocalyptic fantasy is a reaction to a multicultural 
world in which we have multiple social orders and multiple fathers. In post-apocalyptic 
films, there is just one unquestionable father.  The films carry a messianic message as 
their narratives cuts through the chaff to get to the wheat. What is present in the post-
apocalyptic world is ideological absolutism.   
A post-apocalyptic film representing a community under the leadership of a non-
white male typically would not receive positive viewer reception because it demands the 
spectator accept a narrative that challenges notions of the (white) father’s position and 
utility within a western society.  This western society is built on the premise of masculine 
dominance, and the ideology driving mainstream films undergirds everything that attends 
the concept of masculinity and patriarchy. This concept includes European values (i.e., 
                                                 
25 It is worth noting the female CEO’s failure, like that of the post-apocalyptic film’s female leader, faces 
scrutinization not comparable to that of the failed male leader.  Her failure is never quite forgiven. For 
example, 2016 Republican Presidential candidate Carly Fiorina faced regular questioning about her 
tumultuous tenure at Hewlett Packard where 14,500 workers lost their jobs. Conversely, her male 
counterpart Donald Trump, who filed four business bankruptcies, was rarely challenged about his business 
failures. 
 
For more information about the percentage of female CEOs in S&P 500 companies, see “Women CEOs of 
the S&P 500.” 
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whiteness, Christianity, heterosexuality, and masculinity).  Ideology functions to protect 
western values, and therefore, the white male father cannot and probably will not die—
even after the end of world. 
Yet, there is one recent film that offers a third way for the post-apocalyptic film.  
Snowpiercer is set on a self-sufficient, high-speed train that circles the globe non-stop 17 
years after an attempt by scientists to halt global warming goes horribly awry. Instead of 
cooling the planet by a few degrees, the experiment brings about a new ice age, killing all 
the Earth’s human inhabitants, except those lucky enough to be aboard the Snowpiercer, 
a train constructed by wealthy entrepreneur Wilford. The train’s occupants are arranged 
along class lines, with the poorest riders inhabiting the rear cars and the richer riders 
enjoying the rest of the train.  The rear occupants subsist on a protein bar that provides 
the minimum amount of nutrients (we later learn the contents of these bars are various 
insects and human waste).  Meanwhile, the higher-class occupants dine on steak and 
sushi.26  
The film, which boasts an international cast including Chris Evans, Song Kang-
ho, John Hurt, Tilda Swinton, Octavia Spencer, and Ed Harris, offers a counter-
Eurocentric narrative. Snowpiercer begins with the traditional reluctant, white-male hero, 
Curtis, who has a checkered past.  The film tracks Curtis’ arduous journey from the back 
of the train to the engine, where Wilford operates the train’s engine.  Rather than 
dispensing of his nemesis Curtis, Wilford offers him leadership of the train. Wilford 
wants to retire, and he believes Curtis has earned the right to run the train. Though 
                                                 
26   Although one of the train’s compartments contains a meat locker with butchered livestock hanging from 
hooks, the film never addresses how cattle are kept and maintained on the train. Another car comprises a 
sushi bar surrounded by a giant aquarium, with different types of fish. 
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tempted to assume Wilford’s role as father figure of the train, Curtis instead helps 
Namgoong, the man who built the doors that separate the cars, blow the sealed door, a 
door that ostensibly protects the inhabitants from the subzero temperatures.  The 
explosion derails the train.  After the train rests off its tracks at the foot of a mountain, 
two small figures emerge from the smoky ruins: Yona, Namgoong’s teenaged daughter, 
who has a Kronol addiction, and five-year old Tim (see fig. 2.2).27  It becomes apparent a 
drug-addicted, young Korean girl, Yona, and an African-American boy suffering from 
Stockholm Syndrome, Tim, are the only two survivors from the wreckage, which has 
claimed thousands of lives.  Yona, by design, as the oldest survivor and gifted 
clairvoyant, becomes the leader. 
As the symbolic father, Wilfred bemoans the isolation associated with being the 
guardian of humanity. The task of the father, as Wilfred envisions it, is that of “making 
the tough decisions” like who will live and who will die. The allegorical nature of the 
film shows, however, the people on the train making the biggest sacrifices are those in 
the back of the train. They consume the waste of the other occupants. They provide the 
upper class with free labor—the most extreme example of this being the five-year olds 
tucked away in tight spaces under the flooring, repairing the train’s engine. 
When Wilfred chooses Curtis to become the new leader, it is because a global 
capitalist society, where there is scarcity of good leadership, mandates the train conductor 
be a white male—a reluctant hero who takes on the burden of leading the world’s 
survivors, both the bourgeoisie and proletariat classes. Wilfred makes sacrifices (i.e., he 
                                                 
27 Kronol is a hallucinogenic drug derived from industrial waste.  It also doubles as a powerful explosive. 
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decides who will make the sacrifices), but none of those sacrifices affect him directly, as 
he is physically removed the furthest from those affected.  
Similarly, the decisions made by investment bankers to bundle junk subprime 
mortgages, or as Goldman Sach’s senior executive Tom Montag called them, “shitty 
deals,” adversely affected millions around the world.  The bankers who made those 
“shitty deals” and caused the subprime mortgage crisis not only escaped conviction, they 
received bonuses paid out by the U.S. taxpayers in the form of the Emergency Economic 
Stabilization Act (Nasiripour). 
Yet, Wilfred's bemoaning of his isolation at the top betrays an irony the 
filmmakers probably missed.  The global capitalist narrative propagates the myth our 
leaders are "lonely at the top" as they struggle with so-called "difficult decisions."  For 
example, the media hype in the five days before President George W. Bush’s announced 
invasion of Iraq constantly played footage of Bush alone on the White House veranda, as 
if deep in thought weighing the pros and cons of invading Iraq.  Vice-President Dick 
Cheney frequently called the decision to invade Iraq a difficult one and even asserted 
Democrats were too feckless to handle such a decision.  This was all propaganda, of 
course.  It was a relatively easy decision to make when the decision-maker (the decider, if 
you will) was far removed from the consequences of the decision.   
Returning to the post-apocalyptic narrative, western filmmakers seem to avoid 
denouements depicting the complete and utter loss of hope.  In other words, there must 
remain in the narrative a likelihood white-male paternal authority will be restored.  The 
few western post-apocalyptic films not conforming to this convention appear to elicit 
shock from the final scene, while remaining ambiguous about whether or not white-male 
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paternal authority will be restored. An example of this can be seen in Tooth and Nail 
(2007) where the only survivors of a group holed up in a deserted hospital are a woman 
and a young mute girl.  The film ends by asserting the two will perhaps encounter other 
survivors as they leave the safety of the hospital and travel on the road.   
Conversely, films like Snowpiercer indicate non-western filmmakers, even when 
operating under the Hollywood production system, do not have the same resistance to a 
post-apocalypse free of white male paternal authority.  It is perhaps no accident the 
creative drive behind the film, South Korean director Joon-ho Bong, challenges the 
function of capitalism. Bong believes late-capitalism, not man, is destroying the world 
and science fiction offers the perfect genre to pose “questions about class struggle…and 
different types of revolution” (Anders).28  
As mentioned earlier, the final scene of Snowpiercer depicts the five-year old Tim 
and 17-year old Yona staggering away from the burning passenger train and finding 
themselves in the frozen post-apocalyptic real. Zizek’s notion of welcome to the desert of 
the real, as borrowed from the character Morpheus in The Matrix, should come to mind 
when the film shows a polar bear, itself an endangered animal on the brink of extinction, 
gazing back at Tim and Yona. The characters’ gaze upon this animal, which in the real 
world is nearly extinct, is less significant than the fact the film depicts the polar bear’s 
gaze back at them.   
                                                 
28 Bong’s argument about capitalism destroying the world is a tautological argument that separates the 
subject from the ideology.  Man constructs and exists within the ideology of a global-capitalist world; 
therefore, suggesting capitalism, not man, is destroying the world seeks to slice away the subject in an 
attempt to analyze the ideology.  A perfect analogy to this problematic notion is the National Rifle 
Association’s slogan, “guns don’t kill people; people kill people.”  The slogan assumes a gun exists 
separate from people, but people are the ones who created the guns, and people are the ones who use the 
guns. 
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The gaze of the polar, in one manner of speaking, serves as the unreadable gaze of 
the abyss, the Lacanian Real, which has returned and become visible in the absence of 
white-male paternal authority. This scene contrasts with the real world, where there is no 
longer space and the polar bear’s habitat in the ever expanding globalization of markets 
and increasing exploitation of natural resources (including the bear itself) is disappearing.  
The poster-child-for-global-warming, the polar bear now thrives in this new world that is 
occupied by two fur-clad children. 
A recent addition to the Mad Max franchise, Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) offers 
another alternative to the post-apocalyptic narrative that features a father-figure hero.   
Like most films of this genre, masculinity and fatherhood are at risk.  The Bullet Farmer 
sums up the plot of Mad Max: Fury Road in one line: “All this over a family 
squabble...healthy babies....”  Immortan Joe possess five prized wives used for breeding 
healthy, preferably male, children.  Healthy individuals are rare in this wasteland as many 
suffer from the after-effects, most commonly cancer or birth defects, of nuclear fallout. 
One of Joe’s fiercest warriors, Imperator Furiosa, who happens to be a woman, 
helps the five wives escape.  Under the guise of a trip to the Bullet Farm and Gas Town 
to barter water for ammunition and gasoline, Furiosa hides the women in her War Rig.  
After Joe discovers his prized wives missing from the Citadel, he launches three war 
parties—his own War Boy soldiers and his allies from Gas Town and the Bullet Farm—
on a road war to retrieve his stolen treasures.29  The road war is long, loud—with the 
three war parties lead into battle by a blind, flame-throwing rock guitarist—and lethal.  
Yet, the narrative centers not on the war parties or the male protagonist for whom the 
                                                 
29 Road wars are “vehicular battles that take place on the desolate dusty post-apocalyptic roads” of the 
Australian Wasteland. (“Road War”) 
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film is named.  The women, the five wives and Furiosa are the catalyst for the action and 
the heroes of the film. 
In the end, once Immortan Joe is killed, Imperator Furiosa becomes the leader of 
the Citadel.  Though it takes the reluctant male hero Max to help the wives escape, it is 
Furiosa who embodies the strength, intellect, and sanity needed to rescue them from 
slavery and ensure this post-apocalyptic society survives.  Like Ripley in Aliens, Furiosa 
possess masculine attributes—short (shaved) hair and statuesque build—and is girded in 
masculine accoutrement—war paint, shoulder pads, multiple and massive guns, and her 
monster truck, “2,000-horse power of nitro-boosted war machine.”  The film reinforces 
the notion woman must be masculine—i.e., tout her gun-toting abilities.  Yet, by 
conferring agency on to the women, enabling them to save themselves and not simply 
stand by as observers of the action, the film departs from the typical post-apocalyptic 
film.  
Upon its release, debate ensued about whether or not Fury Road was a feminist 
movie.30  Yet, perhaps a better question should be does the sexual desirability of the 
heroines mitigate the threat to paternal authority that a female leader poses? The 
masculine gaze requires the women who are healthy, fruitful and desirable be skinny 
model-types.  Four of the actresses who play the five wives—the Splendid Angharad 
(Rosie Huntington-Whiteley), Capable (Riley Keough), the Dag (Abbey Lee), and 
Cheedo the Fragile (Courtney Eaton)—and Furiosa (Charlize Theron) are all former 
                                                 
30 For more on the debates about Fury Road’s feminist underpinnings, see Clarey "Why You Should Not 
Go See 'Mad Max: Feminist Road,'" James “Mad Max: Fury Road: George Miller’s Feminist Answer to 
His Own Franchise?” and Jones “Actually, Mad Max: Fury Road Isn’t That Feminist.” 
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models.31  In a “true” post-apocalyptic world, these women most likely would not be the 
best “breading stock.”  In fact, if the prehistoric “Venus” statuettes of the European 
Paleolithic time period are any indication, the lactating obese women in Fury Road, who 
provide “Mother’s Milk” to nourish the War Boys and War Pups (child warriors in the 
making), are more fitting breeders for Immortan Joe. 
Sasha James of The Mary Sue argues the wives use their beauty to fight against 
the men who seek to re-enslave them.  Immortan Joe’s favorite wife the Splendid 
Angharad places her pregnant body in front of Furiosa and Max when Joe takes aim to 
shoot them, saving Furiosa and Max.  Cheedo the Fragile tricks Joe’s eldest son Rictus 
Erectus into believing she wants to return to Joe.  When onboard Joe’s vehicle, she foists 
Furiosa on to the vehicle undetected, enabling Furiosa to kill Joe.  Capable befriends one 
of the War Boys and encourages him to aid in their escape. Another wife, Toast the 
Knowing, played by Zoë Kravitz, is also instrumental in Joe’s death.  After retrieving 
Toast the Knowing, Joe believes she’s harmless and turns his full attention to killing 
Furiosa.  This enables Toast to grab Joe’s arm, while Furiosa embeds a harpoon in his 
jaw, ripping half his face off.  
Such examples not only illustrate how the women’s beauty is used as a plot point, 
but their beauty is also employed to distract the spectator.  In the same vein as the 
beautiful female politician who fetishizes the large gun, the heroines’ physicality 
reaffirms masculinity.  Their beauty makes more palatable for the viewer the notion of a 
fatherless society, or rather a society that does not have a symbolic father leading it.  
Paternal authority will not be usurped.  The beautiful Imperator Furiosa, along with the 
                                                 
31 It is also worth noting Charlize Theron plays Woman, another strong, non-traditional female who 
challenges masculinist ideas of the woman’s role in the post-apocalypse, in the film The Road. 
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surviving women from Furiosa’s lost tribe, The Vuvalini of Many Mothers, and the five 
wives will create a better world that shores up patriarchy.  In other words, Furiosa’s 
characterization does not challenge patriarchy, but rather fortifies it. 
What makes Fury Road unique is not simply the notion of a female leader in a 
post-apocalyptic society, but that the male hero is consigned to a position traditionally 
occupied by the woman.  It is Max who is conflicted and destroyed by the loss of his 
daughter—not Furiosa.  In Aliens the director’s cut, Ripley’s revelation she lost a child 
explains for the viewer why she has such a maternalistic connection with and devotion to 
Newt, the colonist orphan.  Similarly, the spectator is peppered with visions of Max’s 
dead daughter tormenting and haunting him.  Where Furiosa maneuvers the War Rig to 
evade capture not only from the war parties but marauders seeking her cargo, leaving 
burnt wreckage in her wake, Max spends the first third of the film staked to the hood of a 
vehicle and muzzled (see fig. 2.3).  Is not the sexist, masculinist fantasy that of a woman 
who is not a full woman, a woman who is seen and not heard?32  Max’s position as an 
object to be gazed upon, but denied agency and freedom, further feminizes him.  Upon 
their first encounter, Furiosa, who is also missing half of her right arm, brutally beats 
Max as they struggle for a gun.  Finally, where the male is typically the victim hero who 
displays “invisible wounds” to evidence his victimization and demonstrate his valor, Max 
hardly bears a scratch at the end of the road war.  Furiosa instead becomes the victim 
hero who nearly dies.   
Snowpiercer and Mad Max: Fury Road present the revolutionary notion that a 
post-global capitalist world is advanced by the subversion of the first world and that 
                                                 
32 Chapter three discusses further the necessity for a woman who is not considered a full woman to be the 
male’s object of desire. 
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mankind’s survival may be contingent upon non-white or non-male subjects.  The 
western spectator’s inauguration into a post-apocalyptic world where a female leader 
does not serve as a failed placeholder for the male hero, who must overcome his internal 
conflicts before ascending to leadership, requires a gradual introduction to alternative 
ideas of narrative and heroism.  When discussing the theme of drama, Georg Lukacs 
states: 
A real popular revolution never breaks out as a result of a single, isolated 
social contradiction.  The objective-historical period preparatory to 
revolution is filled with a whole number of tragic contradictions in life 
itself.  The maturing of the revolution then shows with increasing clarity 
the objective connection between these isolatedly occurring contradictions 
and gathers them into several central and decisive issues affecting the 
activity of the masses.  And, in the same way, certain social contradictions 
can continue unresolved even after a revolution or, indeed, emerge 
strengthened and heightened as a result of the revolution. (98) 
 
Post 9/11 post-apocalyptic films seek to make meaning of the anxieties manifested in a 
global capitalist world, but often times elide the impact western cultures and economies 
have on the rest of the world.  Subsequently, many of these films propagandize the same 
dominant western, patriarchal ideology.   Lukacs suggests that once the movement 
begins, in this case counter narratives put forth by post-apocalyptic films like 
Snowpiercer and Mad Max: Fury Road, minor advancements create a chasm that enables 
the spectator to demand a third way—a way free of the symbolic father—effectively 
killing the father.    
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Figure 2. 1 Ripley and Newt meeting the alien queen.  Taken from Bellmore, Kate. "’Get 
Away from Her, You Bitch’: Mother Vs. Mother in Aliens." Reel Club. 2012. JPEG File. 
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Figure 2. 2 Tim and Yona emerging from the smoking, wrecked train. Taken from 
Snowpiercer.  
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Figure 2. 3 Max staked to War Boy Nux’s vehicle. Taken from Mad Max: Fury Road. 
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Chapter Three 
The Four Incarnations of the Contemporary Black Male in Post-Apocalyptic Cinema 
In his seminal book Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks, Donald Bogle 
presents three representations of the black male (toms, coons, and bucks), but does not 
venture into the ideology behind those representations.  This chapter will develop 
updated figurations of black male subjectivity in film, with a particular consideration for 
the post-apocalyptic cinema genre, as well as discuss the ideological functions behind 
them.  There are four figurations of black male subjectivity that recur throughout 
contemporary film. As discussed later, the four figurations of black male subjectivity 
demonstrate one of four acceptable relationships for the black male subject to have with 
the social order.  This chapter will discuss these four figurations as they have appeared in 
recent events and then will discuss how they are manifested in post-apocalyptic film.  
The four figurations’ appearances in post-apocalyptic film demonstrate a specific role for 
the black male—and it is not that of the father, but the facilitator.    
So far this dissertation has focused on the role of the father in post-apocalyptic 
films and woman’s position in relation to the father.  While the concept of “father” may 
seem to include all who identify as male, upon closer examination, it becomes evident 
“father” in the post-apocalyptic genre consists of white males, usually between the ages 
of 25 and 50.  With this in mind, one could then further advance the question posed in 
chapter two from “why can’t the father die?” to “why can’t the white father die?” To 
answer that question, one must appreciate the historical perception of the black male 
construct.   
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In antebellum United States, the black male was considered an oversexed, 
simpleminded animal.  As such, the remedy for troublesome or "outlying" slaves, as 
noted by Diane Miller Somerville, was castration (77).  Masters borrowed such 
approaches for dealing with recalcitrant slaves “from the pages of basic husbandry 
manuals advising castration of unruly male livestock” (Somerville 79).  While slave 
castration entailed dismemberment of the sexual organ, it was rarely associated with 
sexual infractions but rather associated with disobedient slaves. Though he managed to 
break the yoke of slavery, the black male’s apparently unknowable, and therefore 
uncontrollable, sexuality posed anxiety for white society and became the focal point for 
his new form of oppression. 
Where castration was considered by most in antebellum American an extreme 
means of behavior modification when dealing with black males, it became a common 
form of terrorism in the Jim Crow south.  Part of the lynching ritual involved castrating 
the victims.  Castration served as a means of controlling not only the black male’s 
freedom, but his sexuality.  Carlyle Van Thompson recounts the particularly cruel murder 
of Claude Neal in Jackson County, Florida on October 27, 1934.  A lynch mob of more 
than 2,000 watched as Neal was tortured and forced to autocannibalize by consuming his 
own penis and testicles. Spectators took pictures of Neal’s hanging body and sold them, 
and some cut off and sold his body parts.  Thompson identifies a triple form of 
consumption of the black male body in this lynching: 1. when the victim was forced to 
consume his own genitalia; 2. when the spectators sold photos of the lynching; 3. when 
the murderers/torturers sold the victim’s body parts (39-41).  This triple consumption is 
worth noting because throughout U.S. history, the black subject’s body has been 
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consumed by those in white society, from the gaze of the black form in images, to the 
“school-to-prison pipeline” facilitated by the Violent Crime Control and Law 
Enforcement Act of 1994.33   
The change that befell postbellum South and resulted in mass lynchings was 
precipitated by the collective sense of loss—the loss of not only the Confederacy, but of 
economic prosperity and cultural preservation predicated on the subjugation and 
exploitation of the black slave.  The loss of the black slave appears to have created an 
irrational response to not only the deprivation of lawful free labor but also the 
displacement of white male primacy within the social order.  The perceived loss of white 
male primacy appears to have resulted in the experience of an antagonism arising from 
the black male’s physicality that was supposedly liberated from paternalistic control.  The 
antagonism centered on the black male sexual organ, which was the sole perceived 
component of the black male body that could not be subjugated by white paternal 
authority in a post-slavery world. The black male’s sexual organ represented a threat to 
the southerners’ white patriarchal society because the black subject’s rights, economic 
interests, and property ownership could be regulated through lawful means, but his sexual 
proclivity was beyond the reach of post-bellum paternal law.   
The sexual proclivity of the black male subject represents an anomaly that was 
not accounted for, and thus was a threat to, the social order that existed in the day.  For 
the white southerner who believed his society was under attack, that the social order 
needed to be repaired, the only logical remedy was to sever the black testicles and penis 
from the rest of society. 
                                                 
33 For more information about mass incarcerations of African Americans in for-profit prisons, see “School-
to-Prison Pipeline” and “Banking on Bondage.” 
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Post-Civil War lynchings were a step taken by the community and informally 
sanctioned by the law.  Lynching was an attempt by community vigilantes to correct the 
social order, a social order that was broken and exposed as weak.  But there was also an 
anxiety that haunted and attended the lynching itself.  Removing the genitals was a big 
part of lynching. It was not just enough for the vigilantes to mete out justice, lynching 
was an act from the community to restore white paternal authority.  The murder, the 
justice meted out, needed to be attended by a little something more—the destruction of 
black male genitalia.  There was a surplus, something in addition to justice, where the 
actors enjoyed or “got off” on what they were doing.  Lacan would call that surplus 
jouissance.  The actors derived their own jouissance or enjoyment from the destruction of 
the thing—the black male organ—that they could not control and that posed a threat to 
white paternal authority. 
For the community vigilantes there was an irrational response to the perceived 
brokenness of their social order. They believed they had to take action to repair the social 
order because the government was failing them. This experience of loss is still present 
and occasionally a community vigilante feels she or he must “step up” to repair the social 
order.  This can be seen in the attack on an African Methodist Episcopal Church in 
Charleston, South Carolina on June 17, 2015.  Dylann Roof, the 21-year old, self-avowed 
white supremacist who shot and killed nine black churchgoers at the “Mother” Emanuel 
A.M.E. Church, told his victims while shooting them, he had to commit the mass murders 
because they (the victims) raped “our women” and they were “taking over our country.”  
Roof could have told the victims any number of reasons why he was killing them: You 
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are lazy; instead of working, you steal; you commit crimes.  Yet, Roof settled upon the 
black male’s perceived sexual deviancy.   
Even though six of the nine victims were women, Roof appeared to exhibit a fear 
of black male sexuality, which was transferred on to the victims.34  Roof’s rampage is a 
modern-day form of lynching.  Like the victims of the lynchings that reached their zenith 
between the 1890s and 1930s, these churchgoers, by the very nature of their blackness, 
were punished for alleged sexual crimes against white women. 
Roof saw the black male organ as the cause of a broken social order.  His actions 
were an irrational response to the recognition of white paternal authority’s weakness. In 
other words, his response to that broken social order was to “step up,” i.e. act on behalf of 
the social order, and destroy that thing that exposed white paternal authority as flaccid 
and weak.  Roof essentially said to the social order: I will show the big Other, white 
people, and the government, their failure; if you, social order, convict me for what I’ve 
done, then you will truly show yourself as being a “nigger lover”—you will have no 
power, and white paternal authority will be dead; social order, if you “step up,” as I have 
done, you will give me comfort that you are not weak. 
Present in both the “Mother” Emanuel A.M.E. Church massacre and the elision of 
the black father in post-apocalyptic films is an “ideological lynching.”  While Roof 
actions were murderous, and therefore advanced beyond the symbolic realm of an 
“ideological lynching,” his beliefs were borne out of the same belief system that cannot 
allow the subject to envision a black father in the post-apocalyptic world.  As noted in 
                                                 
34 Lisa Wade contends Roof’s statement evidenced “benevolent sexism” as well as racism.  Wade maintains 
his utterance implied white “women are beautiful, but their grace makes them fragile. Better that they stand 
back and let men defend them.”  In other words, Roof believed his rampage was necessary to protect white 
women because they could not protect themselves from the brutality and guile of the black male. 
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chapter one ideology is a system of illusory beliefs that enable a society to make meaning 
of real life circumstances. In other words, ideology presents a false reality so that a 
system of beliefs may seem natural to the subjects.  The ideology behind a collective 
belief in the black male possessing transgressive proclivities has been persistently 
undergirded by over 150 years of images and narratives of black males as aggressors, as 
hyper sexual.  These narratives have been so entrenched within American society that it 
becomes unnatural to envision the black male in other capacity.  
Ideological lynching comes about as a response to challenges to that ideology.  In 
other words, when a person’s ideology is challenged, the thing challenging it must be 
erased.  For example, Clementa C. Pinckney, the pastor of “Mother” Emanuel A.M.E. 
Church and state senator in South Carolina, seemingly contradicted Dylan Roof’s beliefs 
about the black male.  Roof therefore singled out Pinckney in particular to be destroyed, 
even returning to the pastor to “finish him” after shooting Pinckney and the other bible 
study attendees.  Pickney represented an affront to Roof’s belief systems.  Roof could not 
lynch Pickney in the manner done 80 years ago (he did not have community vigilantes to 
assist in the spectacle), but by taking Pickney’s life, by leaving a survivor and a 
manifesto behind to spread his message, Roof’s actions transform Pickney and his church 
members from victims of a symbolic ideological lynching to victims of an actual 
lynching   
Similarly, the notion of a black Adam who leads a destroyed world to a new Eden 
is a challenge to societal notions of the sexually deviant black male.  The same ideology 
that defines the black male’s sexuality for the American subject precludes the black male 
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from ever occupying the position of the quintessential father.35  This ideological 
functioning means that since the black male cannot take on the role of father in post-
apocalyptic films, his only utility is that of advancing the reluctant (often times victim) 
white male hero.  In other words, the black male’s actions facilitate placing the white 
male into the position of father (i.e., leader of the group).   
Dating back as early as the first slave arrival in Jamestown, Virginia, the black 
male has been viewed as valuable only in furtherance (meaning facilitator) of white 
patriarchy.  From his use as a “bull” or “stock man,” for procreative purposes to increase 
the master’s slave population, to his use as a basketball player in the NBA where 98 
percent of the team owners are white males, the black male’s subjectivity has almost 
always been placed in relation to his value to the white male.  It is also worth noting the 
NBA enables the white male to voyeuristically enjoy the black body. The white male 
sports spectator can fetishize the black male’s perceived hypermasculinity—and all that it 
attends such as aggressivity and misogyny, as well as his exaggerated body parts, which 
are a stand-in for large genitals—without ever having to address the white male’s own 
homoerotic desires.  Such narrow perceptions of the black male have led to limited 
incarnations of black male representation in film. 
 With regard to post-apocalyptic film, one may be tempted to ask why the 
circumstances presented by the post-apocalyptic universe do not mitigate the social 
forces leading to racism.  For example, in the zombie apocalypse, one may believe that 
the clear and present danger presented by zombies supersedes or overrides any 
                                                 
35 Some would argue that Bill Cosby managed this feat as “America’s Dad” in The Cosby Show (1984–
1992).  Yet, he did so by fashioning Cliff Huxtable after what will later in this paper be called a “Remus” 
characterization. This characterization required the elision of all cultural references to Cliff’s blackness.  It 
also required Cliff over-exaggerate his innocuousness as a black man through coonery and buffoonery. 
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preexisting biases or prejudices based on skin color or ethnicity. As will be explored in 
this chapter, post-apocalyptic films do not depict realities where racism is dead, but rather 
depict realities where race continues to stain the subjectivities of black characters through 
shame—shame for the black male’s perceived sexual transgressions and shame for 
historic white supremacy in the U.S.  This racial shame is present in post-apocalyptic film 
to remind both the racialized characters and the audience that the post-apocalyptic world 
is not a post-racial world.   
Returning to Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks, Bogle suggests there 
are five forms of representation for blacks in mainstream U.S. film.  Bogle’s Tom, Coon, 
Mulatto, Mammy, and Buck do not represent five different species of black people that 
arise under the title African-American, but rather that for a black character to gain 
admittance onto a Hollywood screen, the filmmakers must depict the black character in 
such a manner that audiences recognize the black character is a Tom, Coon, Mulatto, 
Mammy, or Buck.  The black character only becomes recognizable, and palatable to an 
audience, when he or she comfortably fits into one of these categories.    
But while Bogle’s five modes of representation expose the limited 
characterization of blacks in film, he leaves unaddressed the notion of racial 
objectification in the broader media, perhaps largely informed by film.  There is an 
obvious feedback loop that audiences and filmmakers now find themselves in.  
Filmmakers might answer the criticism that their five depictions have racially objectified 
blacks by saying, “But that’s what audiences want,” while audiences would respond, 
“Because that’s all you’ve ever given us.”  What remains unaddressed is the ideological 
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functioning: how the social inscription of a racial minority is actually a means to deny 
full subjectivity, full acknowledgement in society, to that minority.    
For social theorist Homi Bhabha, white males have traditionally been the 
individuals whose full subjectivity was recognized by the social order.  Bhabha’s work 
specifically concerned the British occupation of India where the white occupiers offered 
some opportunity for Indian men to be fully inscribed (their rights under the law 
recognized and protected, their admittance into high society guaranteed, etc.) into the 
British order.  The Indians simply had to mimic the conduct, manners, and masculinity of 
British officers and governors.  Yet, the job of mimicking the British proved impossible 
because of what Bhabha coined slippage:   
Colonial mimicry is the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a 
subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite. Which is to 
say, that the discourse of mimicry is constructed around an ambivalence; 
in order to be effective, mimicry must continually produce its slippage, its 
excess, its difference. (The Location 126)  
 
Mimicry became the way Indians willingly subjugated themselves.  The subjugation was 
not accomplished by instilling in the oppressed a desire to conform to the social order 
(certainly a social order had existed long before the British arrived and conquered).  The 
subjugation was accomplished by the British’s collective secret that the Indians never 
figured out race was the sole element lacking from their mimicry.   
The unfortunate aspect of this, for Bhabha, is that the mimicking subject does not 
experience a failure of his race but rather experiences a failure in his mimicry.  The 
mimicry produces a slippage, or an excess, a tiny little something else that should not 
matter but does.  This slippage beyond perfect mimicry is apprehended and used against 
the oppressed subject as justification for his oppression.  In one sense, the true oppression 
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lies in the circular “chicken or the egg” bind: the same oppressors who force the 
oppressed to become mimicking subjects further oppress these mimicking subjects 
because by design, mimicry will always fall short of the “real” thing.    
During a visit to Ferguson, Missouri to help quell unrest and violence after the 
shooting death of black teen Michael Brown by white police officer Darren Wilson, U.S. 
Attorney General Eric Holder shared his own experience with racial profiling.  He 
recalled an event that occurred many years earlier where he was stopped by Georgetown, 
Washington, D.C. police for running to a movie theater.  At the time, Holder was a 
federal prosecutor, but his suspicious actions—running—made him suspect, like any 
other black male.  Holder experienced a failure in mimicry (a slippage), not by his dress, 
vernacular, or even by the action of running, but by his very skin color. 
In the documentary The Target: The Story of Keeshan Harley, Keeshan’s mother 
Safiya spoke of her son’s plight in New York City under its Stop-and-Frisk policy: 
I’m terrified [of] the day when he [Keeshan] realizes it doesn’t matter. [No 
matter] how hard he tries. [No matter] how much he educates himself. I’m 
terrified for the day he decides it doesn’t matter because everyone is going 
to look at him the same way, whether he had a job and went to school or 
sat on the corner. If you get treated the same way every day, what would 
be your motivation? 
 
Safiya’s concern stemmed from the numerous times Keeshan was stopped and questioned 
by New York City police officers—over 100 times between the ages of 13 and 18 years 
old.  One stop, while leaving college, was particularly upsetting for Keeshan because his 
professor and peers witnessed his detention by police officers.  They observed officers 
rifling through Keeshan’s pockets and backpack as he stood, spread-eagled and helpless, 
against the wall.  Facing his professor and peers the next day in class, aware they secretly 
presumed his guilt of some criminal behavior, bore particular trauma for him.  Safiya’s 
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concern points to the questions that emerge when the subject recognizes that tiny 
something missing, that slippage in mimicry: does the subject try harder to mimic the 
oppressor, or does the subject give up—i.e., resist conformity?  For Safiya, her greatest 
fear is Keeshan giving up.  As will be discussed in chapter four, Keeshan’s best choice 
perhaps is to give up, to abandon all hope of inscription into the social order.   
What frustrated many conservatives about Attorney General Holder was that he 
not only recognized his and every black subjects’ failure in mimicry, he made it public.  
His concession that there is an inequitable application of the law for minorities confirmed 
as much.  Yet, his admission that racial inequality exists belied the fact that Holder had 
not rejected participating in the circular bind of mimicry.  Even as U.S. Attorney General, 
Holder only took modest steps to correct perceived racial inequalities in the criminal 
justice system, such as introducing new guidelines to end racial profiling.  Holder was 
still subjugated and invested in the very system that precluded him from full inscription.  
His answer was not to dispense with the whole system, but to buttress the system with 
cosmetic adjustments.  
Holder’s acknowledgement that the system may be rigged, his public admission of 
the slippage, led to pathological responses from some conservatives.  In a moment of 
exasperation, fiction author Brad Thor said in an interview with Glenn Beck, “Mr. 
Holder, the one true racist in this dialogue is you.  You see everything through the prism 
of race. You are the racist” (Ritz).36   By reversing positions, identifying Holder as the 
                                                 
36 It should not be missed here that these are the exact words articulated by the South Carolina shooter 
Dylann Roof when he wrote in his manifesto, “[b]lack people view everything through a racial lense [sic]. 
Thats what racial awareness is, [sic] its viewing everything that happens through a racial lense [sic]. They 
are always thinking about the fact that they are black. This is part of the reason they get offended so easily, 
and think that some thing [sic] are intended to be racist towards them, even when a White person wouldnt 
be thinking about race.” 
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racist, Thor sought to victimize the oppressor.  “Flipping the script” on Holder also 
demonstrated the means by which the subject attempts to obscure the cracks in the social 
order. In other words, Thor’s frustration stemmed from the oppressed subject’s 
recognition that slippage exists. 
White supremacists expect the ethnic minority to ignore the slippage, to perform 
the mimicry perfectly (or rather imperfectly) without question, the results of which are a 
form of racial performativity.  By analogy with Judith Butler’s theory of gender 
performativity, Keith M. Harris describes racial performativity as “a performance of the 
self and presentation of the self, as a process of socialization in which the performance of 
the self negotiates societal expectations and standards, as they are derived from racial and 
gender sedimentations” (K. Harris 25-6).  Bogle has not addressed the performativity, the 
mimicry, undergirding the figurations of his five modes of characterization for the black 
subject, but this study proposes four modes of mimicry by which black male subjects 
arise in film, more specifically, post-apocalyptic film.   
To gain acceptance and inscription into the social order, and to make for a more 
palatable commodity in film, the black character needs to fit into the category of a 
Remus, Reverend, Rapscallion, or Ragamuffin.   Thesel four modes of depiction will 
elucidate the black male’s role in post-apocalyptic film, which is that of facilitator for the 
reluctant hero.  These four modes will also demonstrate how the facilitator becomes a 
                                                 
The frustration experienced by Roof and Thor is not only that many blacks recognize the game is rigged, 
and therefore understand they can never become full subjects under mimicry, but that they publicly 
acknowledge the game is unwinnable.  When Roof says, even when the white person is not thinking about 
race, what he really means is “even though the white person doesn’t want to acknowledge he’s the 
benefactor of the rigged game.”  
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modern-day castrati who can never assume the role of father in the post-apocalyptic 
family unit. 
1. Remus—Robert Neville in I Am Legend 
  Valerie Smith has suggested that the black working class “is an autonomous 
space, free of negotiations with hegemony, that contains the pure source of musical and 
spiritual culture and inspiration.  The black middle class, in contrast, is a space of pure 
compromise and capitulation, from which all autonomy disappears once it encounters 
hegemonic power” (qtd. in Johnson 223).  Her thesis about the black middle class 
illustrates the defining feature of what Louis Althusser calls the interpellation of the 
subject while implicating the very erasure of subjectivity effected by the operation of 
authority.  For all races, there is a certain degree of acquiescence involved in moving into 
the middle class (the mundane mise en scene of today’s middle class is stereotypically 
comprised of SUVs, mortgage payments, and the latest electronic devices).  But Smith 
posits a retreat or surrender of the subject for the black middle class subject.  The 
hegemonic power that the subject has approached is not only economic, but also racial.    
  Where Smith stops short of further description of the black middle class subject, 
Michael Eric Dyson elaborates on this middle class space of pure compromise and 
capitulation.  Compromise and capitulation describes Dyson’s Afristocracy, the black 
“upper-middle-class and the black elite who rain down fire and brimstone upon poor 
blacks for their deviance and pathology, and for their lack of couth and culture” (xiii-iv).  
The Afristocracy includes lawyers, physicians, intellectuals, educators, civil rights 
leaders, entertainers, athletes, and business professionals.  On the other hand, Dyson’s 
Ghettocracy “consists of the desperately unemployed and underemployed, those trapped 
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in underground economies, and those working poor folk who slave in menial jobs at the 
edge of the economy” (xiv).  This group is comprised of single mothers and fathers, 
working or on welfare or both, many of whose children have parents and other family 
members incarcerated or living in worse poverty.    
  The key to the irony in the “fire and brimstone” heaped onto the Ghettocracy by 
the Afristocracy lies not so much in the artificial distance between the two groups (Dyson 
suggests that most in the Afristocracy are only one generation removed from Ghettocratic 
home lives) but rather in the disappearance of autonomy once the black subject 
encounters hegemonic power.  There is not much sympathy for those who are less 
fortunate than the so-called Afristocracy.  Instead, the Afristocracy begins to parrot what 
they imagine their white neighbors say about the Ghettocracy from behind closed doors.  
The parroting is at best a simulacrum—the parroting is precipitated by an imaginary 
vantage point over what white neighbors “probably could be saying.”  But the point is, as 
Smith suggests, that “fire and brimstone” directed toward the black poor is brought about 
as an expression from the black middle class subject’s encounter with the racially 
hegemonic power.  
Joel Chandler Harris’s Uncle Remus Tales, first appearing in 1879, codified the 
slave tales Harris heard as a boy, many of which were conservative and cautionary in 
nature.  The narrator Uncle Remus is an affable, unambitious former slave who yearns for 
a simpler time in life, when slavery still exists, and bemoans having to ever leave the 
plantation as a free man.  Uncle Remus’s defining feature is the acceptance and embrace 
of the social injustice that has been wreaked on him.  The designation “uncle” bears the 
lasting stain of the pre-Civil Rights South where blacks were required to address white 
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people of all ages as Miss, Missus, or Mister.  Similarly, uncle functioned as a term of 
endearment, evidencing the fondness with which whites would have viewed an elderly 
black man.    
   Perhaps the most well-known “Remus” today is family values advocate, 
confessed adulterer, and accused serial rapist Bill Cosby.  In 2004 Cosby addressed a 
crowd honoring him for his philanthropic work during an event commemorating the 
fiftieth anniversary of the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. The Board 
of Education.  Cosby lamented poor blacks who were “not holding up their end of this 
deal” and that activists “marched and were hit in the face with rocks…to get an 
education, and now we’ve got these knuckleheads walking around” (qtd. in Dyson xii).  
The implication is twofold: not only have poor blacks squandered the opportunities 
afforded them by the Civil Rights movement following Brown, but also that their very 
poverty represents some sort of contract breach (i.e., the black poor have not held up their 
end of the “deal”). 
The impact of such language goes farther than to merely trivialize Civil Rights by 
casting it as some sort of bargain (blacks got integrated into schools so long as they 
foreswore poverty).  For the Remus, whose own inscription into the (white) social order 
hinges on what Smith dubs pure compromise and capitulation, this language distances the 
subject from the racial history and tradition for which he belongs.  Cosby’s comments 
exemplify such distance when, in speaking about urban youth culture, he opines that they 
“put their clothes on backward.  Isn’t that a sign of something gone wrong?  Names like 
Shaniqua, Taliqua, and Muhammad and all that crap…all of…em are in jail” (qtd. in 
Dyson xii).  The distance is increased by heaping further blame on parents whose 
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children get “shot in the back of the head over a piece of pound cake!  And then we all 
run out, and we’re outraged.  ‘Ah, the cops shouldn’t a shot him.’  What the hell was he 
doing with the pound cake in his hand” (qtd. in Dyson xii-iii).   
  The salient feature of Cosby’s diatribe is not the ease with which it might be 
refuted.  It is not, in this sense, to point out the lunacy in Cosby’s argument that a pound 
cake thief somehow deserves to be shot in the back of the head; or, to make the next 
logical connection in Cosby’s argument, that the pound cake is itself merely the icing on 
the real cake, which is the thief’s poverty, poverty itself necessitating such punishment.  
To offer either of these counterarguments to Cosby (or his less refined equivalent, Dr. 
Ben Carson) misses the point entirely.  The salient feature of Cosby’s language is the 
faulty reasoning itself: the Remus does not seek to raise a firm argument that would be 
difficult to refute.  The faulty reasoning of the Remus evidences the desire for distance 
between the Remus figure and the historical tradition of oppression to which the Remus 
figure is linked by race. Sociologists, social workers, poverty lawyers, and theorists alike 
have made huge strides since the inception of the Civil Rights movement to explain the 
multiple roots and persistent nature of poverty.  In the words of famous movie producer 
Samuel Goldwyn, the Remus is asking people of his own race to “include me out.”    
  Dyson’s own analysis resonates with the Remus’s desire to distance himself from 
the historical oppression of blacks by way of a related observation.  Dyson suggests that 
Cosby’s diatribes “reflect the pressure blacks have historically felt to be morally 
exemplary in a way that white folk as a group have never faced.  As a result of the 
incredible demand for black folk to prove our ethical worth, we have often adopted 
harder approaches to our family and race” (143).  This pressure harkens back to the 
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“negro problem” and the desire among blacks to prove their worth after Emancipation.  
Former slave and early Remus figure Booker T. Washington said at a National 
Educational Association meeting in Madison, Wisconsin:  
[T]he whole future of the Negro largely rest[s] upon the question as to 
whether or not he should make himself, through his skill, intelligence, and 
character, of such undeniable value to the community in which he live[s] 
that the community could not dispense with his presence…any individual 
who learn[s] to do something better than anybody else…has solved his 
problem, regardless of the color of his skin, and that in proportion as the 
Negro learn[s] to produce what other people want and must have, in the 
same proportion would he be respected. (98)  
 
Of course, Washington’s side note “regardless of the color of his skin” renders the 
entirety of his address more palatable to a white audience.  But the problem with such 
sweeping statements affirming personal responsibility lies in its disavowal of the lack of 
any ability by the “Negro” to exercise skill, intelligence, and character meriting an 
undeniable value to a community.  The disavowal, it would seem, is a denial of slavery’s 
historical existence. 
This disavowal of the historical tradition within the way race functions exhibits a 
clear indication of ideology.  The disavowal is precisely what Smith intends when she 
suggests the middle class black subject’s autonomy disappears on approach to the 
hegemonic power structure.  This is why Cosby’s indictment of the poor is not 
noteworthy for its parroting of the widely held “white” views on black criminals but 
instead noteworthy for how Cosby’s critique, regardless of its own lack of merit, enables 
Cosby as a subject to disappear on approach with the social order.  The same could be 
true if Cosby conveyed an “uplifting” message such as that of W.E.B. Dubois’s “talented 
tenth,” the ten percent of blacks whose intellect and inventions will uplift the entire race.    
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What Cosby’s castigation of working-class blacks fails to acknowledge is our new 
caste system.  Michelle Alexander observes the new caste system entails people of color 
who have been processed in our mass incarceration system (the prison industrial 
complex) and later labeled felons who are precluded from participating in the political 
and economic system.  Alexander asserts: 
Once you’re labeled a felon, the old forms of discrimination—
employment discrimination, housing discrimination, denial of the right to 
vote, denial of educational opportunity, denial of food stamps and other 
public benefits, and exclusion from jury service—are suddenly legal.  As a 
criminal, you have scarcely more rights, and arguably less respect, than a 
black man living in Alabama at the height of Jim Crow. (2) 
 
Once blacks (and any poor convicted felon, for that matter) are processed within the U.S. 
correctional system, they have little ability to rehabilitate upon release.  They are often 
required to disclose their criminal past on employment applications, which inevitably 
leads to rejection of employment. They are denied governmental assistance such as state 
food stamps and federal student financial aid—and they are not able to participate in the 
political or judicial process.  This legal form of segregation ensures almost certain 
criminal recidivism. 
 Conservatives, like their Remus counterparts, blame black poverty on poor 
choices made not only in criminal behavior, but in education and family planning as well.  
For example, some critics, such as Stephen and Abigail Thernstrom, attribute high 
poverty levels among blacks to single mothers who choose partners with penchants for 
criminality to father their children.37  They argue such choices lead to black children 
living in poor, violent neighborhoods, and attending substandard schools.  Yet, in 
                                                 
37 For additional information about this subject, see Thernstrom & Thernstrom and D’Souza. 
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Whitewashing Race, Brown et al. maintain the causes of black poverty are far more 
nuanced than imprudent morals and procreation choices: 
During periods of slow or stagnant economic growth, as competition 
between black and white workers intensifies, white workers will seek to 
protect their position and oppose practices that are beneficial to black and 
Latino workers.  Conversely, when the economy is robust, racial rivalry 
decreases. (69) 
 
During economic downturns minorities are impacted most notably. In the wake of the 
recent subprime mortgage crisis, which led to the worst global financial crisis since the 
Great Depression, unemployment for blacks was almost twice that of whites.  The worst 
year, 2010, saw an annual unemployment rate of 8.7 percent for whites and 16 percent for 
blacks, with black males experiencing the gravest repercussions from the crisis at 17.3 
percent unemployment for that same year (“Data Retrieval”). Brown et al stress that 
employment competition and tribalism attend economic downturns. Employers hire fewer 
people because fewer jobs are available, and those they do hire, more often than not, 
come from similar racial and economic backgrounds.  Where economic prosperity 
enables employers to hire a diverse pool of applicants, economic downturns lead them to 
become more conservative in their hiring practices.  
Brown et al. also point out that among blacks, income does not always rise with 
education. They found “educated black workers were more vulnerable to unemployment 
and wage discrimination than less educated blacks” (72).  Comparatively, since the 1970s 
blacks with similar levels of education as whites have had higher unemployment rates. 
Irwin, Miller, and Sanger-Katz explain that “there was a 5.7 percent unemployment rate 
among African-Americans with a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2013, compared with 3.5 
percent among white Americans with a bachelor’s degree or higher.” They go on to say, 
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“joblessness is higher among blacks in every education level tracked by the Labor 
Department.” 
Aligning with conservative beliefs that poverty among blacks stems from poor 
choices, the Remus elides racial biases and hegemony as the cause of economic 
inequality. Contemporary Remus, singer, songwriter, and music producer Pharrell 
Williams, in an interview with his female Remus counterpart Oprah Winfrey, provided a 
name for the Remus’s antipathy toward the black poor: The New Black.  The New Black, 
suggests Williams, “doesn't blame other races for our issues…[and] dreams and realizes 
that it's not pigmentation: it's a mentality and it's either going to work for you or it's going 
to work against you. And you've got to pick the side you're going to be on” (qtd. in Elan). 
At first blush, the New Black would seem to be a revival of Alain Locke’s New Negro, 
that movement that inaugurated the Uncle Remus stories.  Where Locke’s New Negro 
introduced a renaissance that championed the artistic achievements of blacks while 
condemning white supremacy, Pharrell William’s New Black diminishes racial 
discrimination and lovingly advices the black subject to eschew any presence of racial 
antagonism by simply being “Happy".38 
  The ideological functioning of the Remus figuration takes the form of a 
detachment and distance from race while engaging in pure compromise and capitulation 
to the hegemonic authority.  But the Remus, rather than a valid or autonomous position 
within a broader range of full subjectivities, remains an incomplete identity marked by 
the slippage explained by Bhabha.  For race critic Stuart Hall:  
                                                 
38 “Happy” is the title of Williams popular song from the Despicable Me 2 (2013) soundtrack.  For more 
information about the New Negro, see Locke, “The New Negro.” 
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[I]dentity is not as transparent or unproblematic as we think…instead of 
thinking of identity as an already accomplished historical fact…we should 
think, instead, of identity as a…production…which is never complete, 
always in process, and always constituted within, not outside of 
representation. (68)  
 
In this regard, the production of the Remus identity lies in the form of the Remus’ speech, 
regardless of the substance of his irrational ramblings. 
For the post-apocalyptic world, what is not as apparent, but still present, in this 
figuration is the white male racist social order that the Remus must perform.  In the post-
apocalyptic world, the Remus’ performance cannot simply be achieved by the linguistic 
maneuver of deprecating fellow black Americans, as most blacks are dead.  The 
performance must be achieved through actions. That suggests the Remus character is still 
cognizant of his place within the broader social order.  In the film I Am legend, for 
example, one of the ways the character acknowledges his own race is through self-
imposed limitations on his sexual desires. 
 I Am Legend stars Will Smith as Robert Neville, the apparent sole survivor in 
New York City following a bio-engineering catastrophe that has transformed the 
remaining population into nocturnal, humanoid monsters called Darkseekers.  Neville is 
one of the scientists who the viewer is led to believe is either directly or indirectly 
responsible for the KV virus (Krippin Virus) outbreak that has transformed humans into 
these nocturnal beasts. Although completely alone, except for the companionship of his 
dog Sam, Neville labors daily at finding a cure to reverse the Darkseekers’ transformation 
in order to restore the human population of the city. 
 The film succeeds in capturing not only the imminent threat posed by the 
Darkseekers but also the deep and daily loneliness experienced by Neville as the sole 
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surviving human citizen of New York City.  The protagonist’s loneliness is so 
pronounced that he befriends mannequins with whom he communicates in one-sided 
conversations on either a daily or near daily basis. When Neville loses his sole living 
companion, Sam, he decides to commit suicide by feeding himself to the Darkseekers, 
but is rescued by Anna and a little boy named Ethan. 
 The introduction of Anna is significant because she immediately begins to fulfill 
the role of the traditional wife and mother that has been missing from Neville’s life (he 
wakes from a long slumber to her preparing breakfast for him and Ethan). What is 
suspiciously absent from this newfound “home” that appears with the introduction of 
Anna and Ethan is any sexual undertone or chemistry between Anna and Neville.  The 
film depicts, in each of its alternate endings, a relationship between Neville and Anna that 
is completely devoid of sexual interest or desire.  
 The lack of sexual undertones, or even the hint of a romantic relationship between 
Anna and Neville, is not readily dismissed as an authentic lack of interest by either 
character.  The complete absence of romantic possibility for Neville indicates a 
relationship that he harbors dating back to the pre-apocalypse social order.  His 
abandonment or lack of interest in Anna should properly be interpreted as the 
performance of a mandate inherited from the previous social order.  Neville cannot 
engage a non-black woman—even if the woman is non-white, in Anna’s case, a Latina—
in a romantic relationship for fear of disobeying the preexisting rules regarding 
miscegenation imposed by the prior white male hegemony.  The manifestation of this 
awareness in post-apocalyptic film, where the preexisting social order is gone, but 
nonetheless lives on in the body of Neville, can only be explained as racial shame. 
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 Neville’s acknowledgment of his place in the previous social order also precludes 
him from assuming the role of father in the remade world.  Neville’s Remus can only 
operate as facilitator for the real father of the remade world.  Neville’s work to find a cure 
for the KV virus and his ultimate sacrifice ensure the white father figure, perhaps the boy 
Ethan in the future, not only has non-infected survivors to lead, but potential Darkseekers 
cured of the KV virus as well. 
 Another point of interest in the film is the function the Darkseekers serve.  They 
most certainly double, in the Freudian uncanny sense, as the Ghettocratic black subject 
the Remus repudiates with such ferocity, as evidenced by Neville’s dogged attempt to 
reverse the effects of the viral strain that causes humans to become Darkseekers. As the 
symbolic poor black, the Darkseekers’ presence are a stain on Neville’s attempt to restore 
the old social order.  Neville tests promising vaccines for the KV virus on Darkseekers 
and is frustrated when the trials fail. He wants the Darkseekers to conform to mandates of 
his social order and expresses exasperation when his test subjects do not revert back to 
their pre-viral state.  Neville sees in the Darkseekers the same attributes the Remus 
rejects in the poor black subject.  Similar to 2008 presidential candidate Barack Obama 
“lovingly” disparaging the absent black father during his Father’s Day speech, Neville 
believes societal problems lie within the Darkseekers and not external factors.39  Neville 
believes he can lovingly fix the Darkseekers, as he tells his wife shortly before she dies. 
Yet, to his consternation, the Darkseekers stubbornly resist conformity. 
In a telling c’est moi moment, as Neville looks at the alpha Darkseeker through a 
bullet-proof glass and says, “I can save you…You are sick, and I can help you…I can fix 
                                                 
39 For the full text of then Senator Barack Obama’s speech, see Obama. 
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this. I can save everybody…Let me save you!” (See Fig. 3.1).  Neville’s pleas assume the 
Darkseekers need saving. He fails to recognize perhaps the Darkseekers are an adaptation 
or human evolution, or perhaps a rebirth of man.  Instead, he sees them as the thing 
preventing the return of the status quo, a world he slavishly refuses to let go.  Neville’s 
daily routine—exercising, watching reruns of news programs, visiting the video store, 
and playing golf on an abandoned Navy aircraft carrier—is only interrupted occasionally 
with encounters with Darkseekers or rampant wildlife. 
When Neville captures a female Darkseeker and her partner, the alpha, risks death 
by exposing himself to sunlight to save her, Neville assumes “decreased brain function” 
or growing food scarcity is compelling the Darkseekers to ignore basic survival instincts.  
“Social de-evolution” he notes in his research notes, “appears complete. Typical human 
behavior is now entirely absent.”  As perhaps not an encouraging illustration of his 
scientific analytical abilities, Neville completely misses the likelihood that the alpha 
loves his partner.  
Near the end of the film, Neville realizes the Darkseekers, in fact, possess far 
higher cognitive abilities than he previously thought. In one scene, they place the 
mannequin that Neville has “befriended” outside their lair.  He is forced to question his 
sanity, which for Neville, seems more palatable than acknowledging the Darkseekers’ 
intelligence.  When he steps on a noose that ensnares him, Neville realizes they have 
devised a trap similar to the ones he uses to capture them.  Neville is trapped, ostensibly 
to lead the alpha Darkseeker to his female partner, who Neville captured earlier and used 
as a test subject for his lasted vaccine trial.  Although, they demonstrate human qualities 
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such as problem solving and familial love, Neville still believes he must make them 
comport to his image (i.e., the social order that Neville operates under). 
The Darkseekers’ ability to love and form bonds juxtaposes Neville’s own 
asexuality.  Yet, as the metaphorical black subject, the Darkseekers are depicted as feral 
beings whose antipathy toward the paternal social order have destroyed the planet.  
Neville’s asexuality is vital to the advancement of the remade world because it leaves 
room for a white male to ascend to the position of father.  
As a Remus, Neville undergirds white male patriarchy by mitigating the racial 
antagonism present in the old world he wants to revive.  When explaining his love for 
Bob Marley to Anna, Neville says Marley thought like a virologist, which was Neville’s 
occupation, and Marley believed he could cure racism and hate by injecting love and 
music into people’s lives. This rather diluted interpretation of Marley’s politics elides the 
fact that Marley was an adherent of Marcus Garvey’s Pan-Africanist principles.  Early in 
his career much of Marley’s commercially successful music focused on peace, because 
this was promoted by his London-based music producer.  However, most of Marley’s 
songs advocated social confrontation, protest, and revolution.  While Neville paints 
Marley as a Reverend, which will be discussed later in this chapter, in reality Marley was 
neither Reverend nor Remus.  Marley’s later music encouraged blacks to repatriate to the 
African continent.  Unlike Neville’s Reverend reading of the artist, Marley embraced 
adultery and chauvinism with the same fervor as his black liberation notions. 
As Neville contrasts the Darkseekers with his illusory image of Bob Marley, he 
retreats further into a fantasy that is disturbed by the death of Sam, whose death forces 
the Darkseekers’ reality upon Neville’s fantasy.  In the end, Neville chooses death rather 
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than face the reality of a destroyed world.  In death, Neville avoids confronting the 
Remus’s internalized racial shame. 
 In post-apocalyptic film the Remus character has also been stripped of his white 
male audience in the service of whom he would deprecate the blacks that are part of 
Dyson’s Ghettocracy, even though Neville attempts to find a suitable replacement in the 
Darkseeker. Nevertheless, Neville’s Remus continues to perform as if still on stage in 
front of the white male audience. Neville has in one sense internalized the same racist 
deprecations spewed by Bill Cosby about black men recognizing their place in society 
and now experiences the shame of his race such that he continues to act in conformity 
with the mandates of the social order that no longer exist.  The mandates of the old social 
order require him to persistently reassure white male primacy that the black male’s 
sexuality poses no threat because it is non-existent.  
 Racial shame exists in both places, in both the post-apocalyptic reality and in the 
reality where Cosby can make his pound cake speech. Post-apocalyptic film merely 
removes the social order where the deprecations matter politically, but still leaves the 
black male subject to the experience the racial shame—for not being white and for not 
living up to his end of the bargain.  This shame functions as a control over the conduct of 
the black male Remus character in the postapocalypse. 
2. Reverend—Briggs in The Colony 
  Critics have long decried Hollywood’s stereotype of the Negro Spirit Guide, and 
the next incarnation, the Reverend, fits neatly into this Negro Spirit Guide category.  The 
Negro Spirit Guide dates back as far as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn where Jim’s 
gentle disposition and childlike world view compels Huck to abandon his path to 
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delinquency.  Influenced by the Negro Spirit Guide of classical literature, contemporary 
filmmakers engender this myth by constructing simplistic and stale narratives.  Bijan 
Bayne maintains that “Hollywood screenwriters are taught that the classic story arc 
features a protagonist on a journey leading to a revelation or victory, and often an angel 
[sic] presence shepherds the character along this route.”  The Negro Spirit Guide provides 
a convenient substitute for the angel. 
Easily mistaken for the Remus is the figure of the Reverend.  The Reverend’s 
most remarkable attribute lies in his manner of speaking, the verbal qualities whose 
appeal transcends the Reverend’s own race to appeal to white listeners.  But rather than 
relying on the content of his speech, it is the form of the Reverend’s speech that his white 
appeal derives.  Linguist Geneva Smitherman suggests that “in tonal semantics…strictly 
semantic meaning is combined and synthesized with lyrical balance, cadence, and 
melodious voice rhythm” (135).  This cadence lends credibility to the Reverend as the 
Negro Spirit Guide. 
Tonal semantics, or the use of voice rhythm and vocal inflection to convey 
meaning in black communication, implicate the Reverend’s own voice as a musical 
instrument.  The effect conveyed, Smitherman writes, is a pattern of speech that reaches 
“down to the…deep structure of life, that common level of shared human experience 
which words alone cannot convey” (135).  As some Southern Baptist ministers have 
joked, it is not the message but the vocal performativity in which the message is 
delivered. In other words, the pastor could recite a banana bread recipe and the 
congregation would not notice it. 
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  Morgan Freeman might figure as a well-known Reverend.  His first film to bring 
attention to his so-called “soothing, reassuring” demeanor was Driving Miss Daisy 
(1989).  Freeman plays Hoke Colburn, the middle-aged man hired to chauffer Daisy 
Werthan, an elderly Jewish woman no longer able to drive.  What distinguishes 
Freeman’s reverend-like character from the Remus (or Bogle’s Tom) is the liberty that 
Hoke takes in pointing out Daisy’s own shortcomings, often in a stern manner.  In The 
Shawshank Redemption (1994) Freeman’s character “Red” Redding serves as both 
counselor and confidant to the falsely imprisoned protagonist Andy Dufresne.  Red’s 
narration includes indictments of both the protagonist and other characters.  
  But that the Reverend does not seek, like the Remus, to put distance between 
himself and his race does not mean the films are any less ideological.  The most 
ideological implication of Driving Miss Daisy has its greatest expression at the end of the 
film when a senile Daisy prefers her black servant’s company over her own son’s—a 
clear message to the audience that friendship can transcend racism (though perhaps only 
after the black subject allows abuse to be perpetually heaped on him for most of his life).  
The ideological message of The Shawshank Redemption is conveyed through both 
dialogue and voiceover: never give up hope.  The seldom commented-on irony, though, is 
that Red, imprisoned for life, reasserts this advice to the protagonist even though it would 
seem that only by giving up all hope of getting out of prison does Red come to terms with 
the reality of his own plight.    
  In both cases, the Reverend facilitates race reconciliation.  The liberty that the 
Reverend is afforded to speak up, to admonish or advise white listeners, is offset by the 
sole function of burying what Jacques Lacan would call the “antagonism” underlying 
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racism.  Both messages share the subtext that by forgetting the historical tradition of 
racism in the U.S. (and by the black subject allowing abuse to be heaped upon him when 
necessary), race reconciliation is possible.    
  Attacks on then Democratic candidate for U.S. President Barack Obama echo this 
criticism of the Reverend.  David Ehrenstein in his opinion piece called Obama the 
“magic negro.”  The term magic negro first appeared in the wake of the Brown v. Board 
of Education and described a figure whose very presence served to assuage “white guilt 
over the role of slavery and racial segregation in American history while replacing 
stereotypes of a dangerous, highly sexualized black man with a benign figure for whom 
interracial sexual congress holds no interest” (Ehrenstein).  Ehrenstein says Obama’s 
popularity during the 2008 campaign derived from his rock star status and uncanny 
ability to shirk criticism about his presidential qualifications or troubled personal past.    
  But Ehrenstein is correct in addressing the pathological function of the Reverend 
that affords Obama an opportunity to admonish or advise (and eventually become 
president):  Obama is here to help, out of the sheer goodness of a heart we need not know 
or understand.  For as with all Magic Negroes, the less real he seems, the more desirable 
he becomes.  If he were real, white America could not project all its fantasies of curative 
black benevolence on him.  This provides an explanation for Obama’s plummeting poll 
numbers, which began to dip shortly after his first inauguration in 2009.   
White disillusionment in Obama’s ability to fix all of the U.S.’s problems, from 
the mortgage crisis to racial unrest, most certainly account for his sagging poll numbers.  
When Heather Long laments, “This is not the President Obama we voted for,” she may 
believe her frustration stems from the Administration’s unprecedented use of drones in its 
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War on Terror or the Administration’s full-throated defense of the NSA wiretapping 
program, but it more accurately stems from the pathology that endowed him with magical 
Negro status.  Candidate Obama advocated sending more troops to Afghanistan because 
it was touted as the “good” war against Muslims.  During his inaugural run for president, 
he also stated as President of the United States he would strike Pakistan if it harbored 
terrorists, which he later did when he authorized Special Forces to kill Osama bin Laden.  
Senator Obama voted in 2008 to grant legal immunity to phone companies that 
cooperated in the National Security Agency wiretapping program.  This was the President 
Obama that Long and others voted for; she simply chose not the see it and instead 
projected on to candidate Obama her fantasies.  The ability to project fantasies onto a 
person, as if the person were a blank screen, is the very definition of pathology.    
Spike Lee spoke about this screen as well and how the ideological manifestations 
of the Reverend reveal a powerlessness in the subject: 
What really bothers me…is this new phenomenon of the 'magical nigger' 
that you see in films such as The Green Mile, The Family Man, The 
Legend of Bagger Vance, and What Dreams May Come. These films all 
have these magical, mystical Negroes who show up as some sort of 
spirit…and have these great powers but who can't use them to help 
themselves or their own people but only for the benefit of the white stars 
of the movies. (Crowdus and Georgakas 5) 
 
Lee’s annoyance with the filmic depictions of the magical negro points to the 
powerlessness of the Reverend.  He can cure the ills of his white counterparts, but his 
race acts as a foil to his own emancipation. 
In the aftermath of family values advocate and compulsive gambler William 
Bennett’s unfortunate remarks about aborting all black babies to lower the crime rate, 
Slavoj Zizek pointed out that the racism of Bennett’s remarks, which Bennett 
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immediately disavowed on air as atrocious and unthinkable, lies not at all in Bennett’s 
cavalier solution to abort black babies.40  For Zizek, the racism lay in the pathological use 
of race: instead of adorable, innocent infants, black babies were recast as future robbers, 
murderers, and rapists.  Zizek indicates that “[m]ore and more, they [poor blacks] live in 
another world, in a blank zone that offers itself as a screen for the projection of our fears, 
anxieties and secret desires” (Zizek “The Subject”).  
  Where the Remus uses race pathologically (e.g., Cosby’s justification that a 
pound cake thief deserves to be shot in the back of the head, though whether for stealing 
a pound cake or for being poor or for having a unique-sounding name is unclear) the 
Reverend uses himself pathologically.  The Reverend becomes the blank screen onto 
which fantasies may be projected.  Will Smith’s role in The Pursuit of Happyness (2006) 
is emblematic in this regard.  Chris Gardner (Will Smith) is an unemployed, single father 
who goes from being homeless in San Francisco to a multi-millionaire owner of a 
brokerage firm.  The means by which he accomplishes the transformation is by leaving 
unaddressed his boss’s overt racism (Gardner, for example, is singled out to be an errand 
boy, fetching trivialities for the boss).   
Gardner never complains about his lot in life or the unfairness that comes his way, 
and in the end, once chosen from hundreds of candidates to work for the brokerage firm 
Dean Witter, he reaffirms his advice to his son: “You got a dream—you gotta protect it. 
                                                 
40 Bennett is not the first nor last conservative political pundit to assert blacks are the main culprits of 
criminal activity. Shortly after the decision not to indict Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson, former 
New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani noted on Meet the Press: “I used to look at our crime reduction [in 
New York City], and the reason we reduced homicide by 65 percent is because we reduced it in the black 
community…Because there is virtually no homicide in the white community" (Scott). 
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People can't do somethin' themselves; they wanna tell you ‘you can't do it.’ If you want 
somethin', go get it. Period” (The Pursuit).  
  The prominent feature of Chris Gardner’s advice echoes in the truisms that school 
teachers and grandparents tell children: that in America, anyone can be president—and 
that in America, you can achieve anything you want if you work hard enough.  Here, of 
course, the Reverend’s authorization to admonish and advise encounters the constraints 
on that liberty: the Reverend’s upbraiding of white folks remains limited to what he can 
parrot back to them.  The film’s ideological palatability would be lost, if Gardner had 
added “because you’re black”:  “They wanna tell you that you can’t do it because you’re 
black.”  The invocation, the “calling out” of racism in the social order, would have 
defeated the (imaginary) race reconciliation purpose of the Reverend. 
 The Reverend incarnation figures prominently in post-apocalyptic films—from 
Laurence Fishburne’s Morpheus in The Matrix trilogy (1999-2003) to Denzel 
Washington’s Eli in The Book of Eli (2010).  They all have one salient feature in 
common: like the Magical Negro, the Reverend of post-apocalyptic cinema serves as 
sage advisor to a reluctant white male hero.  The Reverend may lead the surviving group, 
but he cannot cross over into the Promised Land. 
 The Reverend symbolizes Moses in other ways as well.  Unlike the Abraham of 
Christian, Jewish, and Islamic texts, Moses never existed as father of the human race, but 
rather descended from Abraham, who God promised to make the “father of many 
nations” (KJV, Gen. 17.5).  Moses was the guide who led his people to the Promised 
Land, but he could not enter.  It was Joshua who led the Israelites into the Promised 
Land.  Similarly, the Reverend can never be the father of the post-apocalyptic human 
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race.  His subjectivity is derivative of the reluctant hero.  Yet, unlike Moses, the 
Reverend is powerless to liberate his own race. 
 Perhaps the best depiction of the Reverend in post-apocalyptic film can be seen in 
the Briggs character, played by Laurence Fishburne, the quintessential Reverend, in the 
film The Colony (2013).  Briggs is the leader of one of the few remaining colonies left on 
frozen Earth.  His colony is dying off from an outbreak of influenza, which necessitates 
the expulsion of all infected colonists from the group. The ousted sick members have a 
false choice: take a bullet (to the head) or take a walk (in the snow and subzero 
temperatures).  Both choices leave members dead; therefore, there really is no choice. 
Once infected, members must die.  Briggs and the other colonists believe this false choice 
somehow civilizes and separates them from the less compassionate people left in the 
world, for example the larger group they left, where anarchy led to the strong preying 
upon the weak. 
 The same belief in a false freedom of choice leads Briggs to believe he is actually 
in charge of the group.  As the Reverend, he reprimands the remaining colonist, all white, 
of any wrongdoings, while also showing them kindness and patience.  Briggs’ authority 
is regularly challenged by Mason, his enforcer and security chief.  Where Briggs labors 
under the illusory notion of civility, Mason harbors more callous beliefs.  For Mason, 
survival is clear cut: those who stand in the way of the group’s survival must be 
discarded.  Mason believes the sick must be dispensed by the quickest means possible, 
without adjudication and without a quarantine period.  He also believes the colony’s 
survivors must work harder and sacrifice more.   
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 Mason’s racism and misogyny, masked under the guise of concern for the colony, 
are never addressed; yet, they pose an ever present conflict for the group.  When Briggs 
appoints Kai, a woman, as temporary leader while he performs a wellness check on 
another colony, Mason’s indignation quickly manifests in his brutality and severe 
treatment of the colonists.  Once Briggs leaves, Mason attacks Kai and places her under 
arrest.   He takes over the colony, informing the members: “Briggs’ rules don’t work 
anymore. We need to be tougher to survive…You don’t pull your weight. You don’t eat.” 
 Mason’s insubordination is never addressed as a response to a black leader who 
appoints a female interim leader, but as response to “soft” leadership, the sort of 
leadership only possible with a Reverend—a flaccid symbol of masculinity.  While the 
racist and misogynistic tensions are always ever present for the viewer, those tensions are 
never overtly tackled.  Instead, the viewer experiences subtler moments.  For instance, 
when Briggs admonishes Mason for summarily killing a sick colonist, Mason says to 
Briggs, “you think with someone you served with, you give them a little more respect.”  
Mason sense of entitlement, even after breaking one of the rules binding the colony 
together, is based on his own white, male privilege. 
 As is common with in depictions of the Reverend, no one mentions race.  Racial 
difference is present in the embodiment of Briggs; yet, the slippage of Briggs’ skin color 
is never addressed.  In other words, the antagonist never says: you can’t be leader 
because you’re black.  Instead Mason, finds a flaw in Briggs’ very Reverend nature.  The 
thing that makes the Reverend a spiritual guide for the white male (i.e., his temperament), 
precludes him from being the leader himself.   
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Films prior to the 1990s openly addressed a character’s—particularly a villainous 
character’s—racist bias.  Beginning with the Clinton presidency, though, filmmakers 
made a concerted effort to eschew depictions of racial biases, both overt and covert.  
Perhaps the best instance of this can be seen in the film Unforgiven (1992).  When the 
town’s sheriff Little Bill Daggett beats Morgan Freeman’s character Ned Logan, it is 
reminiscent of the white master savagely beating his black slave.  Although the setting of 
the film is 16 years after the end of the Civil War, Ned possesses all the privileges of his 
white male counterparts in the film—freedom to own land, freedom to travel without 
restrictions, freedom to enjoy sexual congress with white women, etc.  When Little Bill 
beats Ned to death and displays his battered body for the town to see, Ned’s body cannot 
be stripped of its race.  A sign around Ned’s neck reads: “This is What Happens to 
Assassins Around Here.”  Even with this whitewashing of Ned’s race, the viewer could 
seemingly read the sign as: “This is What Happens to Niggers Around Here.”  Yet, the 
filmmaker’s omission of Ned’s race only makes it ever more present. 
 These elisions of race can only be interpreted as the consequence of racial shame.  
A society whose history is steeped in slavery and racial terrorism must erase that history 
in order for its subjects to accept and adhere to an ideology that maintains white 
privilege. Racial shame leads to an ideology that Eduardo Bonilla-Silva calls color-blind 
racism.  This ideology “explains contemporary racial inequality as the outcome of 
nonracial dynamics” (2).  These dynamics include those already discussed such as poor 
family planning and educational choices, as well as a perceived lack of work ethic.  Also 
prevalent in this ideology is denial that racism, or even race, exists.  Bonilla-Silva calls 
this framework of color-blind racism the “minimization of racism” (43).   
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 For the belief in the United States’ exceptionalism, an idea taken from the 
observations of Alexis de Tocqueville, to cohere a society, the subject must believe the 
nation is without fault.41  The brutal stain of slavery and Jim Crow made this impossible 
until a new narrative formed—what Donald Pease calls the New American 
Exceptionalism.  New American Exceptionalism becomed possible through “state 
fantasy”.  Fantasy, which will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter, is 
traditionally thought of as existing in the private realm of each individual.  Fantasy for 
Jacqueline Rose, however, can also be a collective endeavor that “plays a central 
constitutive role in the modern world of states and nations” (4).  In order for a state to 
exist, its citizens must participate in a collective suspension of belief—a protective 
fiction—that allows for its legitimacy. 
In his letters to Wilhelm Fliess, Freud described fantasy as “protective fiction,” in 
which the subject adapts to make accessible uncomfortable memories that may emerge 
(Masson 247). In the state fantasy, subjects of a nation form protective fictions to counter 
the inconsistences of the national doctrine.42  For example, a subject may form protective 
                                                 
41 De Tocqueville noted, “I consider the people of the United States as that portion of the English people 
which is commissioned to explore the wilds of the New World; whilst the rest of the nation, enjoying more 
leisure and less harassed by the drudgery of life, may devote its energies to thought, and enlarge in all 
directions the empire of the mind. The position of the Americans is therefore quite exceptional, and it may 
be believed that no democratic people will ever be placed in a similar one” (32).  De Tocqueville’s 
observations elide the presence of an indigenous population already inhabiting the “wilds” of the New 
World as well the slave labor exploited to build up the nation.  This same elision is still present in 
contemporary discussions of American Exceptionalism by top conservatives.  For example, Ramesh 
Ponnuru of the National Review states, “our country has always been exceptional. It is freer, more 
individualistic, more democratic, and more open and dynamic than any other nation on earth. These 
qualities are the bequest of our Founding and of our cultural heritage.” 
42 Freud also discusses Compromise-Formation as a way of dealing with uncomfortable realities.  The 
subject represses the uncomfortable ideas and they become unconscious thoughts. When the thoughts 
return to the subject’s consciousness, they are different from the original ideas.  Freud says, “re-activated 
memories…never reemerge into consciousness unchanged: what become conscious as obsessional ideas 
and affects, and take the place of the pathogenic memories so far as conscious life is concerned, are 
structures in the nature of a compromise between the repressed ideas and the repressing ones” (“Further” 
390).  For the purposes of discussing national doctrine and American Exceptionalism, this study will focus 
on Freud’s “protective fiction.” 
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fictions to mitigate the contradictions of a “democratic” society where her nation 
practices imperialistic policies.  This enables the U.S. citizen to believe her government’s 
involvement in the Middle East, for example, propping up brutal dictators, does not 
contradict her principles of democracy.   
Yet, the way the subject processes this contradiction evidences a complexity 
seldom appreciated, for she both disavows U.S. imperialism and derives enjoyment from 
the U.S.’s exemption to this rule.  The pleasure comes from the transgression against the 
national doctrine, which is seen as moral and handed down by paternal authority.  
Explaining further the U.S. citizen’s attempt to reconcile her government’s imperialistic 
activities, Donald Pease says: 
American exceptionalism induced Americans to propagate the American 
national ideal domestically and globally so as to nullify the imperial 
enemy’s desire for domestic and global dominance. Overall, the fantasy 
worked by enabling U.S. citizens to experience what was exceptional 
about the U.S. national identity as the disavowal of U.S. imperialism at 
home and abroad (21). 
 
In other words, in order to defeat Al Qaeda, and now ISIL, the U.S. must violate its 
policy of freedom and democracy by removing democratically elected regimes, such as 
Hamas in the Palestinian territories and the Islamic Brotherhood in Egypt, to ensure 
American interests.  The U.S. subject garners pleasure from such abdication of principles 
when she feels it is necessary to punish “the evildoers.”  Like Dylan Roof, the subject 
believes this break in the social order, such as the imagined unlawfulness of the racialized 
Muslim, exposes the big Other’s weakness. When the U.S. violates the tenets it espouses 
to other nations, the subject gains pleasure from the fascist gesture deployed to conceal 
this weakness.  
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Returning to the discussion of racial shame, not only is there a shame on the part 
of the white subject for the historical oppression of blacks, but the black subject 
encounters shame as well for mentioning race. A common refrain that has moved from 
conservative circles to mainstream America is that blacks are the true racists, or “Race 
Peddlers,” because they are the ones always perpetually injecting race or playing the race 
card.  The “term playing the race card,” as bell hooks suggests, trivializes the issue of 
race as a game (27).  She goes on to say, “Of course the irony is that we are not actually 
allowed to play at the game of race, we are merely pawns in the hands of those who 
invent the games and determine the rules” (35). With the deck metaphorically stacked 
against them, many blacks avoid discussing issues of race to avoid such labels race 
peddlers or race baiters.  
 Revisiting the film The Colony, the stain of racial shame precludes the characters 
from ever broaching the subject of race.  Briggs and the other colonists never wonder 
why Mason challenges Briggs’ decisions.  The question never arises because the 
filmmakers rightfully know most U.S. viewers will make the connection to playing the 
race card.  Once that connection is made, many viewers may no longer feel sympathetic 
towards Briggs and believe Mason is correct in asserting Briggs is a weak leader.  When 
the black subject identifies his slippage (i.e., plays the race card), acknowledges his 
mimicry will never fully inscribe him into the social order, the white supremacist may 
recoil from the black subject’s admission. The white supremacist recoil is racial shame, 
yet the response to that racial shame manifests as antagonism toward the black subject. 
As the Reverend, Briggs only serves as placeholder for the true leader—who will 
become the symbolic father figure for the colony—Sam.  Sam’s whiteness guarantees his 
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spot as the real leader of the colony.  When Sam was a young boy, Briggs rescued him 
from certain death and raises him into a young adult male.  Initially, Sam acts as the 
traditional reluctant hero—rejecting his “calling,” refusing to advance into manhood—
but upon Briggs’ death, Sam responds by assuming the role of leader.  For Sam to make 
this transition into manhood, Briggs must die.  Briggs sacrifices himself, by blowing 
himself up and destroying a vital bridge, so that a group of cannibalistic marauders will 
not make it back to the colony. 
 The Reverend and Remus both reveal that in the cinematic post-apocalyptic world 
the black male can never assume the role of father figure.  Instead, the black male 
functions under only three possible roles: advisor, placeholder, or thug.   Operating in 
these roles, the black male acts as a conduit for the survival of mankind.  As the advisor 
or placeholder, he ensures the white male ascends to leadership.  As the thug, he stands as 
the catalyst that spurs the reluctant hero to act.  These ideological lynchings, which 
desexualize the black male, preclude him from ever becoming the father figure—because 
the thought of a black Abraham (i.e., the “father of many nations”), makes the moviegoer 
indoctrinated in western sensibilities uncomfortable.  Harkening back to the biblical 
origin narratives of Adam and Abraham, the idea that humanity could possibly originate 
from Africa or Asia is untenable for spectators.  While the Remus and Reverend are 
typically depicted as placeholders. My last two incarnations of the black male—
Rapscallion and Ragamuffin—will address the thug and advisor.43 
                                                 
43 While the Reverend may act in some advisory capacity, his ability to occasionally chastise the white 
male hero signals that he is at least symbolically on equal footing with the white male hero. The 
Ragamuffin’s subservience to the hero—more likely heroine—means he serves merely in an advisory 
position. Perhaps the best non-post-apocalyptic example of this can be seen in The Godfather (1972) and 
The Godfather: Part II (1974).  Tom Hagan, though raised with the other Corleone children, can only act as 
consigliere, advisor, to the crime boss.  Hagan is constantly reminded in both movies that he is not family 
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3. Rapscallion—Andre in Dawn of the Dead 
  Where the Reverend offers himself for pathological use in a largely positive light, 
the Rapscallion presents himself to the social order for pathological use in a largely 
negative light.  Similar to Bogle’s brute and black buck, the Rapscallion by its very 
definition is an apparent rogue or rascal, a perceived threat to the social order.  In a 
political sense, the Rapscallion’s performance evinces an even deeper-seated 
conservative positioning than the Remus because the Rapscallion’s conduct follows 
precisely the “script” laid out by such political pundits as William Bennett.    
  Comedian Chris Rock’s Rapscallion status derives from his unapologetic 
criticism of white U.S. citizens.  In his HBO special Chris Rock: Never Scared (2004), 
Rock laments the U.S. government’s disdain for rap music.  The government hates rap, 
he says, because they won’t arrest anybody who kills a rapper.  Rock is referring to the 
unsolved murders of rappers Tupac Shakur, Biggie Smalls (a.k.a Christopher Wallace), 
and Jam Master Jay, (a.k.a Jason Mizell).  Rock continues:  
If Billy Joel, Elton John, and David Bowie got shot, they’d have Bruce 
Springsteen’s house surrounded….You mean to tell me they can find 
Saddam Hussein in a hole, but you can’t tell me who shot Tupac.  They 
found Saddam Hussein in fucking Iraq.  Tupac got shot in Vegas.  The 
motherfucker got shot on the strip.  In front of Circus Circus. (Never) 
 
Black people, of course, have complained for years that the life of a black man is 
insignificant in the U.S.  But what earns Rock Rapscallion status is not the truth or falsity 
of his statements but rather the manner in which he presents himself to the social order.44 
                                                 
and therefore has no decision-making power.  Similarly, the Ragamuffin, can only advise, but not guide nor 
admonish the hero/heroine. 
44 Chris Rock has also positioned himself as Remus when, during an uncomfortable stage performance in 
1996, Rock lamented that there was a civil war between black people and “niggaz.”  He went on to say he 
loves black people, but hates niggaz, and wished he could join the KKK to kill all niggaz (Bring).  His 
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The aftermath of death of Michael Brown, killed by a white Ferguson, Missouri 
police officer, attested to the “thuggification” of black youth.45  As Brown’s previous 
actions, including his alleged strong-arm robbery of a convenience store moments before 
his death, became public knowledge, the narrative of a criminal who brought about his 
own death took hold.  Moral clarity was significant in this narrative.  Moral clarity 
allowed the subject, both white and non-white, to determine who was the villain and who 
was the hero in the narrative.   
Understanding the traditional western film enables one to view the events of 
Ferguson in a new light.  Encapsulating moral clarity depicted in the western genre, Carl 
Plantinga explains, “[i]n the Western myth, ritualized violence is purgative because it 
cleanses society of the ‘Other’ in eliminating the outlaw or ‘savage’”(65).  By purging 
the villain, the hero effects, or at least allows, a regeneration of the community’s social 
order. Ostensibly, the hero perpetrates regeneration through violence, but the act alone 
does not make him identifiable as the hero.  The sequence of events, or rather when the 
events occur, determines who is the hero and who is the villain.  After the initial 
disruption through violence, the hero restores order through further violence, and because 
his character responds to the first violent act rather than acting as the first perpetrator of 
violence, he is deemed the hero.  
                                                 
distinction between blacks (hard-working and moral) and niggaz (lazy and immoral) itself reinforces racist 
stereotypes the likes of which William Bennett successfully invokes without the use of any such strong 
language.  
45 The race of the officer, Darren Wilson, is not as important as his status as an agent of government 
imbued with powers to lawfully kill civilians with seemingly little impunity.  It is worth noting that the race 
of the police officer is not significant, as statistics show that non-white police officers are just as biased 
against black males as their white counterparts.  For additional information regarding studies on racial 
biases of non-white police officers, see Revisiting Who Is Guarding the Guardians?, chapter 3 and Fyfe, 
pgs. 370 and 372. 
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Returning to the western Unforgiven, Sheriff Little Bill’s brutal actions—
protecting the lawless cowboys (the first actors of violence), beating a gunslinger earlier 
in the movie, and then killing Ned—secure his position as the villain.  When Bill Munny 
kills the remaining cowboy and Little Bill, the last violent act in the film, he becomes the 
hero, restoring order to the town of Big Whisky. 
When Michael Brown robbed the convenience store moments before his death, 
the narrative that would “thuggify” him solidified, enabling a St. Louis County grand jury 
to return a no true bill against Officer Darren Wilson (i.e., decline to indict him).  
Brown’s actions also sheltered the U.S. Justice Department from criticism once their 
investigation found there was no reason to doubt Wilson’s account of the events, and 
therefore, Brown’s civil rights had not been violated.  Officer Wilson’s description of 
Brown’s superhuman strength made perfect sense when juxtaposed with surveillance 
video of Brown shoving a store clerk.46  As the first actor of violence, Brown embodied 
the prototypical villain and presented the moral clarity necessary for Officer Wilson to 
justifiably kill him.  It does not matter what version of media accounts is coopted, the 
narrative always starts with Brown as the aggressor and ends with Wilson as the hero: 
                                                 
46 Waytz, Hoffman, and Trawalter explore the superhumanization of blacks.  Their research suggests white 
subjects both “implicitly and explicitly superhumanize blacks versus whites” (6).  Superhumanization 
involves the perception of blacks “possessing mental and physical qualities that are supernatural 
(transcending the laws of nature), extrasensory (transcending the bounds of normal human perception), and 
magical (influencing or manipulating the natural world through symbolic or ritualistic means)” (1). This 
form of dehumanization is associated with a diminished capacity to recognize blacks’ pain or feel empathy 
for them (2) 
Being cast as “superhuman” is perhaps an unconscious self-fulfilling prophesy for some urban black 
males—influenced by nihilistic rap artists such as Christopher “Biggie Smalls” Wallace and hyper violent 
films such as Scarface (1983)—to answer what Aime Ellis labels a “call to die” (5).  Ellis contends the 
“deathly history of racial terror and state violence” brought about an imagining of freedom for the black 
male by overcoming his fear of death (5). One could surmise that as a result of his attempt to overcome the 
fear of death, some black males carry out this summons because they believe this is what is expected of 
them by the other. 
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• If the narrative starts with Brown robbing the convenience store, 
he is the aggressor (villain), and Wilson (hero) restores order by shooting 
him. 
• If the narrative instead starts with Brown jaywalking—leaving out 
the robbery—Brown is still the aggressor for jaywalking, and Wilson 
restores order by shooting him. 
• If the narrative starts after Wilson confronts Brown and his friend 
Dorian Johnson—leaving out the robbery and jaywalking—Brown is the 
aggressor because he attacks Wilson while he is still in his patrol car, and 
Wilson restores order by shooting him. 
• Finally, if the narrative starts after Brown flees from the vehicle—
leaving out the robbery, jaywalking, and attack at the patrol car—Brown is 
still the aggressor because he turns around and charges Wilson as if Brown 
“was going to run right through” him, and Wilson restores order by 
shooting Brown (Somashekhar et al). 
Taken in this light, Bill Cosby’s screed about the stolen pound cake makes perfect sense.  
 In the post-apocalyptic film, the same racial shame that prevents the Remus and 
Reverend from ever addressing race, enables the thug, or Rapscallion, to experience a 
rebirth but precludes him from being the father of the remade world.  Harkening back to 
the post-nuclear rebirth Mick Broderick addresses in the first chapter of this dissertation, 
the Rapscallion believes he can put his past acts of violence aside. Yet, the Rapscallion’s 
very thug nature forces him to repeat his past mistakes. 
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 Redeemed Rapscallions are appealing in popular culture. For example, Shawn 
“Jay-Z” Carter and Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson both sold drugs and participated in gun 
violence, with the latter surviving an assassination attempt.  Both are now successful 
business men and multimillionaires.  Yet, the common perception suggests these men are 
one arrest away from returning to their rapscallion ways.  The redeemed Rapscallion fits 
neatly into a Pygmalion-type narrative, but his social status and race prevent him from 
becoming a full member of society.  When a Southaven, Mississippi middle school 
teacher used Jay-Z as an example of resilience for an assignment, many parents 
complained.  One parent said the students should be studying “somebody that is a success 
that has done good things—not thug life things” (Starnes).  After the artist met with 
Governor Andrew Cuomo to discuss policing practices, the New York Post’s headline 
emphasized the Governor met with ex-crack dealer Jay-Z (Short, Roberts, and Golding).  
It does not matter how many records Jay-Z sells, or how many restaurants he owns, or 
how many professional sports teams he acquires, Jay-Z will always be Jay-Z and never 
Shawn Carter. 
 The post-apocalyptic Rapscallion recognizes, from the fallout of the destroyed 
world, that he must change his ways. As if to fulfill his counterpart in popular culture’s 
perceived destiny, the Rapscallion must fail in his rehabilitative attempts.  Andre, a soon-
to-be father in Dawn of the Dead acknowledges this challenge when he has the following 
exchange with Kenneth, a police officer, in the mall men’s room the day after zombies 
overrun a Wisconsin city: 
Andre: Is this the end of times? Cause if it is. I’m telling you—I’m 
fucked…I’m serious. I’ve done some bad things. 
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Kenneth: Oh, I get it. You saw hell yesterday. Now you're scared of going 
to hell for all the bad things you've done. I'll tell you what. Go in the stall, 
say five Hail Marys, wipe your ass, and you and God can call it even. 
Andre: You think I feel like I deserve to be here?...Well—I don’t…I feel 
like I’m here for another reason.  I feel like I’m here to bring that baby on 
this Earth. And give it everything that I never had. I just want the 
opportunity to change things.  
 
Andre’s girlfriend Luda is heavily pregnant and in need of medical assistance.  Although 
Andre has participated in criminal activity in the pre-apocalyptic world, he feels it is his 
duty to ensure the post-apocalyptic world offers his unborn daughter the opportunities he 
believes eluded him.  Andre seemingly regards the new world order as a land of 
opportunity never afforded him in the pre-apocalyptic world.  (See Fig. 3.2). 
Yet, as a subject of the old world, Andre’s subsequent actions seem to support the 
classicist adage, “you can talk the thug out of the ghetto, but you can’t take the ghetto out 
of the thug.”  Andre endangers the safety of the entire group.  Earlier, Luda is bitten by a 
zombie and gradually becomes zombified herself.  Andre hides Luda and her condition 
from the rest of the group, and sets about delivering their baby on his own.  After Luda 
dies, returns reanimated as a zombie, and gives birth to a zombified infant, Andre still 
holds on to the illusion of a normal family. When Norma, a fellow survivor in the mall, 
discovers Luda and the zombified baby, she points a gun at them. Andre asks Norma if 
she wants to kill his family.  She responds by shooting Luda in the head, and Andre 
returns fire. The rest of the group finds all three dead from this volley of gunfire.  The 
zombie baby remains.  The nurse Ana, who until this point has only saved lives, kills the 
zombie baby.  Andre’s possible ascension into role as father of the remade world is wiped 
out in a hail of bullets. 
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As the Rapscallion, Andre’s thuggification takes place before the first act of 
aggression occurs.  It does not matter when the film’s narrative starts, Andre’s past and 
present actions are always rendered villainous.  His criminal activity before the zombie 
apocalypse is an act of aggression, so Andre and his progeny must die.  His concealment 
of Luda’s condition jeopardizes the mall’s survivors and therefore is an act of aggression, 
so Andre and his progeny must die.  His attempt to protect his family from Norma is an 
act of aggression, so Andre and his progeny must die.  His position as Rapscallion makes 
it no coincidence he is the first non-infected human to be killed by another non-infected 
human in the film.   
The death of Andre and his family and Norma marks a shift for the group, who 
until this point, had lived in relative safety in the shopping mall, enjoying the amenities 
of a lost consumerist society.  Kenneth, the only other African American in the group, 
and an epitomization of the Remus, tells the group there are some things far worse than 
death—“one of them is sitting here waiting to die.”  Kenneth’s words become the catalyst 
for the group leaving the comfort of the shopping mall and venturing outside.  The 
Rapscallion’s actions jar the group from the fantastical loop they seemed trapped in 
earlier.  In this sense, the Rapscallion, as with his real-life counterpart, serves as impetus 
for action.47  
 
 
                                                 
47 While Michael Brown’s death did not lead to a conviction of Officer Wilson, it did bring to light the 
racist policing practices of not only Ferguson, Missouri, but the surrounding townships and lead to the 
eventual changes enacted after the report released from the U.S. Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division 
found patterns and practices of racial bias in the city of Ferguson.   
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4. Ragamuffin—Cinna in The Hunger Games 
  The final ideological incarnation of the black male finds a Ragamuffin who is 
imagined by the hetero white female as the Negro Spirit Guide—someone who will make 
her desirable to the white male.  Some in popular culture have derisively called these 
women “fag hags” because the women’s perceived insecurities draw them to gay men.  
Yet, the relationship is more complex than a term that debases both the woman and the 
gay male. It is important to understand this relationship in order to make a radical break 
from the white patriarchal order. 
For the Ragamuffin, inscription into the social order rests with his mimicry and 
who he takes as his desired identificatory object, or who he identifies with.  The 
Ragamuffin rejects masculinization and instead appropriates a form of hyper-
feminization.  By forgoing masculine identity, he occupies an in-between position within 
society, a lost person.  His intermediate positon enables the Ragamuffin to adopt an 
exaggerated mimicry of the “ideal (white) woman.” This fetishizing of one’s own 
performance, what Zizek and Lacan have called perversion, is the dominant feature of the 
effeminate black male Ragamuffin.    
  At first glance, the Ragamuffin resembles Bogle’s Mammy, but the Ragamuffin 
does not exhibit the maternal functions of the Mammy.  Instead the Ragamuffin, 
regardless of the black male’s sexual orientation, performs in accord with Judith Butler’s 
assessment of drag queens: it’s not that a man in drag desires to be a woman, but rather 
that the goal of dragging is for the man to be every woman.  In a rather coincidental yet 
unfortunate confluence of events, after Butler wrote about this in Bodies That Matter 
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(1993), performer Whitney Houston released the song “I’m Every Woman,” which 
continues to be regularly performed by drag queens.    
  But where Butler points to a radicality in dragging, theorizing that the drag 
queen’s challenge to heteronorms is so disruptive as to threaten the functioning of the 
social order, the performances of the Ragamuffin seem to be anything but subversive or 
threatening.  The Ragamuffin is frequently played by Eddie Murphy in his secondary 
roles in films like Norbit (2007) and the Nutty Professor films (1996 and 2000).  The 
distinguishing feature does not seem to be sexual orientation—the erratic, notably 
effeminate Chris Tucker plays a heterosexual drag queen in The Fifth Element (1997), 
while Billy Porter portrays an openly gay man in The Broken Hearts Club (2000).     
  Without sexual orientation as a definitive feature of the Ragamuffin, one must 
turn to the privileging of the Ragamuffin’s opinions in the areas of romance and style.  
Fashion personality J. Alexander on the syndicated broadcast America’s Next Top Model 
frequently issued advice to women on how to sexually entice men.  But the privilege 
extended beyond the mere trivialities of dating to (rather ironically) safeguarding the very 
white heteronorms Butler suggests are threatened by dragging:  J. Alexander criticized 
Melissa Etheridge for wearing a tuxedo instead of gown to the Academy Awards—and 
voted her the worst dressed man of the evening.  Choreographer Mikey Minden in the TV 
show Pussycat Dolls Present: The Search for The Next Doll distinguished the reality TV 
show’s participants who must dance “classy” from the “stripper dance” performers like 
Britney Spears.  While disparaging make-up artist Paolo Ballesteros for transforming 
himself into First Lady, Michelle Obama, Univision style contributor Rodner Figueroa 
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quipped "Michelle Obama looks like she's from the cast of Planet of the Apes" (qtd. in J. 
Miller). 
If dragging was merely attended by an acknowledgement that not all men who 
dress as women are homosexual, dragging might pose a true threat to the gendered, 
chauvinistic social order.  But because dragging is also accompanied by overt expressions 
reifying the white heteronormative social order, the mode of Ragamuffin resembles 
instead a mere ideological position with a distinct function that shores up the white 
heteronormative order.    
The documentary film about drag queens, Paris Is Burning (1990), further 
suggests that the goal of dragging is to be inscribed into the social order by way of a 
white man.  In the interviews throughout the film the drag queens continually reference 
marrying a rich businessman who will take care of them.  It would seem clear they desire 
not only a white man, but also desire to be loved as the white woman.  In this sense, the 
drag queen takes the white woman as his or her desired identificatory object. 
Returning to Rodner Figueroa, when he made his controversial on-air comment, 
the show’s host offered him an opportunity to retract his statement about Mrs. Obama by 
saying he (the host) thought she was very attractive.  After his termination from the 
network, Figueroa penned an open letter of apology to the first lady. In it he impressed 
upon her and the public that he could not be racist because he was gay and his father was 
of Afro-Latino descent.  Figueroa’s observation about Mrs. Obama has more to do with 
his perception of desirability and less to do with racism.  As a gay man mired in the same 
inscription into the social order as the drag queens of Paris Is Burning, Figueroa views 
dark skin and features as apelike (and masculine), while pale skin and features are viewed 
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as desirable to the white heteronormative order, even though many of his audience 
members possess features closer to those of Mrs. Obama. 
This point illustrates not the misguidedness of such desires and ambitions to be a 
hetero white woman, but rather the symbiotic relationship between the effeminate-
performing Ragamuffin and the white woman who turns to him for guidance in love and 
fashion.  The symbiotic relationship is successful because sexual desires are not directed 
at each other but at the white male other.  Both seek to fulfill the desires of the white 
male other.  Lacan asserts that all desire is the desire of the other’s desire” (The Four 
235).  Lacan’s point is significant because it explains why the white female and the 
Ragamuffin do not seek recognition from each other.  Their investment is in the white 
male’s desire and their desire for recognition from the white male. 
The post-apocalyptic film The Hunger Games (2012) and its sequel The Hunger 
Games: Catching Fire (2013) present a compelling example of this relationship.  Katniss, 
a tribute from District 12, must transform herself into an appealing competitor, worthy of 
support from the sponsors she will need to survive the Hunger Games.  Because she hails 
from a poor district and lacks the charisma and appeal of the other tributes, the task of 
making Katniss appealing rests upon her stylist Cinna.  His sexual orientation is 
ambiguous, but his role as the black stylist and cheerleader of Katniss positions him as a 
classic Ragamuffin, as evidenced in the following dialogue: 
Cinna: I’m here to help you in any way I can. 
Katniss: So, you’re here to make me look pretty? 
Cinna: I’m here to help you make an impression. 
 
Katniss uses Cinna’s skills and creativity to transform herself into a sensitive, confident, 
attractive tribute—qualities Katniss does not naturally possess. (See Fig. 3.3). 
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 The old proverb states “clothes make the man.” Yet, in both The Hunger Games 
and The Hunger Games: Catching Fire Cinna’s clothing not only make the woman, they 
make a revolution. Katniss’ fiery costumes substitute for fiery oration to spark a rebellion 
across Panem, formerly North America.  The Hunger Games films both critique 
capitalism, as evidenced in the depiction of gluttony and debauchery in the capital, and 
celebrate it.  In an effort to show the influence that Katniss has over Hunger Games 
viewers, the film illustrates how people in the capital have begun purchasing Cinna’s 
clothing and appropriating Katniss’ looks.  President Snow is appalled when he sees his 
granddaughter wearing Katniss’ signature ponytail. 
 Katniss, who is resentful of the Capital’s excesses in light of the other suffering 
districts, is immediately swept up in the same opulence when she tries on Cinna’s 
stunning outfits.  This excess binds Katniss and Cinna. Their participation in the 
decadence of high fashion illustrates the necessity of capitalism in the hetero-white 
female’s and the Rapscallion’s relationship. This relationship, however, can be one-sided 
when the hetero-white female benefits from appropriating the Rapscallion’s style. 
Vogueing is a contemporary example of the hetero-white female benefiting from 
the Ragamuffin’s skills and creativity.  Vogueing, featured in Paris Is Burning, is a 
nonviolent dance manner that includes snapping and mime-like gestures.  Where 
vogueing first served as the means for drag queens to exhibit dominance over competitors 
in drag balls, singer Madonna later borrowed heavily from the dance style for her early 
1990s music video “Vogue.”  
But this symbiotic relationship, and the subsequent emulation and 
commodification of black (gay) culture has not gone unnoticed.  Late filmmaker Marlon 
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Riggs criticized the appropriation of snapping and certain dance moves by white women, 
lamenting that it reduced black gayness to mere Negro Faggotry.  Negro Faggotry robs 
the individual of any subjectivity by reducing him to an object to be gazed upon and even 
licenses outright ridicule of him:  
Instead of a symbol of communal expression and at times, cultural 
defiance, the snap [vogueing] becomes part of a simplistically reduced 
Negro faggot identity: it functions as a mere signpost of effeminate, cute, 
comic homosexuality.  Thus robbed of its full political and cultural 
dimension, the snap, in this appropriation descends to stereotype. (255)   
 
The broader problem is not just the fetishization of the black gay male but rather that 
what happens with the Ragamuffin is a fetishization of a fetishization.  This is perhaps 
one of the truest examples of a simulacrum, a copy of which an original never existed.  
Both the Ragamuffin and white woman, as they ceaselessly emulate and live up to one 
another’s performances, avoid notice of how they are bound up in the dominant male 
patriarchy of the social order because their performance is subject to the hetero-white 
male’s desires.    
  But delving further into what is being fetishized here, the thing that the 
Ragamuffin’s perversion has fixed, Zizek references a British beer commercial that 
reenacts the chance meeting of a princess who kisses a frog that turns into a prince.  
When the prince kisses the princess, she naturally turns into a beer.  For Zizek, the beer 
represents the partial object, that which is leftover in the other when the other has been 
reduced to its true utility for the social order.  Zizek explains, “[f]or the woman, her love 
can turn a frog into a beautiful man, while for the man love reduces the woman to what 
psychoanalysis calls a “partial object”, that in you which makes me desire you (“Is 
This”).  It is this “beer” of the white woman, the symbolic essence of white femininity 
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that serves as the fixation of the Ragamuffin—and, contra Butler, leaves him utterly non-
radical. 
Comedian Dave Chappelle, whose own sketches frequently employed the 
Ragamuffin figure, further elaborates what this symbolic “beer,” or the partial object, 
encompasses when, in his standup, Chappelle suggests, “[w]omen always say they can’t 
keep a man.  All you have to do is suck his dick, lick his balls, make him a sandwich, and 
don’t talk so much” (Killin’).  The story about the beer illustrates that the male subject 
does not want a full woman. Instead what he wants is what Chappelle talks about in his 
standup. The female subject fails to recognize the male subject does not want a full 
woman.  Instead, the female subject tries to emphasize those aspects of femininity that 
she believes the male desires.  In other words, she says, “I’m going to ‘play up’ the aspect 
of my personality or appearance that makes me desirable.”  The Ragamuffin says the 
same thing. However, it does not have the same effect on the hetero-white male subject.  
What is borne out is a fetishization of the fetishization. 
The Ragamuffin’s relation to the white female means his function in the post-
apocalyptic world cannot be that of father, but as a facilitator who shores up white 
paternity.  Like the other incarnations, he must be sacrificed for this endeavor.  But while 
the Remus or Reverand may live on in the group for their measured and comforting 
advice to the group, the Ragamuffin, like all simulacra, is overlooked.   
  Bijan Bayne is correct in asserting Cinna is a characterization of spiritual 
servitude because it harkens back to the Negro Spirit Guide.  While Katniss benefits from 
Cinna’s style and becomes the leader of the Penam rebellion, Cinna is beaten and killed 
for his participation in the revolution, which merely amounted for styling Katniss.  This 
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point leads to what makes the Ragamuffin undeniably non-radical: this fixation on the 
partial object.  The drag performance—and all it entails, including the in-your-face 
attitude while on stage—derives from this fixation on an object of desire that is not real. 
 Where spectators with purported post-racial sensibilities laude the Ragamuffin’s 
fashion prowess, what is missed is how racial shame attenuates the hetero-white female 
and Ragamuffin’s ability to recognize the dysfunctional relationship binding them 
together.  For if the hetero-white female sees the Ragamuffin as the Negro Spirit Guide 
who can make her desirable and the Ragamuffin sees the hetero-white female as the 
object of white males’ desire, there can be no radical break from the white patriarchal 
order. 
5. And the Radical?  
  April 29, 1992, a jury acquitted three Los Angeles officers of brutally beating 
Rodney King.  Widespread rioting ensued after the verdict, and to quell the violence, 
King implored the rioters to stop.  Rodney King’s plea to the TV news, “Can’t we all just 
get along?” sounded once with all its defeatedness and hope as an appeal for the full 
recognition of the black male subject.   He might have phrased his statement in a slightly 
less nuanced fashion and said something like: “Why do the police feel so at liberty 
beating a defenseless black man and yet constrained to similarly beat a white man?”  
The four ideological incarnations of the black male represent more than just failed 
means to gain acceptance into the (white) social order.  They represent the very ways the 
social order both subjugates and excludes the black subject.  But perhaps a fifth 
category—that ought not be considered a category at all—now arises in answer to the 
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failed incarnations offered by the previous four.  The fifth category, not a category at all, 
would be the radical.    
  Zizek’s oft-repeated, tongue-in-cheek advice to “take them at their word” was 
best demonstrated in his answer to a question posed to him by those who believe in 
military conspiracies to hide the existence of UFOs.  When asked how believers in UFOs 
can truly subvert the government in its deception of the U.S. people when the U.S. 
government controls both the means to conceal the existence of UFOs or to fake UFO’s 
existence if such served the government’s purpose, Zizek responded with an answer that 
afforded the least amount of satisfaction imaginable: true subversion in this case would 
be for those who believe in UFOs and government cover-ups to abandon their beliefs and 
begin taking the government at its word (The Sublime 40).    
  Critics like Dyson and hooks have gained their celebrity and staked their careers 
on this (perhaps) most unsatisfying form of subversion.  Rather than lament the 
impossibility of full subjectivity for black men, their writings do not balance the pure 
compromise and capitulation of the Reverend against the selfish, hysteric ramblings of 
the Remus, or weigh the “relative good” served by the fashion-guru Ragamuffin against 
the “evil” body instruments of the Rapscallion.  All four positions are equally ideological.  
No single position advances the subjectivity of either the individual occupying that 
position or those around him.    
  Instead, both Dyson and hooks have taken the (white) social order “at its word” 
and accepted the fundamental antagonism of race operating within the society.  Only 
when one takes the social order at its word does the social order lose its power to 
subjugate and control the individual.  In this instance, the word of the social order is that 
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racism cannot be ameliorated, post-racialism is a lie, that it is a fundamental antagonism 
constitutive of the order.  
Black radicals do not try to exploit that racism or make tradeoffs on it for 
incremental advances in wealth or acceptance.  The embrace of racism, attended by the 
apparent liberty for which they seem to write about it, evidences perhaps the sole means 
that is left to curb that racism.  In this manner, by “taking them at their word,” black 
critics like Dyson and hooks, and many others, have set about to disrupt and force a 
change onto the prevailing social order by offering themselves as true contrarians, true 
radicals, whose speech does not employ the mimicry that white society had promised 
blacks would grant them full inscription.   
For film, and in particular post-apocalyptic film, this requires filmmakers of color 
make films no one will necessarily see.  Noted Rapscallion Chris Rock penned a 
blistering op-ed piece about implicit and explicit racism in Hollywood. Rock maintains 
the only way minorities will become successful in the industry is through personal 
connections, inasmuch as filmmakers only hire people they identify with culturally. His 
argument underscores the premise cultural tribalism prevents diversity in mainstream 
Hollywood cinema. Yet, perhaps his character Andre in his directorial debut Top Five 
presents a better solution. 
Andre wants to be known for more than the Rapscallion dressed in a bear suit 
from his Hammy the Bear movies.  He directs a film about the Haitian slave uprising that 
resulted in the Haitian Revolution, a story real mainstream Hollywood would never 
produce because there are no white heroes readily available to feature as liberator of 
slaves and the inter-racial politics between mulattos, freedmen, and slaves are too 
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nuanced for American and international audiences.  No one sees Andre’s film.  Rock 
offers a subtle jab at Hollywood’s tendency to only produce films of black oppression 
where the white savior facilitates liberation of subservient blacks.  Films such as 
Mississippi Burning (1988), Glory (1989), A Time to Kill (1996), Amistad (1997), The 
Help (2011), and Django Unchained (2012) all feature white heroes and heroines who 
give a voice to voiceless black victims.  Matthew W. Hughey suggests these films “help 
repair what is truly the most dangerous myth of race—a tale of normal and natural white 
paternalism” (7).  He also contends these films enable many whites to believe they are 
victimized by reverse discrimination and blamed for past racial wrongs, or they have a 
sense of post-racial progress where none exists.  Andre’s directorial debut failed not 
because audiences preferred watching his Rapscallion Hammy Bear, but because they did 
not want to be reminded of the racial shame associated with the U.S.’s slave past. 
Andre decides at the end of Top Five that he must return to his stand-up roots and 
Hollywood. One would like to believe the director’s cut of the film would instead feature 
Andre pursuing films that make audiences feel uncomfortable by envisaging those 
images that are unimaginable.  In other words, pulling back the veil that conceals U.S. 
audience’s racial shame. 
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Figure 3. 1 Robert Neville staring down alpha Darkseeker through protective glass. 
Taken from I Am Legend. 
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Figure 3. 2 Andre and Kenneth discussing the dire conditions of their newly destroyed 
world. Taken from Dawn of the Dead.  
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Figure 3. 3 Katniss and Cinna discussing her likeability. Taken from The Hunger Games. 
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Chapter Four 
What WALL-E Can Teach Us about Fantasy in the Age of the Anal Father 
The title of this dissertation invokes the frequent depiction in post-apocalyptic 
narrative of a literal father figure who appears in the aftermath of the end times to preside 
over the denizens of the new world.  The means by which the father figure enlists 
survivors to come together to form the new society is by asking that each sacrifice his or 
her own personal interests in favor of the “good” of the community as a whole.  The 
individual’s willingness to sacrifice his or her personal interests is rewarded with the 
subject’s inclusion in the community.   
Sacrifice in post-apocalyptic narrative is reminiscent of the sacrifice mandate 
depicted in Freud’s primal scene.  For Freud, after the son witnesses (either in person or 
through fantasy) the sexual congress of his parents, the son is prevented from pursuing a 
similar encounter with his mother by the father prohibiting the son from sexual 
enjoyment of any of the father’s women (his wives, girlfriends, daughters, and so on).  
The prohibition is so absolute that, as Lacan notes, even the name of the father is 
sufficient to proclaim the restriction on what the son may enjoy.  The son’s submission to 
the mandate—the son’s agreement to sacrifice (sexual) enjoyment—is the price that the 
son would pay to remain within the family or tribe presided over by the father.   
For Freud, the family or tribal unit is intended to be analogous with society as a 
whole.  The primal scene narrativizes the subject’s experience of a (figurative) father’s 
commandment that, as the price for being included in a community, the subject must 
sacrifice personal interests in favor of the good of all.  The post-apocalyptic narratives 
discussed in previous chapters hew to a similar logic: community in the new world can 
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only be solidified when the father successfully prohibits individual enjoyment in 
exchange for benefitting the society as a whole.  The commandment in post-apocalyptic 
narrative is no different than President John F. Kennedy’s oft-quoted remarks at his 
January 20, 1961 inaugural address: “And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your 
country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country.  My fellow citizens of the 
world: ask not what America will do for you, but what together we can do for the 
freedom of man” (“Ask Not”). 
This last chapter of the dissertation analyzes the post-apocalyptic figuration of a 
contrasting paternal authority—not the father who asks his subjects for sacrifice but 
instead the more contemporary father figure who (seemingly) commands his subjects to 
go enjoy.  This chapter looks at the depiction of a post-apocalyptic society where the 
leader’s mandate appears to be the functional equivalent of President George W. Bush’s 
comments two weeks after 9/11. 
There appears to be no better illustration of the impact of the commandment to 
“go enjoy oneself” than in the animated feature-length film WALL-E (2008), which 
depicts the super-morbidly obese passengers of a cruise-ship-type space vessel.  The film 
leads us to believe that these portly passengers are the descendants of humans who 
vacated Earth over 700 years ago.  While much of their predecessors’ culture has been 
lost, the passengers hold on to one vestige of their forgotten planet: a system of 
exchanging capital for goods and services.  The passengers constantly consume the goods 
and services advertised to them even while they are adrift in deep space, confined to a 
single spacecraft, with no access to the resources of any planet to (presumably) enable 
their prolonged survival in outer space.   
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The unbridled consumerism depicted in WALL-E is slightly different from the 
form of capitalism we would recognize in our daily lives.  There is no marketplace where 
vendors compete for business by offering a panoply of rival goods and services.  In 
WALL-E, all goods and services are offered by one corporation, Buy 'n' Large 
Corporation (“BnL”), the same corporate entity that is operating the spaceship.    The 
“marketplace” on the spaceship is a closed system, entirely monopolized by BnL, with no 
competition and (seemingly) no scarcity of resources to continue the production of goods 
and services.   
The central curiosity of the BnL monopoly implicates a feature necessary for the 
perpetuation of capitalism beyond the free market that permits competition among 
business rivals.  In WALL-E, it is the promotion and advertisement of BnL’s goods and 
services that engender the passengers’ desires to make purchases of the goods and 
services offered to them.  As the passengers travel throughout the ship on their personal 
hovercrafts (which are, in effect, hovering wheelchairs necessary for mobility since each 
passenger has over-consumed himself to a level of obesity that renders walking 
unpleasant), the passengers are bombarded with messages and images from BnL, whose 
slogan is “Buy, Shop, Live,” recommending the next product of the moment that should 
be acquired.   
BnL’s slogan “Buy, Shop, Live” betrays the fantasmatic impetus behind each 
passenger’s purchase of the latest food, drink, toy, and so on.  As reflected in the slogan 
itself, “life” is the goal that can only be reached after one has shopped and bought.  What 
is being purchased, then, is not any specific product that meets a particular subject’s 
desire of the moment.  The passengers are all consuming the same products—at the same 
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time—as their fellow passengers.  The incessant consumption suggests that there is 
something more to each product than meets the eyes, a fantasmatic component that goes 
beyond the purpose of meeting the passengers’ individual needs to quench hunger, thirst, 
or boredom.  What is being purchased here is life itself.  Consumption is the very (and 
sole) means by which the subject can have a life (i.e., can participate in the society 
around her).   
The film’s depiction of a fantasmatic aspect to each commodity is driven home by 
the irony that each passenger on the ship appears to believe she is unique or different 
from other passengers (notwithstanding the nearly uniform, simultaneous consumption by 
all passengers of the same products and services).  In the hair salon, the various robots 
work on women passengers who all have the same three basic hairstyles, with the robots 
complimenting the women as to their uniqueness and saying such things as “it’s the new 
you!” or “stunning!”  The point here is not that WALL-E depicts a shipload of spacefarers 
who are enjoying themselves notwithstanding their otherwise miserable sojourn in deep 
space (a setting that in other films would be attended by the mandate for passengers to 
conserve resources such as food, water, and air).  The point is rather that the passengers 
seem to believe their preservation will only be enabled if they are at work enjoying 
themselves through consumption.   
WALL-E is a far cry from a depiction of a community presided over by a father 
figure, such as Freud’s primitive father, who commands that the subject’s duty is to 
sacrifice enjoyment in exchange for the benefit of society as a whole.  Not only is there 
no depiction in WALL-E of a father figure who issues any commandment to the subjects, 
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but also there are no (express) commandments of anyone’s duty.  The passengers appear 
to recognize independently what is their duty—their duty is to go enjoy themselves.     
Zizek has coined the expression “anal father of enjoyment” to describe a 
metaphorical father figure that contrasts with Freud’s primitive father of prohibition:  
On the one hand there is the oedipal father:  the symbolic—dead father, 
Name-of-the-Father, the father of Law who does not enjoy, who ignores 
the dimension of enjoyment; on the other hand there is the ‘primordial’ 
father, the obscene, superego anal figure that is real-alive, the ‘Master of 
Enjoyment’…The order of succession described by Freud in Totem and 
Taboo (the murdered primordial Father-Enjoyment returns in the guise of 
the symbolic authority of the Name) is thus reversed: the deposed 
symbolic Master returns as the obscene-real Leader (The Metastases 206). 
 
For Zizek, neither Freud’s father of prohibition nor the anal father of enjoyment are 
literal fathers.  In each case, the term father is a metaphor for authority.  Each type of 
authority is distinguished from the other by its relationship to enjoyment: the father of 
prohibition commands the subject to forgo enjoyment, while the father of enjoyment 
commands the subject to enjoy.  The father of prohibition commands that the subject 
sacrifice enjoyment as the price for inclusion in the social order; the father of enjoyment 
commands that the subject enjoy herself as the price for inclusion.   
There are two aspects to the type of enjoyment commanded by Zizek’s anal 
father.  The first aspect is its obscene and excessive nature.  The sort of enjoyment 
associated with the anal father is not a mild, pleasant enjoyment but rather a level of 
excessive overload that becomes unbearable.  The enjoyment commanded by the anal 
father is a level of enjoyment in excess of pleasure.  It is more enjoyment than the subject 
can bear.     
The second aspect of the enjoyment associated with the anal father is its 
superegoic component.  The commandment of the anal father to enjoy is superegoic in 
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the sense that the subject experiences her own enjoyment as always falling short of the 
anal father’s imperative.  The subject is never enjoying enough to satisfy and comply 
with the mandate to enjoy.   
The consequence of the mandate laid down by Zizek’s father of enjoyment is 
captured in WALL-E’s depiction of the passengers’ excessive consumption.  Without a 
father figure commanding the subjects to go enjoy themselves, the passengers 
nonetheless find themselves in the thrall of a superegoic standard of measurement where 
they perpetually determine that their own enjoyment falls short.  Enjoyment is the 
fantasmatic connection between the subject and the goods and/or services that must be 
consumed.  In order to come into or remain in existence, the subject must consume with 
an ever-increasing capacity.   
1. The (Anal) Father Lives!—Maybe  
To fully develop Zizek’s proposition of the anal father, a quick return to Freud’s 
Totem and Taboo where the father of prohibition is first articulated is required.  In Totem 
and Taboo, Freud suggests that the totem, an animal, plant, or force of nature (such as 
rain or water) that signifies a particular clan, can serve as a substitution for the 
father/leader/authority.  For Freud, the structure of taboo itself fosters the desire to violate 
the taboo.  Prohibition of the act awakens within the subject the desire to commit the act 
prohibited.  Freud suggests the “persistence of taboo teaches…one thing…that original 
pleasure to do the forbidden still continues” (55).  By no coincidence then, the sons of the 
primitive father sought to pursue what was made taboo—sexual congress with the 
father’s women. 
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The scene continues through the sons’ expulsion from the tribe.  Thereafter, the 
expelled sons join together and kill the father thereby accomplishing their identification 
with him by consuming the father’s flesh.  The sons commemorate this event with a 
celebratory feast.  Subsequently, the guilt of murdering and consuming the primitive 
father overwhelms the sons.  The sons try to undo their patricide by declaring that the 
killing of the father-substitute, the totem, is not allowed and by renouncing the women 
they “liberated” from the tyrannical father (Freud, Totem 247-50).   By preserving the 
father-substitute, the sons accomplish what the father would have been unable to: they 
make the father more powerful in death than in life.  Although the father is physically 
dead, his symbol (his totem or, in more contemporary terms, his name) continues to stand 
for the same prohibition as his person.   
 This use of the name of the father as a surrogate for the father is how society is 
formed and maintained over time.  For Lacan, “[i]t is in the name of the father [emphasis 
not mine] that we must recognize the basis of the symbolic function which, since the 
dawn of historical time, has identified his person with the figure of the law” (Erits 66).  
 Notwithstanding Freud’s development of the primal scene in Totem and Taboo, 
the modern reader does not need to conceive of this father as a literal father.  Since it is 
the name of the father that carries with it the import of the father’s prohibition, it 
becomes inconsequential whether there was ever an actual father who, at the dawn of 
civilization, prohibited his sons from committing incest.  What matters is instead the 
propagation of the prohibition, i.e., the propagation of the law imposed by the father.   
The same can be said of Zizek’s anal father, although Zizek (like Freud) lays out 
the story where the father who was murdered by his sons in Totem and Taboo returns.  
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For Zizek, the murdered father does not return as the symbol of sacrifice and self-denial, 
but instead as the father who enjoys the women of the group exceedingly and judges the 
sons relentlessly (Enjoy 189).  This (anal) father, which is a recent phenomenon, 
commands the subject to enjoy, as the father did when living (i.e., when the father, prior 
to his murder, had unrivaled access to his women, to the exclusion and envy of his sons).  
The consequence of the father’s return is that it engenders dread in the subject: the 
father’s return is experienced as a constant presence in the subject’s life that prevents the 
subject from fully enjoying.  For Todd McGowan, the anal father’s presence is 
“suffocating” for the subject who believes he is not living up to the anal father’s 
command to enjoy (End 50).  In imagining the father’s unbridled enjoyment during this 
time of his resurrection, the subject experiences something akin to what elementary 
school children often call “pee fright.”  The subject “withdraws into ascetic purity,” 
replacing one fantasy (the command of the anal father) for another (the prohibition of the 
oedipal father) (Zizek, Enjoy 189). 
2. Life Is Just a Fantasy 
To fully appreciate the fantasmatic component which enables the experience of 
the anal father’s commandment to enjoy, such as in WALL-E, a definition of the term 
fantasy, in its traditional sense, is necessary.   Freud, the first to discuss fantasy in 
psychoanalysis, suggests fantasies, or what he calls daytime phantasies, are “like dreams” 
and “wish-fulfilments” (The Interpretation 530).  He goes on to say that “like dreams, 
they are based to a great extent on impressions of infantile experiences; like dreams, they 
benefit by a certain degree of relaxation of censorship” (The Interpretation 530).  Fantasy 
enables the subject to withdraw from reality and embrace an imagined alternative reality.   
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But notably, fantasy is ephemeral and untenable.  J. Laplanche and J.B. Pontalis 
argue that fantasy is “a purely illusory production which cannot be sustained when it is 
confronted with a correct apprehension of reality” (315).  As a result of its illusory 
nature, fantasy becomes an unsustainable image when the subject is confronted with 
reality.   
Lacan, who departs somewhat from Freud’s articulation of phantasy, stresses that 
fantasy is similar “to a frozen image on a cinema screen; just as the film may be stopped 
at a certain point in order to avoid showing a traumatic scene which follows, so also the 
fantasy scene is a defense which veils castration” (Evans 60).  Fantasy is like the Band-
Aid concealing the horror of an infected wound underneath.   
Richard Boothby suggests that fantasy “is always a picturing, a imaginal [sic] 
figuration, yet also aims toward something unimagable.” (275). Fantasy is the way for the 
subject to provide an image over that which is so horrific or traumatizing that the subject 
cannot put it into words.  The horror is in a sense indescribable and unsymbolizable.  The 
image (fantasy) thus functions like a bridge that crosses this gap where words are 
insufficient to describe the horror or trauma of what is there.  The image provides 
meaning (albeit through fantasy) to cover up and conceal where there would otherwise be 
a lack of meaning.   
The image provided by fantasy is not understood in the same way by Freud and 
Lacan.  In Freud’s early work, Freud’s notion of daytime dreaming is based on wish-
fulfillment, which should be understood to consist of images that enhance the subject’s 
sense of self (ego).  In Freud’s later work, upon which Lacan relies, the wish-fulfillment 
becomes less about enhancing the ego and more about preserving the unity of the ego.  
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One might understand this distinction in terms of the male subject who fantasizes about 
the enhanced him by imagining a very attractive woman on his arm.  One’s perception of 
oneself is enhanced by imagining an attractive partner on one’s arm.  Unity of the ego, on 
the other hand, serves the same purpose as described by Boothby: that the subject 
imagines herself as a unified whole, not with any missing pieces.   
Ego preservation (preserving the fantasy that the subject’s self is “whole” and 
intact) manifests commonly in the quintessential situation where a man is dumped by a 
lover whom he found especially attractive.  When wondering why he was dumped, a 
series of conflicting images come forward in the man’s imagination, each providing a 
different explanation: the man sees his lover cheating, sees his lover suffering from 
mental health issues, sees his ex-partner’s friends instigating the breakup, and so on.  
While any, all, or none of these images may be true, their truth or falsity is not as 
important as the sense of certainty, albeit temporarily, that the image provides the man.  
The image explains, provides meaning, to what is otherwise inexplicable or lacking of 
meaning.   
Important to Lacan’s notion of fantasy is the narrative structure provided by 
fantasy.  Fantasy is concerned with the absence and presence of objects that bear a 
relationship to the subject.  In simpler terms, fantasy aids the subject in finding meaning.   
This is not synonymous with saying that the subject fantasizes about the objects of desire.  
There is incongruity here between fantasy in the psychoanalytic sense and fantasy in the 
lay sense.  The two are sometimes, but not always, the same.  As both Freud and Lacan 
point out, the subject is rarely pleased when presented with the objects of her fantasy 
(meaning fantasy in the psychoanalytic sense).     
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By way of example, small town newspapers (back when there used to be small 
town newspapers) used to regularly print stories about state lottery winners who, years 
after winning the lottery, have become impoverished.  The stories inevitably feature 
quotes from the former lottery winners in which they say, in substance, that winning the 
lottery was the worst thing that ever happened to them.  Typically, the jackpot winning is 
followed with marital trouble, imprudent loans to friends, lawsuits, and so on, all of 
which leads to the concluding sentiment of the article: that the winner would have been 
much better off if he had never realized his fantasy—echoing the cliché that one should 
be careful of what one wishes for because one might just get it.   
Juan-David Nasio says “the object of desire is constituted as a hallucinatory 
object.  It is there in the very faction of hallucination that the formative mechanism of all 
fantasy is produced: the subject becomes object” (99).  What Nasio is discussing here is 
precisely the relationship between ego and image.  By equating the subject with object, 
Nasio inaugurates the idea that ego is image.  Ego is not the sense of one’s self that pop 
psychology has developed, but rather ego is a visualization (an imagination) of the 
wholeness and completeness of one’s self.  Ego is the fantasmatic projection of one’s 
unified self that is without lack.  The ego is whole, intact, and self-contained (i.e., not 
dependent on anyone or anything else around it).  Ego is thus the image, the pictographic 
lie, that the subject provides herself about herself—and the image of ego is what attracts 
the subject’s desire.    
Nasio develops the ego-as-object further by explaining that the ego is a hollow 
image comprised only of surface area, with nothing inside.  The surface area of the ego 
bears the image (like a white screen) as if something more is contained within the surface 
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area when, in fact, it is merely a screen for projection.  For Lacan, this idea that ego is 
merely a screen onto which images are projected (so that the subject may deceive herself 
as to her own completeness and wholeness) is the preeminent observation by twentieth-
century critical thinkers.  The ego is not at the center of a symbolic universe that orbits 
the ego, but rather the ego is capable of being described as one of an infinite number of 
different images.  
In WALL-E, the literal image functions by informing the subject how she should 
be identified.  The Ship’s Computer projects images of fit, ambulatory models in blue 
uniforms, and says “attention Axiom shoppers! Try blue. It’s the new red!”  The 
passengers simultaneously press a button on their hover crafts, which changes their 
uniforms from the color red to the color blue.  The object of desire changes for the 
passengers based on the instructions from the Ship’s Computer. By pressing the button, 
to adhere to the ship’s command, the subject becomes the object Nasio alludes to.  Yet, 
the passengers believe they are somehow unique, even though they wear uniforms and 
change the colors of those uniforms based on the algorithms of a computer. 
Fantasy functions by enabling the passengers to believe they are not only unique, 
but that by pressing a mere button, they will become as attractive as the svelte models 
projected before them.  In other words, they are what they see.  In an unintended act of 
rebellion, the robot Wall-E, which stands for Waste Allocation Load Lifter Earth-class, 
distracts a female passenger, Mary, from her hover craft’s hologram computer screen, 
where she receives those messages from the Ship’s Computer and she talks with her 
fellow passengers, some of whom might be floating right next to her in their own hover 
craft and peering into their own screens. That distraction from Wall-E changes her 
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uniform back to red.  Throughout the rest of the film, she is the only passenger wearing 
red.  Mary’s temporary act of rebellion makes her the first passenger to break the 
shackles of her hover craft and attempt to walk, albeit awkwardly. 
3. Mastery of the Lost Object 
When Juan-David Nasio suggests the object of desire is formed by an illusory 
object, it is worth further discussion of the lost object of desire.  The object of desire is 
what Lacan calls the objet a or objet (petit) a.  Lacan says “[t]he objet a is something 
from which the subject, in order to constitute itself, has separated itself off as organ.  This 
serves as a symbol of the lack….” (The Four 103).  Although couched in an anatomical 
metaphor, Lacan is merely explaining that the objet a is experienced by the subject as a 
“lost object” that the subject imagines as belonging to the “whole” of her ego.  The object 
is a “lost object” because what was previously part of her ego is now experienced as 
“lost,” engendering the subject’s desire to re-attain it.    
A post-apocalyptic film that offers great insight into the lost object of desire is 
Sunshine (2007).  The film takes place in the year 2057 aboard a spacecraft that is about 
to deliver a massive nuclear bomb to the center of the dying Sun, a last-ditch effort to 
save mankind from a frozen Earth.  As the eight-member crew nears the Sun, after 
traveling in space for eighteen months, they begin pondering their own mortality.  Each 
character deals with this dilemma in different ways, but the character Searle’s response is 
perhaps most compelling.  The actual Sun becomes Searle’s lost object of desire. 
The first scene of the film presents Searle on the ship’s observation deck viewing 
the Sun at two percent brightness. He asks the ship’s computer to raise the brightness to 
four percent. The computer informs Searle such a level could result in irreversible 
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damage to his retinas, but that he could observe the sun at 3.1 percent brightness for 30 
seconds.  When the ship’s computer obliges, releasing a sudden rush of brightness, Searle 
experiences an orgasmic-like response to the sun’s rays at 3.1 percent and 36 million 
miles away from the Sun (see fig. 4.1).  Searle describes his fascination with the Sun to 
his shipmates.  He explains that in darkness the subject is separated from the dark. 
“Darkness is absence…darkness is a vacuum…But total light becomes you.”  In other 
words, where darkness is empty and the subject merely floats within it, perhaps like a 
2001-style monolith floating in space, light envelopes the subject, wraps around the 
subject, becomes the subject. 
 What is noteworthy in this dialog is that darkness operates the same as light in 
that darkness blurs and obscures the separation between object and subject in the same 
way as lightness.  To then attribute separateness to darkness and unity to lightness 
requires a distinction that comes from somewhere other than the dichotomy of lightness 
and darkness.  Since the distinction appears to come from outside this dichotomy, the 
most likely candidate is the character’s own socio-historical-racially contingent 
background.  That Searle, ironically the ship’s psychiatrist, attributes unity to lightness 
and separateness to darkness is an expression of the character’s own historical and racial 
background.  It is no coincidence that the actor portraying Searle is Maori, an indigenous 
Polynesian tribe in New Zealand, indicating that Searle himself is aware to some degree 
of his historical and racial existence within the broader social order. 
 Searle’s devotion to light evidences an illusion of mastery.  His assertion that 
“light becomes you” rests upon the notion that light makes the subject whole.  The 
subject’s perceived ability to heal the split within himself suggests a level of mastery that 
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cannot actually be attained.  The subject labors under the assumption that there is mastery 
in enjoyment and that to enjoy is mastery.  In other words, the subject must become the 
master and then enjoy that which he has mastered.  For Searle, this is light. 
 Freud first discussed mastery in his Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality 
where he posits mastery is first exercised in children when they hold back their fecal 
elimination until the accumulation brings about “violent muscular contractions” (52).  For 
a child, this is the only thing in his environment he has control over.  The pain from 
suppressing elimination also brings about sexual pleasure.  This hints at the common 
assertion that with pleasure comes pain, and by deduction, with pain comes mastery. 
 When discussing mastery, it is also important to revisit the Hegelian master/slave 
dialectic and scrutinize how it relates to the anal father.  In Introduction to the Reading of 
Hegel, Alexandre Kojeve asserts that the master/slave dialectic functions by the master 
and slave acknowledging the existence of the master: “the Master is only Master by the 
fact of having a Slave who recognizes him as Master" (17).  Later, and most important 
for this discussion, Kojeve emphasizes the following: 
The Master is fixed in his Mastery. He cannot go beyond himself, change, 
progress. He must conquer—and become Master or preserve himself as 
such—or die. He can be killed; he cannot be transformed, educated. He 
has risked his life to be Master. Therefore, Mastery is a supreme given 
value for him, beyond which he cannot go. (Introduction 22) 
 
In The Notion of Authority Kojeve elaborates by saying mastery comes about when the 
victor (master) overcomes his fear of death in the struggle for recognition and prevails 
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over the vanquished (slave), and “this is how the absolute Authority of the Master arises 
in his relations with his slave” (A.I.2).48   
 Where Hegel and Kojeve both suggest a reciprocity of recognition is necessary 
for the master/slave dialectic to function, Fanon argues the master does not seek 
recognition from the slave; the master seeks free labor from the slave.  The master’s 
apathy towards any recognition of the slave and his disavowal of the slave’s 
consciousness, frustrates the slave.  Fanon acknowledges mastery is a fantasmatic 
endeavor buttressed by capitalism.  The master has not overcome his fear of death to be 
the superior of the two, but rather has used his wealth and influence to oppress the slave. 
Absent from Franz’s observation is the notion that the master, in fact, seeks recognition 
from other masters.  For the master, the other is not the slave, but his peers who also 
participate in the systemic oppression of slaves.  In this way, the lost object for the master 
is other masters.  The slave, on the other hand, believes recognition from the master will 
somehow make him whole.  Therefore, the master becomes the lost object of desire for 
the slave. His perceived separation from the master becomes the symbol of lack for the 
slave, and likewise, the master’s perceived separation from his peers becomes a symbol 
of lack for the master. 
 The post-apocalyptic film Snowpiercer, another film depicting a frozen planet, 
offers an illustration of the struggle for recognition and counters the Hegelian notion of a 
master overcoming his own fear of death to be the master.  What the audiences sees 
instead in the master is the archetypal politician or CEO who believes he should be 
                                                 
48 Lacan uses the master slave dialectic to explain desire of the other’s desire and the desire to be 
recognized by the other.  For more information on this topic, see The Four Fundamental Concepts of 
Psychoanalysis: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan Book XI p. 235.  
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rewarded for “making the hard decision.”  What is elided from this notion of hard choices 
is the master’s immunity from any repercussions of said choices.  The master’s decisions 
are no tougher than the ones made by the slave; yet, as the appointed leader, the master is 
granted domain over the slave, absent any true mastery or skill.  The slave is the subject 
truly “making the tough decisions” because those decisions directly impact the slave’s 
survival. 
Snowpiercer’s master functions under the same ideological belief that enables 
contemporary politicians to pass legislation that adversely affect the poor or CEOs to 
defend their bloated salaries, which can be as much as 350 times higher than their 
average employees (Ferdman).  When defending his claim that the Social Security age 
should be raised to 69 years of age, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie said he was 
merely “delivering the hard truths.” (MacNeal).  Christie’s “hard truths” would 
disproportionately affect poor black males who have a life expectancy of 72 years, 
ostensibly leaving them only a few years to collect the Social Security benefits they paid 
into their entire working lives (“Quickstats”).  Yet, as a multimillionaire, Christie would 
not be impacted by raising the Social Security benefits age.  Similarly, Wilford bemoans 
the hard truths he must impart upon Curtis—the hard truth of his callousness and 
brutality.  He contends “it is easier for people to survive on [the] train if they have some 
level of insanity.”  He goes on to say “you need to maintain a proper balance of anxiety 
and fear and chaos and horror in order to keep life going.”  These “hard truths” are quite 
easy for the master to execute because he is not the beneficiary of said truths.  
 As mentioned earlier, in Snowpiercer the master is Wilford, the train engineer 
who keeps the locomotive operating non-stop as it treks across the globe.  The passengers 
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are indoctrinated at a young age that Wilford is the “divine keeper of the sacred engine,” 
that if the engine should stop, they will “all die.”  Yet, Wilford’s station as the engineer is 
not from skill or strength but from his favorable circumstances as a billionaire with a 
train fetish, who happens to be running a transcontinental train during the second ice age.  
Passengers, both rich and poor, are admitted on the train after the freeze.  Yet, even in 
this new post-cataclysmic world, the passengers must remain in their pre-apocalyptic 
economic classes.   
 The poor passengers, the ones in the caboose, are not happy with their station as 
slaves to the affluent passengers.  During its 18-year history, occasional insurrections 
erupt on the train, most instigated by Wilford and Gilliam—the poor passengers’ 
leader—to cull the population.  Wilford conspires with Gilliam, through cryptic messages 
hidden in the poor passenger’s food bars.  Perhaps reminiscent of Jewish council leaders 
who conspired with Nazi’s to “save” the majority of ghetto inhabitants, Gilliam sacrifices 
some of his own people to save the majority of poor from starvation.  In one particular 
scene, after soldiers subdue a revolt sparked by the abduction of the poor passengers’ 
children, brutal punishment is meted out by Mason, Wilford’s henchwoman. An agitator 
who threw a shoe at the soldiers gets his arm frozen and then smashed to pieces.  As the 
poor passengers wait the seven minutes required to freeze the agitator’s arm, Mason 
delivers a speech to them: 
Order is the barrier that holds back the flood of death. We must all of us 
on this train of life remain in our allotted station. We must each of us 
occupy our preordained particular position….Would you wear a shoe on 
your head? [Mason places the shoe on the agitator’s head] Of course you 
wouldn't wear a shoe on your head. A shoe doesn't belong on your head. A 
shoe belongs on your foot. A hat belongs on your head. I am a hat. You 
are a shoe. I belong on the head. You belong on the foot….So it is. Now, 
as in the beginning, I belong to the front. You belong to the tail. When the 
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foot seeks the place of the head, the sacred line is crossed. Know your 
place. Keep your place. Be a shoe. 
 
Owing to the fact that many passengers do not recognize Wilford’s authority, a 
contingent of the poor passengers do not keep their place and stage a rebellion.  As noted 
by Kojeve, authority assumes the agent, the person in authority, is capable of acting on 
others without them reacting against him, even though they are capable of doing so (The 
Notion A.I.1).  The poor passengers engage in a Hegelian battle to the death to assert 
authority over the privileged passengers. 
As with all battles between the master and slave, the slave becomes disillusioned 
once he realizes his lost object of desire is a fantasmatic illusion, in other words, once he 
realizes the emperor has no clothes.  Curtis, who becomes the de facto leader after 
Gilliam’s execution, collapses into tears when he realizes Wilford does not fit into the 
fantasy he built up for the master.   Curtis sees that Wilford is not the all wise, all 
knowing master.  Curtis also discovers Wilford is so ineffective, he needs small children, 
five years of age, to repair the engine.  The space in the engine only allows for a small 
person to fit inside and clear debris from the engine’s machinery.   
Snowpiercer distinguishes from the Kojevian master/servant dialectic by 
showcasing Wilford’s desire for recognition from his peers, those he considers his equal.  
The poor passengers are mere means to an end (i.e., they supply free labor to the rich 
passengers and a steady supply of five-years olds to maintain the engine).  Yet, Wilford 
does not see the rich passengers as his peers, either. He recognizes Gilliam and then later 
Curtis as his peers—Gilliam because he sacrifices his own limb to restore order in the 
caboose and Curtis because he accomplishes something never done by any passenger, not 
even Wilford: Curtis travels the full length of the train (killing several soldiers and rich 
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passengers along the way).49  Even though he realistically does not have Curtis’s 
strength, bravery, or sanity, Wilford imagines himself as possessing similar traits.  
Wilford rewards Curtis for his courage and tenacity, by surrendering his authority to 
Curtis. 
Once mastery, an illusion based on what the subject believes the other desires, is 
fully acknowledge as fantasy, the next logical question becomes: can the subject be 
liberated from fantasy’s oppression? In other words, how can the subject move beyond 
fantasy?  A possible way of moving beyond fantasy is to traverse the fantasy.  If the 
subject is capable of traversing the fantasy, she may then resist the notion that she must 
enjoy as the anal father commands. Quite the opposite of the paternal father, who 
functions under the master signifier Name-of-the-Father, the anal father commands the 
subject to enjoy.  Yet, as will be discussed subsequently, the endeavor of enjoyment is 
itself fantasy.   
4. Traversing the Fantasy 
Since psychoanalysis is more descriptive of the human condition than 
prescriptive, it offers not necessarily a way out of the bind of the anal father, but a way of 
addressing the father’s mandate.  The aim of treatment in Lacanian psychoanalysis is 
self-reflection, where the analysand (patient) recognizes the analyst has nothing to give 
her, and she must acknowledge her anxieties are based on fantasy.  Zizek describes it best 
when he says, “for Lacan, the goal of psychoanalytic treatment is not the patient’s well-
                                                 
49 Many years earlier, the passengers in the back of the train were starving and began eating the other 
weaker passengers. When Curtis and some other men tried to eat an infant, Gilliam severed his own leg and 
presented it to the cannibalistic passengers in exchange for the infant’s life. The gesture reformed the 
passengers and order returned to the caboose. 
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being or successful social life or personal self-fulfillment, but to bring the patient to 
confront the elementary coordinates and deadlocks of his or her desire” (“Introduction”).  
Freud often remarks the purpose of psychoanalysis is to transform unbearable agony into 
ordinary, everyday suffering.  Similarly, Zizek asserts, “this is what psychoanalysis is 
about: to explain why, in the midst of well-being, we are haunted by nightmarish visions 
of catastrophes. This paradox also indicates how we should grasp Lacan’s notion of 
"traversing the fantasy" as the concluding moment of the psychoanalytic treatment” 
(Welcome 17).   
Zizek further explains that “traversing the fantasy” is when the subject “confronts 
the void, the gap, filled up by the fantasmatic object” (“Section I: Against”).  In other 
words, traversing the fantasy means the analysand confronts the fantasy and 
acknowledges that the fantasy is merely a screen on to which an image is created based 
on the subject’s investment in that object of desire. 
By acknowledging that fantasy is used to fill the void and prevent the subject 
from facing the real, the subject does not give up the fantasy.  In fact, it is the opposite.  
Richard Boothby states: 
‘Traversing the phantasy’ thus does not mean that the subject somehow 
abandons its involvement with fanciful caprices and accommodates itself 
to a pragmatic ‘reality,’ but precisely the opposite: the subject is submitted 
to that effect of the symbolic lack that reveals the limit of everyday reality. 
To traverse the phantasy in the Lacanian sense is to be more profoundly 
claimed by the phantasy than ever, in the sense of being brought into an 
ever more intimate relation with that real core of the phantasy that 
transcends imaging. (275-6) 
 
When the subject traverses the fantasy, she concedes that there is no symbolic authority.  
She gives up on her ego, or rather the idea of “I.” She moves from desiring the object to 
circling around the object in the drive. 
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 Returning to WALL-E, Mary the passenger Wall-E distracts, briefly traverses the 
fantasy when Wall-E turns off her hologram computer screen.  In an unconscious act of 
rebellion her uniform color returns to red from the ship’s computer’s recommended blue.  
Because Mary no longer has a computer screen obstructing her view, she realizes the ship 
has a swimming pool—an amenity no one ever uses.  For that brief time, she abandons 
the hopeless quest of endearing herself into the social order so that she may be closer to 
the lost object of desire.  The object of desire for Mary and the rest of the ship’s 
passengers is to fulfill their duty is to go enjoy themselves.  A few scenes later, Mary 
breaks free from the steady stream of passenger hover crafts crisscrossing the ships’ 
laser-operated highways so that she might appreciate the distant stars outside the ship’s 
observation window.   
Traversing of the fantasy occurs not when the subject accomplishes a goal such as 
crossing a finish line, but rather, where the subject abandons hope.  The abandonment of 
hope for purposes of traversing the fantasy is not actually an abandonment of fantasy 
itself, but rather the subject’s abandonment of its relationship to objects of desire.  
Traversing the fantasy for Mary is not necessarily liberating herself from her hover 
vehicle, or finding love, which she later does. Rather, it is turning off her computer 
screen so that she can attain enjoyment from the simple things in front of her, with no 
expectation of recognition or approval from the big Other.  In other words, when Mary 
gives up building her ego for those brief moments, she learns to gain pleasure from such 
simple acts as observing, alone, galaxy stars and not from what she believes the big Other 
expects of her.   
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For Todd McGowan a traversal of the fantasy lies in the subject recognizing that 
the subject’s own desires and goals are derived from the subject imagining an agency that 
issues demands and imperatives on the subject: “[w]hen we traverse the fantasy, we 
desire without hope, because we realize that the Other's ‘mystery’ is simply the 
expression of our own inescapable deadlock” (“Finding” 69).   
McGowan’s observation that recognizing the subject’s own deadlock as the 
means to traverse fantasy is borne out by many post-apocalyptic narratives beyond 
cinema.  As an example, Hershel in season two of the television series The Walking Dead 
briefly recognizes that the world will not return to what it was before and that the 
zombies he harbors in his barn are no longer people who possess consciousness.  This 
acknowledgement is attended by grief, which alienates Hershel from other members of 
the group, until Hershel abandons the traversal by assuming the role of the grandfatherly 
adviser to the male victim-hero Rick.  Hershel’s advice to Rick in season three of the 
series that they establish a home base in the prison signals that Hershel has backtracked 
from the traversal of fantasy, choosing to return to the illusion that society in the 
apocalypse can replicate society in the pre-apocalypse.   
Yet, the retreat from traversing the fantasy has been seen as a more crowd-
pleasing conclusion to a narrative than the escape from the demands of the anal father 
provided by traversing the fantasy.  In Edge of Tomorrow (2014), Major Cage, a public 
affairs officer in the United Defense Force, has been demoted and branded a deserter.  
For his offense, Cage must fight on the front lines against the Mimics, an alien race that 
invaded Earth five years earlier.  Cage in killed within the first minutes of landing on a 
French beach. In fact, the invasion is a trap set by the Mimics to wipeout the remaining 
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UDF resistance fighters.  Cage dies when an Alpha (the equivalent of a general) Mimic’s 
acid-like blood drips on to him.  Cage awakens 24 hours in the past and relives the whole 
day again.  The Alpha, like its leader the Omega, possesses the ability to reset the day and 
change battle tactics, which is how the Mimics are capable of beating the human military 
force in each battle.  When the Alpha’s blood drips on to Cage, he is doomed to repeat 
the same 24 hours.   
The movie’s tagline, “Live, Die, Repeat,” sums up the entire film as Cage 
operates under the fantasy that if he masters his fighting abilities, he can defeat the 
Omega.  The time loop and repetition are recognized by the subject as a means to 
accomplish mastery over the subject’s environment.  Cage and his mentor/love interest, 
Sergeant Rita Vrataski, who at one time, before a life-threatening injury, was similarly 
affected by the Mimic’s blood and enjoyed the same powers to reset the day, believe that 
if they can fight their way off the beach, where the final battle is ensuing, and locate the 
Omega, they can kill it, effectively cutting off the head for all the other Mimics and 
returning the world to its pre-apocalyptic days.   
 Cage is perhaps on the road to traversing the fantasy in one particular scene, but 
stalls when he chooses to spend what he knows will amount to only a few hours with 
Vrataski in an abandoned farmhouse.  Vrataski becomes suspicious that they have 
repeated the farmhouse scene before when Cage seems to know a little too much about 
her, for example, the number of sugars she prefers in her coffee.  She asks Cage how 
many times they have repeated this scene.  He refuses to tell her.  Instead, he reveals that 
she dies there at the farmhouse, no matter how many times he tries.  She asks him why it 
matters to him that she dies.  He responds, “I wish I didn’t know you.  But I do.”   
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For the action hero in particular, such as Cage in Edge of Tomorrow, traversing 
the fantasy is especially challenging because the action hero is not only beset by the 
desire of his love interest but also by the desire of the villain.  The deadlock the action 
hero confronts is thus a “cage” out of which the action hero cannot escape without 
sacrificing his subjectivity.  The sacrifice of the action hero’s subjectivity is precisely 
what Cage in Edge of Tomorrow and virtually every action hero in every Hollywood 
action film resist confronting and, by extension, what the films’ viewers simultaneously 
resist. 
The perennial popularity of the Hollywood action film evidences the strength of 
the anal father’s grasp over the real life subject. The anal father’s commandment that the 
subject must go out and enjoy herself is nothing less than the veil that the subject casts 
over the deadlock posed by subjectivity.  The subject experiences her world as if the 
social order is controlled by an agency that commands the subject to attain the object of 
desire as a means of avoiding the split within the subject.  The subject’s recognition that 
she is split from within and that by analogy the social order that she projects around her is 
similarly split is the sole means by which the contemporary subject may see the 
commandment of the anal father for what it really is: the subject’s imaginary attempt to 
see herself as whole. 
5. Shop (Consume/Enjoy) ‘Til You Drop   
The anal father is a modern development emerging from the materialization of 
late (or global) capitalism. McGowan declares: “[l]ate capitalism functions by submitting 
all cultural life to the process of commodification, and this process can only be sustained 
if everyone is engaged in the endless pursuit of enjoyment, a pursuit that the anal father 
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authorizes” (“From” 54).  The George W. Bush example mentioned in the introductory 
chapter cogently illustrates the anal father authorizing enjoyment.   
After 9/11 President Bush sought to divert an economic downturn in an already 
sluggish economy by imploring U.S. consumers to shop and travel.  President Bush’s 
statement during that October 2001 press conference demonstrates McGowan’s 
contention that everyone must participate in the pursuit of enjoyment for late capitalism 
to function.  The iconic miniature red, white, and blue flags planted in front of homes 
across the country were some of the first commodified objects of 9/11.   
During this same press conference, a journalist, seemingly functioning under the 
auspices of the oedipal father, asked President Bush why he did not call for the U.S. 
public to make sacrifices during the War on Terror, as citizens were required to do during 
World Wars I and II.  President Bush responded: 
I think the American people are sacrificing now.  I think they're waiting in 
airport lines longer than they've ever had before.  I think that…there's a 
certain sacrifice when you lose a piece of your soul…So America is 
sacrificing…I think the interesting thing that has happened, and this is so 
sad an incident, but there are some positive things developed—that are 
developing.  One is, I believe that many people are reassessing what's 
important in life.  Moms and dads are not only reassessing their marriage 
and the importance of their marriage, but of the necessity of loving their 
children like never before.  I think that's one of the positives that have 
come from the evildoers. (“President”) 
 
Perhaps the most telling and finest elucidation of the anal father mandating enjoyment is 
in President Bush’s assertion that demonstrating one’s affection to a family member is a 
form of sacrifice.  The post-9/11 subject is not asked to give up sugar, gasoline, coffee, or 
nylons like those during World War II, but rather, she is reminded that it is her patriotic 
duty to consume—perhaps even at the expense of her own family. 
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 The Axiom passengers in WALL-E are regularly reminded by the ship’s computer 
they must consume.  Even though the anal father’s mandate is ever present, the ship’s 
computer needs no false narrative (i.e., the stability of the country’s economy is 
dependent on the subject’s consumption) to convince the passengers to consume.  The 
subjects, based on centuries of vacuous gluttony and sloth passed on by their ancestors, 
merely need a visual cue from the ship’s computer to know when and what to consume.  
Freed from choice, the passengers float around the ship consuming predetermined goods, 
interacting with other passengers via hologram rather than in person, and producing 
mountains of trash. 
For the real world subject, her relationship with the commodity today is a frail 
thing—a car, for example, is no longer the “be-all and end-all” of a subject’s existence.  
No writer is capable of being a genius on her own.  It follows that no writer’s product 
merits the elevation of a thing into the be-all and end-all that completes her (as the 
modernist masterpiece was frequently celebrated for its rare greatness and genius).  What 
has replaced the commodity is a culture of commodification.  In his seminal book 
Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism Fredric Jameson observes that: 
“In the postmodern culture, ‘culture,’ has become a product in its own right; the market 
has become a substitute for itself and fully as much a commodity as any of the items it 
includes within itself…” (x).  In this way Jameson can explain that postmodernism “is the 
consumption of sheer commodification as a process.” (x)   
One way to understand this is that instead of watching television, the postmodern 
subject wants to film and post to YouTube, Dailymotion, Snapchat, or Vine her own 
video clips (or movies)—the commodities the postmodern subject desires are 
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commodities that allow her to produce more commodities.  Another way to understand 
this is that everything has been commodified—everything can be bought or sold for some 
monetary figure—nothing is off limits to commodification.  This destroys the value in a 
commodity—it can never be elevated or cherished as more than a commodity—and as a 
result: 
[e]verything can now be a text in that sense (daily life, the body, political 
representations), while objects that were formerly “works” can now be 
reread as immense ensembles or systems of texts of various kinds, 
superimposed on each other by way of the various intertextualities, 
successions of fragments, or, yet again, sheer process (henceforth called 
textual production or textualization).  The autonomous work of art 
thereby—along with the old autonomous subject or ego—seems to have 
vanished, to have been volatilized. (Jameson 77) 
 
What is at issue here is precisely the loss of transcendence of the commodity.  Under 
modernism, the commodity transcended (and typically led to great disappointment from 
the subject).  Under postmodernism, there is no belief in a commodity’s ability to be 
transcendent.   
Jameson begins his analysis of global capitalism under postmodernism with an 
anecdote about how well hidden the antagonism is. 50   The Proudhonists, contemporaries 
of Marx, sought to implement Marx’s radical new ideas for the proletariat (laboring 
                                                 
50 Jameson uses the term “late capitalism.”  “Global capitalism” is used in this dissertation relating to post-
apocalyptic film (though one could just as easily call it “late global capitalism”) because such critics as 
Todd McGowan now refer to late capitalism as global capitalism.  Yet, the distinction between “global” 
and “late” is little more than a formality.  “Late” describes the form of capitalism that follows the failures 
of socialist experiments in Eastern Europe and Asia.  The West lessens the harshness of capitalism by 
providing regulatory controls (worker safety rights, minimum wage, consumer safety, etc.).  In this sense, 
everyone in a capitalist society understands they exist in a “late” capitalism world (except for the 
libertarians who would do away with all regulation over the market, a prospect that even conservatives run 
from).  But the term “global” invokes the notion of globalization, the slow, but nonetheless tireless and 
dogged march around the world of the West’s commodities and services.  For this reason, “global 
capitalism” will be used in this monograph because it more accurately implies the pervasiveness of the 
current state of capitalism. 
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classes) to achieve justice and equality in society.  The problem was they missed an 
important feature of Marx’s philosophy—the antagonism: 
[They] thought they would get rid of all the problems of money by 
abolishing money, without seeing that it is the very contradiction of the 
exchange system that is objectified and expressed in money proper and 
would continue to objectify and express itself in any of its simpler 
substitutes, like work-time coupons.  These last, Marx observes dryly, 
would under ongoing capitalism simply turn back into money itself, and 
all the previous contradictions would return in force. (Jameson 260) 
 
Marx did not use the word antagonism, but the principle was very clear to him.  It is not 
the dollar or the dinar that is the problem.  All money is representative—the paper a 
hundred-dollar bill is printed on is worthless paper except for the extensive symbols and 
colors affixed to it (and, today, the watermark costs something extra).  The use of “work-
time coupons” would merely have swapped one representation for another, a move from 
pesos to francs, while the fundamental antagonism of represented value persisted 
unchallenged.  Jameson cites Marx as saying, “[i]t is an aspiration as pious as it is stupid 
to wish that exchange value would not develop into capital, or that labor which produces 
exchange value would not develop into wage labor” (261-62).   
This statement, though later along in Marx’s career, serves as a springboard into 
addressing the emergent ideology of today’s global capitalism.  It was the antagonism 
itself presented by money, not money itself that brought about an ideology to conceal this 
antagonism.  The ideology, at its most successful, obscures not just the antagonism but 
also the possibility that the system of production and distribution could ever work in a 
different manner.  
 The devotion to global capitalism is not just a belief created out of necessity or 
historical tradition, and it is not just “any old” ideology.  Global capitalism is a totalizing 
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ideology, an ideology that spreads everywhere and immediately takes root.  Typically, an 
ideology can be described as totalizing when the ideology provides for not only what 
needs to be believed, but also a means for maintaining and supporting that belief system 
(“proof” that this is truly how the world works—and that the ideology is not merely an 
arbitrary belief system, but rather it is reality, or a part of human nature itself).   
 Global capitalism is more than sufficient as a successful and pervasive ideology.  
The “rightness” of global capitalism goes unchallenged in the media.  No candidate for 
federal office in the United States ever mentions restricting capitalism’s expansion (even 
left-leaning, self-proclaimed democratic socialist, U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders, only 
speaks of tempering the free market’s inherent inequalities and harsh treatment of the 
poor, working, and middle classes).  For most people today, the market is consistent with 
human nature—everyone acts in her own selfish, self-interest, and she thereby—if not 
magically—benefits those around her, and to ask people to conduct themselves other than 
selfishly is to ask people to act counter to their God-given nature. 
Scrutinizing the subject’s pursuit of enjoyment presents an opportunity to better 
understand the functioning of free market ideology and global capitalism.  Fabio Vighi 
emphasizes the endless quest for enjoyment creates circumstances that make it 
impossible to challenge capitalism: 
[l]et us briefly consider the pervasiveness of the ideological function of 
enjoyment in our world. My overarching point is that the injunction to 
enjoy has become such an irresistible and totalizing ideological category 
precisely because, by feigning a non-ideological function, it prevents the 
concrete constitution of collective political projects which may seriously 
challenge capitalism. It is because of the subtle but nonetheless hegemonic 
injunction to enjoy that today we are unable to even imagine the formation 
of social spaces and practices alternative to those imposed by capital. (15) 
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Vighi’s remarks affirm Zizek’s oft repeated quip that it is easier to imagine the end of the 
world than to imagine the end of global capitalism.  Global capitalism enables the subject 
to pursue enjoyment, even though she understands her enjoyment comes at the price of 
exploited labor.   
When a series of employee suicides occurred at Apple parts supplier Foxconn, a 
Taiwanese-based corporation with factories in China, the consuming public lodged few 
complaints, as doing so would have interfered with the release of the iPhone 4.  Even as 
some called for Apple to force Foxconn to improve worker conditions, consumers balked 
at the idea of paying more for their iPhones to improve said working conditions at 
Foxconn. Arguments ranged from the suicides were well below China’s national average, 
to Foxconn (and by proxy Apple) has enabled millions of Chinese to move into the 
middle class.  
These rationalizations gave leave for any culpability for contributing to the work 
conditions and enabled the consumer to enjoy her iPhone without fully questioning the 
ethics of the iPhone’s production, from the minerals necessary for the components being 
harvested in war-torn African countries, to the inhumane 12-hour, six-day work weeks 
imposed upon assembly workers in China, to the army of Apple store employees who 
earn slightly above minimum wage in the U.S. 
When the anal father commands the subject to enjoy, the subject mistakenly 
believes the avenue by which to obtain enjoyment is by obeying the commandment.  But 
the endless quest for enjoyment from the commodity undergirds the ideology behind the 
global capitalistic system.  Vighi explains the subject’s consumption as follows: 
Particularly with global capitalism, we enter a "post-historical" era 
dominated by the ubiquitous injunction to consume in excess (from 
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ordinary material products to—increasingly—lifestyles, fashions, 
cultural/spiritual/sexual experiences).  What we consume is irrelevant; it 
only matters that we continue to consume. The first thing to notice about 
this overwhelming and yet subtle command is that it leaves us as 
disorientated as the proverbial punch-drunk boxer: it disables us from 
understanding our predicament itself. (11) 
 
This predicament, a punch-drunk disorientation, contributes to the subject’s increasing 
awareness of her own incompleteness.  No matter how much the subject consumes 
(obeys), it is never enough.    
6. Don’t Tread on Me  
Jan Jagodzinksi describes the role of the paternal authority by saying, “[t]he 
presence of the Name-of-the-Father, through his prohibition of all enjoyment, thus keeps 
aggressivity somewhat in check because aggressivity rises in response to enjoyment, in 
response to the sense of the Other enjoying any way that we cannot" (31).  This idea of 
forgoing one’s enjoyment for the betterment of society harkens back to Freud’s 
contention that the subject gives up not only happiness, but drives, such as sexual ones, to 
become a part of a society.   
Freud explains that “it is impossible to overlook the extent to which civilization is 
built up upon a renunciation of instinct, how much it presupposes precisely the non-
satisfaction (by suppression, and repression or some other means?) of powerful instincts” 
(Civilization 44). Renouncing one’s instincts is the price the subject pays to be a part of 
the society.  In other words, to gain entry into the social order, the subject has to 
acknowledge she is not the only person in a society.  In exchange for this 
acknowledgement, the subject gains recognition from the social order.   
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In WALL-E, the passengers have no such requirements because the ship’s 
computer and numerous robots ensure the passengers never have to interact 
interpersonally with other passengers.  Even though they are in tight quarters, they never 
have to sacrifice desire for the good of society.  For the ship’s inhabitants, there is no 
need to, as Lacan borrows the phrase from the bible, “love thy neighbor” because for the 
passenger, thy neighbor’s jouissance is obscured by the passenger’s holographic 
computer screen.  The passenger is so ensconced in her own virtual world created in the 
hover craft that she becomes her own little virtual island, self-contained and self-satisfied 
that, by consuming everything that is advertised to her, she accomplishes entry into the 
social order and recognition by the big Other.   
WALL-E depicts how capitalism seemingly offers the subject a means to cheat the 
system, i.e., to transgress the prohibition laid down by the primitive father.  In actuality, 
the joke is on the subject—the very transgression of prohibition that the subject believes 
will reward her with enjoyment actually subjects her to the anal father’s imperative that 
she must enjoy more and more.   Instead of renunciation of desire, the price the subject 
pays is that she is merely recognized as a consumer, and a deficient one at that.   
One of the many problems with global capitalism is that it does not mediate the 
boundary between the subject and social order. Where renunciation of one’s instincts 
forces the subject to “love they neighbor” by sacrificing her instincts, with global 
capitalism, the subject can be a part of society just by buying.  She does not have to 
sacrifice her instincts.  This in effect is merely creating consumers. The subject does not 
have to form any type of collective bond with other members of the society. Every 
subject becomes an island (of virtual reality). Each and every person is not part of the 
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whole—they are their own island.  WALL-E stops short of depicting what results from the 
subject who is reduced to a consumer, which is that isolation from the collective leads to 
alienation by the subject and hostility. 
Returning to the Name-of-the-Father, what is present is a symbolic function that 
presides over subjects, ensuring that rules, such as suppression of sexual enjoyment are 
enforced. Under the oedipal father, when the members of the society perceive an 
infraction of the rules, i.e., excessive sexual enjoyment, violence against the person 
perceived to be enjoying in excess is possible.  This is best evidenced by such acts of 
violence as “gay-bashing.”  Tim Dean suggests “the common supposition that gay men 
somehow have access to extra—even unlimited—jouissance often [lead] to homophobic 
violence, since the prospect of such excessive enjoyment is hard to tolerate” (89).  In 
other words, the subject recoils from the perceived excess sexual enjoyment by gay men, 
and reacts by attacking a specific gay male.   
Yet, as the anal father ascends to prominence and the oedipal father is no longer 
adequate for a global capitalist society that attempts to fulfill perceived lack by 
consuming excessively, leading to alienation, aggressivity becomes more common.  
Jagodzinski notes “that aggressivity and hyper-narcissism are symptomatic of 
postmodern ‘designer’ capitalism and the consumerist society it has wrought, a society 
now governed psychically by an Anal Father as the authority of the Oedipal Father begins 
to fade away” (30).  Besides alienation, another reason for this aggressivity stems from 
the challenge to paternal authority that ensues from the rejection of the oedipal father’s 
controlling presence.  Jagodzinksi continues by asserting that "the core of male hysteria 
today emerges with the loss of authority that the traditional Oedipal Father once carried. 
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With that loss comes the enjoyment of the Anal Father and the accompanying aggression 
which this brings" (31).  Todd McGowan concurs with Jagodzinksi:  
The emergence of this new father has direct repercussions upon the state 
of aggressivity within contemporary society. For all the talk about 
aggressivity and violence rising in response to the absence of fathers (and 
the Father), what has been missed is the seemingly ubiquitous presence of 
the new anal father and its effects upon aggressivity…. (“From” 53) 
 
McGowan goes on to say that the recent rise in aggressivity is not from abdication of 
paternal responsibility as some of the 1990s Promise Keepers argued, and more recently 
what conservative pundits assert as the cause for rioting after police violence, but in 
response to “a new kind of [anal] father being born on the cultural landscape” (“From” 
53).  Aggressivity comes because, under the ever present command of the anal father, the 
subject is persistently reminded of the other’s enjoyment and how the subject is not 
enjoying (cannot enjoy) at the same level.  The subject either seeks to control the other’s 
enjoyment, such as passing legislation that bars the other from the perceived means of 
enjoyment, or the subject reacts violently toward the othered persons perceived to be 
enjoying in excess.  
 The necessary context for these critics’ observations about aggressivity lies with 
the difference between the oedipal father and anal father.  Although neither the oedipal 
father nor anal father are literal fathers, both function as an authority that mediates the 
relationship between the subject and objects in her environment.   
 For purposes of the aggressivity analysis, what matters is the apparent progression 
from the commandment of prohibition to the commandment of enjoyment.  For 
Jagodzinksi and McGowan, society has evolved from the rule of the oedipal father to the 
rule of the anal father, and now subjects view a surrendering of enjoyment as a loss of 
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their inscription into the social order rather than as the price they must pay for inclusion 
into the social order.  For McGowan in particular, this change in the subject’s relationship 
is attended by the subject’s retreat from a situation in which the subject might be called 
upon to surrender full enjoyment.   
 For McGowan, the subject’s retreat from situations where the subject might be 
called upon to surrender enjoyment is best illustrated in how social gatherings that used 
to occur in public spaces have increasingly moved to private spaces.  McGowan notes 
how the shared and egalitarian nature of public space itself requires that the subject be 
willing to share the public space with his neighbors while the private space allows the 
subject to exclude anyone or anything that might demand the subject compromise on 
what the subject wants.  As mentioned earlier, this new private space, this little island, 
can be seen in the passengers of WALL-E’s Axiom ship, or on Facebook, for that matter.   
One might expect the subject’s retreat into the private sphere to correspond with 
an increase in the subject’s enjoyment.  However, McGowan observes that the subject’s 
retreat into the private sphere is only accompanied by an ever increasing desire by the 
subject to control and enlarge the subject’s means of enjoyment.  When the subject is 
ultimately confronted with the reality that the subject still cannot attain the impossible 
goal of full enjoyment, the subject experiences the lack of full enjoyment as a mistake in 
the social order that should be corrected. The subject’s relationship with the perceived 
defect in the social order often manifests itself as aggression towards others. 
 Aggressivity is the mode by which the subject expresses the subject’s frustration 
with her own lack of full enjoyment by projecting the cause of her lack of full enjoyment 
on to the other people and situations.  One example of this can be seen in an airline 
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passenger’s use of the 'Knee Defender' during a flight from Newark to Denver.  The 
passenger installed the plastic device—which is used to prevent the person in front of the 
passenger from reclining his or her seat—on his passenger tray.  When the woman in 
front of him tried to recline her seat, a fight ensued and the flight was diverted to Chicago 
to remove both passengers.   
Aggressivity is manifested when the female passenger had the hysteric belief that 
if something is given to her (i.e., a reclining seat), she must enjoy it—even at the expense 
of the passenger behind her.  The male’s hysteric belief was that he, a six-foot-one-inch 
man, was entitled to enjoy the flight without his space being invaded by the woman in 
front of him.  Both passengers felt entitled to a perceived comfort by the airlines, even 
though airlines have consistently reduced seating space so that they can fit more 
passengers on fewer flights.  Both passengers imagined the other was enjoying at his and 
her expense, and both passengers demanded that the other make a sacrifice of enjoyment.   
The device, the Knee Defender, is marketed as a passive-aggressive means to take 
the other’s enjoyment.  The device comes with a “courtesy card” that the purchaser may 
use to inform the passenger in front of the purchaser’s intent to use the device during 
flight.  The card reads: 
I am using Knee Defender.  Knee Defender is a small plastic device that 
helps me protect myself by limiting how much the seat in front of me can 
recline.  I wanted to let you know about this and provide the following 
information: 
___ Unfortunately, my legs are so long that if you recline your seat at all it 
would immediately bang into my knees.  
___  As best I can estimate, you could recline your seat about ____ inches 
without banging into my knees.  If you would like to recline your seat this 
much at some point during the flight, please let me know and I will adjust 
my Knee Defender so that is possible.  
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___ If you would like to recline your seat at some point during the flight, 
please let me know and I will try to adjust myself and my Knee Defender 
so that it can be done safely.  
I realize that this may be an inconvenience.  If so, I hope you will 
complain to the airline.  Maybe working together, we can convince the 
airlines to provide enough space between rows so that people can recline 
their seats without banging into other passengers.   
Thank you for your understanding. (“Knee Defender”) 
 
The purchaser is given an option or options to check before presenting the card to the 
other passenger. Yet, the language in the “courtesy” card never gives the passenger 
sitting in front of the purchaser the option to comply or not comply with the request. In 
fact, the card is not a request at all, but an order for the passenger in front to give up her 
perceived enjoyment. 
 One last point worth mentioning: the passenger also experiences a hysteric 
response to the airline.  By the airlines consistently reducing seating space to maximize 
their profits, the passengers encounter less private space.  Aggressivity ensues from the 
perception that the other is encroaching on the subject’s private space.  The airline is 
misconstrued as the big Other who is enjoying a profit at the subject’s expense.   
 In the closed economic system presented by WALL-E, the passengers of the ship 
are not called upon to sacrifice for the broader welfare or survival of the community. 
Instead, the film presents a social order that is replete with abundance (meaning, in 
Marxist terms, a lack of scarcity of desirable commodities).  Because the subject does not 
have to sacrifice, aggressivity from the passengers is non-existent. In fact, the only 
aggressivity present is manifested in the robots and the artificially intelligent Autopilot. 
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7. Post-Apocalyptic Film As a Means of Escape from the Anal Father   
 With their frequent depiction of authority figures who call upon followers to 
sacrifice in the interest of the broader good of the new society, post-apocalyptic 
narratives betray a certain anxiety surrounding the culture of enjoyment.  The mass 
appeal of zombie films and television shows in which the new world coheres around 
sacrifice suggests that the popularization of a relatively new fantasy—a world in which 
the subject can escape the anal father’s imperative to go enjoy.  Perhaps there is no 
coincidence that many post-apocalyptic narratives feature pastoral settings in which the 
characters strive to cohere the new world—as if the narratives themselves express a 
broader desire among storytellers and spectators for the “good ole days,” when 
enjoyment was allowed only in small doses.   
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Figure 4. 1 Searle in the observation room as he sees the Sun at 3.1% strength. Taken 
from Sunshine. 
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Chapter Five 
Conclusion 
 This dissertation begins by asking whether the 9/11 terror attacks contributed to 
the rise in popularity of post-apocalyptic films in the years that followed.  The question 
presumes the terror attacks had the power to effect a change in the desires and fantasies 
of the subjects who witnessed the attacks and the aftermath—that the trauma of watching 
the collapse of the World Trade Centers was so great, we began to desire more depictions 
of bleak and hopeless landscapes, perhaps out of resistance to the magnitude of what we 
survived, perhaps as a coping mechanism to help us understand the attacks.   
 One can easily imagine the criticism that follows the claim that 9/11 caused the 
rise in popularity of post-apocalyptic films.  The cause-and-effect relationship would be 
challenged in a way that validates each of the usual multicultural schools of thought in 
contemporary academia: that the mere coincidence of 9/11 and the popularity of post-
apocalyptic films is not sufficient to conclude that 9/11 caused audiences to desire post-
apocalyptic narratives (Descartes); that cause and effect conceals the historical 
contingency enabling the construct of the other (critical race studies); that the market re-
appropriates coincidence into a cause and effect relationship so as to allow for the 
transcendence of capital and commodities (Marx/Jameson); that cause and effect 
perpetuates the same reductionist dichotomy as active vs. passive, presence vs. absence, 
man vs. woman by which patriarchy maintains its hegemony (feminism); and so on.   
 In the case of post-apocalyptic films, however, each of these multicultural 
formulations should be rejected.  The proper criticism of this project should be: why is 
there no examination as to how post-apocalyptic film caused 9/11?  
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 How the fantasy of a post-apocalypse led to 9/11 should be the subject of any 
inquiry that explores the two, asymmetrical tracks of paternal authority expressed in 
psychoanalysis, i.e., the subject’s conduct (sacrifice) as mandated by Freud’s primitive 
father and the subject’s conduct (enjoyment) commanded by the obscene, superegoic 
mandate of Zizek’s anal father.   
 One would be wrong to see the two “fathers” of psychoanalysis as dualistic or 
symmetric.  One follows a straight line while the other is a vicious (superegoic) 
loop.  Where the primitive father imposes an attainable standard of behavior on the 
subject, the anal father imposes a standard that is unattainable and that the subject will 
perpetually fall short of.  The subject under the primitive father is capable of sacrificing 
to the extent necessary to comply with the mandate of the father, while the mandate under 
the anal father commands a level of performance (enjoyment) that the subject can never 
comply with.   
 But to say that the anal father imposes a performance requirement on the subject 
that the subject can never comply with does not do full justice to the anal father’s 
tyranny.  Under the primitive father, the subject at least has the option of 
transgression.  If the commandment to renounce becomes too oppressive, the subject may 
disobey (transgress) the commandment and through her transgression attain a minimal 
level of enjoyment.   
 This is not so under the anal father.  The anal father’s mandate “to enjoy” leaves 
no room for transgression.  If the subject attempts to transgress the commandment to 
enjoy, the transgression itself is deprived of any enjoyment value.  In other words, the 
only thing that has been accomplished is the subject accomplishing her non-
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enjoyment.  The anal father’s imperative puts the subject in an impossible bind: the 
subject is doomed to not enjoy whether the subject attempts compliance or disobedience 
with the anal father’s mandate.   
 This bind of non-enjoyment under the anal father is perhaps nowhere better 
presented than in the recent “body positive” advertisements that instruct women to love 
their bodies.  The message of the ads is that one’s body should be fun, one should take 
pleasure in one’s body, and one is doing something wrong if one is not enjoying one’s 
body.  Since the ads are for anything from soap to apparel, the implication echoes a 
sentiment of the anal father, i.e., that one has not been enjoying her body so far, which is 
why the products should be purchased.  The bind is that, in order to comply with the 
mandate to enjoy, the consumer is presented with two choices: (1) do not buy the 
products (in which case the subject will continue to not enjoy her body) or (2) buy the 
products (in which case the subject will persistently wonder why these products have not 
facilitated the enjoyment of her body).  Neither is of course enjoyable.   
 The bind here is more than just a choice between two undesirable 
alternatives.  The bind is that, as presented by the anal father, there is no way out.  The 
subject can neither comply nor transgress.  The only way out is to swap fathers, i.e., to 
recognize that enjoyment is impossible, to re-write the advertising slogans for woman’s 
products as follows: “Love your body like it’s someone else’s”—in other words, to 
render conduct seeking enjoyment into the mere discharge of a task or chore in 
furtherance of one’s duty.   
 We see this in the film WALL-E when the denizens of the space liner retreat from 
the abundance and opulence of their spaceship to the barren, bleak landscape of the post-
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apocalyptic Earth.  We saw the same in the events after 9/11 when the terror attacks 
legitimized dispensing with the humanist values and multiculturalist respect for human 
rights that we thought we were accustomed to in order to condone the militaristic 
response necessitated by the terror attacks.  In the wake of 9/11, there was no time (or 
place) for consideration of the subjective racial, gender, class, ethnic, or political 
disenfranchisements of those who were behind the attack.  Nine-eleven presented us with 
an ideological clarity that turned every consideration into a binary choice of do or die, 
good or evil.   
 That the ideological clarity provided by 9/11 was false should have been apparent 
on the morning of September 11 itself when news accounts began featuring witness after 
witness who described the collapse of the World Trade Center twin towers as 
“surreal.”  Here was likely the most “real” event of many people’s lives, and they 
described it as surreal, as if it was dream-like or not real at all.   
 Or maybe there should be no surprise at witnesses’ description of the 9/11 attacks 
as surreal: they had just seen the two predominant symbols of global capital turned into 
rubble, which perhaps drew into question whether or not capital itself was such a 
universal, unabashed “truth” of reality as they had been led to believe.  Or, in keeping 
with Zizek’s observation—which has been oft repeated in this dissertation—their 
accounts of the surrealness of the towers’ collapses was a testament to the notion that it is 
easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of global capital.   
 The ideological clarity presented by 9/11—and presented by post-apocalyptic 
narrative—functions in a similar way.  Borrowing from Zizek, one might say it is easier 
to imagine an end to the subject’s autonomy than it is to imagine an end to paternal 
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authority.  The ideological clarity provided in post-apocalyptic narrative—
notwithstanding its disregard for the gender-race-class socio-norms associated with 
contemporary first-world life—is not achieved in a vacuum of paternal authority, or in an 
environment of lawlessness and desperate abandon, but in the perseverant shadow of the 
primitive father who (as we are led to believe) cannot even be destroyed by the end of the 
world.   
 It is in this transcendence of paternal authority that we see subjects reduced to 
objects: the depiction of women as sex objects and/or baby factories in service of the men 
who enslave them; the figurations of black men as thieves, clergy, mimics, and 
sycophants.  The point here is not that gender or racial minorities become commodities 
with exchange value in the post-apocalypse.  The point is rather that the reductionist 
depictions function as positions within the social order by which the objects attain 
subjectivity.  The depictions define the contours of the object’s conduct necessary for the 
other to gain recognition in society as a subject.   
 In this way, it might be said that the post-apocalyptic narrative caused 9/11 to 
happen—that the subject’s autonomy prescribed by the anal father was too weighty of a 
burden, too impossible of a challenge, that the subject shrugged it off and accepted 
instead her place as an othered, objectified automaton whose only responsibility was to 
fulfill her duty.    
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